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Superconductivity is among the most fascinating emergent states of quantum matter. De-

spite garnering intense research interest over the past 100 years, a detailed understand-

ing of how features of the electronic structure determine superconducting properties has

remained elusive. For example, the ability to deterministically enhance the supercon-

ducting transition temperature (Tc) by design, rather than by serendipity, has been a long

sought-after goal in condensed matter physics and materials science, but achieving this

objective may require new tools, techniques and approaches.

This dissertation describes an approach towards achieving this goal referred to as

strain engineering exploiting epitaxy. Superconducting thin films of two different ruthe-

nium oxide materials, Sr2RuO4 and RuO2, are synthesized by molecular-beam epitaxy

on deliberately lattice-mismatched substrates, and a comprehensive suite of characteri-

zation techniques—including x-ray diffraction, low-energy electron diffraction, electrical

transport, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), and density functional

theory (DFT) calculations—are applied to understand the relevant structure-property re-

lationships in these materials. Namely, we seek to identify how substrate-imposed strains

freeze in specific distortions of the parent bulk crystal structure in thin films, how these

distortions couple to the electronic structure, and ultimately, how these distortions affect

the superconducting Tc.

In the extremely disorder-sensitive unconventional superconductor Sr2RuO4, we

demonstrate that synthesizing epitaxial thin films on substrates that apply anisotropic

in-plane strains is a facile way to increase the energy scale of superconductivity, to values



well in excess of the bulk Tc. This observation is in good agreement with recent work

on single crystals subject to uniaxial pressure. We then employ results for films synthe-

sized on different substrates that apply different modes and magnitudes of biaxial strain

to gain insight into the exact mechanism that drives this Tc enhancement. Our results

suggest that enhancing the density of states near the Fermi level, EF—achieved by tuning

the proximity of EF to a Van Hove singularity in the electronic structure—is not the only

factor that boosts Tc in strained Sr2RuO4.

In RuO2, we report the first instance of transmuting a normal metal into a supercon-

ductor through the application of epitaxial strain. Bulk RuO2 is not known to be supercon-

ducting down to the lowest measured temperatures. In agreement with this observation,

we show that lightly strained RuO2 thin films synthesized on isostructural (101)-oriented

TiO2 substrates are also non-superconducting; in contrast, we show that superconductiv-

ity having Tcs up to « 2 K can be realized by synthesizing more heavily strained RuO2

thin films on (110)-oriented TiO2 substrates. Using ARPES measurements supported by

DFT simulations, we reveal the primary electronic mechanism underlying this strain-

stabilized superconductivity in RuO2/TiO2(110): the anisotropic strains imposed by the

substrate redistribute the charge carriers amongst the manifold of 4d states near EF , par-

tially depopulating flat bands with d|| orbital character, and thereby increase the density

of states near EF .

Taken together, our results indicate that epitaxial strain engineering can likely be

broadly applied to modulate superconductivity in a wide variety of multi-orbital systems,

extending well beyond just the ruthenates investigated in this dissertation. In addition to

being a practically feasible route to enhancing Tc and discovering new superconductors,

this method also enables detailed investigations of the electronic structure. Therefore, we

propose that the approach outlined here of close feedback between thin-film synthesis,

structural and electrical characterization, and materials-specific calculations, could be a

powerful platform moving forward in the quest to rationally control superconductivity.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Solid-state physics is the study of electrons and nuclei interacting quantum mechan-

ically via the Coulomb interaction. It is one of the beautiful aspects of Nature that the

same underlying Hamiltonian—which has been known for over 90 years, since the days

of Schrödinger, Dirac, and Heisenberg—can give rise to the fantastic diversity of emer-

gent phenomena observed in condensed matter, including crystallinity, metallicity, su-

perconductivity, and magnetism [1]. At the same time, it is rather sobering to realize that

this Hamiltonian is utterly insoluble even for simple systems containing few (N Ç 10)

particles, and so there are no truly ab initio theories of condensed matter.

Although it is intractable to find the ground state of an arbitrary collection of electrons

and nuclei by brute force calculation, a tried-and-true method for making progress on this

problem is perturbation theory: we must recognize (or guess!) the hierarchy of energy

scales in the problem, and successively diagonalize terms in the Hamiltonian that con-

tribute less and less to the total energy in increasingly restricted subspaces of the original

Hilbert space. In most materials, the largest energy scale involved is usually the cohesive

energy that keeps the atoms bonded together in a particiular average configuration. If

we take this crystal structure as a given—i.e., something that can be engineered during

materials synthesis, and later measured—then we can focus on accounting for how the

electrons propagate in such an environment, or how the atoms vibrate about their mean

positions, or even how these two processes are coupled. As we continually downfold the

“master Hamiltonian” into more restricted subspaces, the eigenstates become increasing

approximations of reality, making experiments that either confirm or deny the validity of

these approximations essential.

At an abstract level, the motivation behind this dissertation is to explore the following
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questions:

• How do the positions of atoms within a given material influence the tendency of

that material to become superconducting?

• What are the mechanisms that link the crystal structure (what is controllled during

growth) to the desired electronic property (here, superconductivity)?

• If we understand the relevant structure-property relationships, can we engineer as-

pects of the structure to enhance aspects of the superconductivity, such as the tran-

sition temperature, Tc?

As alluded to above, the main challenge in answering these questions is that the en-

ergy scales involved in superconductivity (typically ă 1 meV) are miniscule compared

to the accuracy of state-of-the-art methods for computing electronic structures. There-

fore, we must employ approximations and effective field theories to rationalize certain

aspects of the superconductivity, and indeed there are existing frameworks—such as BCS

theory and its extensions—that have historically proven to be immensely successful in

this regard. The catch, however, is that appropriate inputs for such theories must be

informed by experimental measurements of the normal-state electronic structure from

which superconductivity condenses. With close feedback between theory, experimental

characterization, and materials synthesis, a new era seems within reach in which the field

of superconductivity research progresses beyond the historical discovery-driven mode of

research, to a mode where new superconductors are created and enhanced by design. In

this chapter, we describe the general conceptual ideas underpinning our approach to this

problem in section 1.1, providing some relevant historical background where necessary,

and then in section 1.2 we outline how these ideas are applied to the study of two dif-

ferent ruthenium oxide materials, Sr2RuO4 and RuO2, throughout the remainder of this

dissertation.
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1.1 From band metals to Fermi liquids to superconductors

1.1.1 Band theory

One-electron band theories are a pillar of introductory solid-state physics courses, with

good reason: they explain many of the essential differences of insulators, semiconductors,

and metals in a unified framework that can be very accurately computed using modern

software packages. The fundamental ideas underpinning this approach date back to the

work of Felix Bloch in the late 1920s [2]. Upon considering the physics of an electron

propagating through a static periodic potential created by a crystalline lattice of many

atoms, Bloch recognized that the periodic nature of the Hamiltonian has two crucially

simplifying and important effects, despite the overwhelming number of microscopic de-

grees of freedom (the number of atoms in a typical crystal is NA « 1023). First, the discrete

translational symmetries of the lattice ensure that the electron momentum is conserved

modulo translations of the reciprocal lattice tGu; thus, the most natural basis for diago-

nalizing the Hamiltonian is k-space, with k translated as necessary by integer multiples

of tGu to its irreducible value in the first Brillouin zone. Second, when the spectrum

of such eigenstates is plotted versus energy, there will be characteristic bands—energies

where such states exist at some (or all) values of k in the Brillouin zone—and also band

gaps—energies where such states do not exist at any value of k. The existence of band

gaps is a consequence of destructive quantum mechanical interference between electron

waves moving in the periodic potential. If the Fermi level EF lies in such a band gap,

the material is a band insulator that strongly resists the flow of electricity because there

are no propagating states at EF that can transport the applied current; by contrast, if EF

lies within one or multiple bands, the material is usually a metal, unless other interac-
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tions render it insulating1. In the latter case, which is the relevant one for the materials

studied in this thesis, details of the Epkq bandstructure—such as the Fermi wavevector(s)

kF where EF intersects the band(s), the group velocity(ies) dE{dk of the current-carrying

excitations near EF , etc.—are among the essential ingredients that determine the instabil-

ity of band metals to forming electronically ordered states at lower temperatures, such as

superconductivity.

At a basic level, the “bare” Epkq band dispersion relationships derive from the atomic

positions: by maximizing the modulus squared of the electronic wavefunctions near the

positively charged ion cores, the energy of a state with a given k can be reduced. In

our studies detailed in this dissertation, band theory calculations are always the starting

point, since these provide the essential link between the crystal structure (what is con-

trolled during materials synthesis) and the “bare” normal-state electronic structure, be-

fore other higher-order (i.e., smaller) effects such as electron-electron and electron-phonon

interactions are taken into account. We utilize commercially available software pack-

ages [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] that implement density functional theory (DFT) [11, 12] to perform

such calculations. It is largely beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a comprehensive

theoretical description of DFT, and many reviews exist elsewhere. From a conceptual per-

spective, though, we note that DFT treats electron-electron interactions—which we have

heretofore ignored—at a static mean-field level. Thus, it is not strictly correct to refer to DFT

as a “non-interacting” theory; in solving the Kohn-Sham equations for the wavefunction

of a given (single) electron, the interaction with the average density of all other electrons

is considered self-consistently, via a theoretical construct called the exchange-correlation

potential. The physics that is neglected in such a treatment are dynamical correlations of

the electron fluid: when one electron moves within the solid, the other electrons respond

1Famous examples include Mott insulators, which invoke strong electronic correlations as the cause
of the insulating behavior [3, 4], and magnetically ordered states, which invoke the spin and/or orbital
angular momentum of electrons as the cause of the insulating behavior [5]. We omit further discussion of
these possibilities here for brevity.
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according to the change in Coulomb interaction (usually repulsion) that they experience

as a result of this motion. These dynamical interactions can be quite significant in certain

materials, and so it is essential to gauge their strength by comparisons of experimental

measurements of the electronic structure with the results of static mean-field band theory

calculations, as discussed in the next section.

1.1.2 Landau Fermi liquid theory

The concept of a Landau Fermi liquid dates back to the 1950s [13, 14, 15], when Lev

Landau first elucidated why band theory was able to account for the electronic struc-

ture of a wide class of real metals exceedingly well, despite its complete (in “nearly

free-electron”, “tight-binding”, and other phenomenological models) or partial (in DFT)

neglect of electron-electron interactions. The key notion is that of adiabatic continuity

between the wavefunctions of a gas of effectively independent electrons and those of

a liquid of weakly interacting quasiparticles. In qualitative terms, the wavefunctions

of the independent-electron Hamiltonian will be modified as electron-electron interac-

tions are gradually “turned on”, but as long as the scattering rate between levels remains

“low”, the basic structure of the wavefunctions will not change. Thus, eigenstates of the

non-interacting Hamiltonian may be identified with (near) eigenstates of the interacting

Hamiltonian (i.e., there is a one-to-one mapping between the Hilbert spaces), but the ener-

gies of the latter quasiparticle resonances will shift (i.e., be renormalized) and acquire a finite

lifetime (i.e., they are not stationary states of the true many-body Hamiltonian) as a result

of the interactions.

The crucial insight of Landau was to realize that the Pauli exclusion principle greatly

reduces the scattering rate of electrons near the Fermi level in a metal, in an energy (ε)-

and temperature (T )-dependent way that becomes increasingly restrictive as ε Ñ EF and
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T Ñ 0 K. This fact greatly expands the regimes of binding energy and temperature over

which the “low scattering rate” assumption of Landau Fermi liquid theory is applica-

ble. In particular, at zero temperature and at EF , even the quasiparticle excitations of

strongly interacting metal should be true eigenstates of the many-body Hamiltonian, with

infinitely long lifetimes (neglecting impurity scattering); oftentimes we can gain insight

into the strength of electronic correlations by gauging how far away in pε,T q from this

fixed point a Fermi liquid-like description still applies. Throughout the rest of the text,

we refer to this phenomenon as it relates to electrical transport and angle-resolved pho-

toemission measurements as electron-electron scattering being reduced by phase-space consid-

erations; we refer interested readers to Ref.[16] for a nice pedagogical exposition of these

ideas.

In practical terms, the quasiparticle concept is a more general bridge between “bare”

bandstructure calculations and how the low-energy electron-like excitations near EF

propagate in actual solids where the energy-momentum Epkq dispersion relationships

are renormalized by electron-electron scattering, electron-phonon interactions, etc. A fre-

quently observed consequence of these many-body interactions is that the quasiparticle

excitations move slower than would be expected based on the bare band velocities, cor-

responding to a reduced kinetic energy and increased density of states near EF (since

the total integrated spectral weight over the “squeezed” total bandwidth must be con-

served). These effects are typically discussed in terms of increased effective masses of the

quasiparticles. Although several computational schemes such as dynamical mean-field

theory [17, 18] have come online in recent years that are able to compute these many-

body mass enhancements (nearly) from first principles, experimental measurements of

the renormalized electronic structure remain the ultimate arbiter of how large these ef-

fects are in actual materials. We pursue the latter approach in our studies of Sr2RuO4 and

RuO2 detailed in this thesis. Finally, as a technical point, we note that whenever we dis-

cuss superconductivity and loosely refer to the normal-state bandstructure, we typically
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mean the quasiparticle excitation spectrum.

1.1.3 Superconductivity

Superconductivity was first discovered in elemental mercury by Kamerlingh Onnes in

1911 [19]. Onnes was awarded the Nobel Prize for this work shortly thereafter in 1913,

and superconductivity in other heavy elements such as tin and lead was observed at

around the same time. These original measurements observed the first hallmark of su-

perconductivity: the electrical resistance rapidly drops to zero as a function of temperature.

It was not until the work of Meissner and Ochsenfeld in 1933 that the second hallmark

of superconductivity was realized: namely, perfect diamagnetism, in which external mag-

netic fields are completely expelled from the interior of a superconductor [20]. This phe-

nomenon is now known, fittingly, as the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect. Zero resistance and

perfect diamagnetism are the defining signatures of superconductivity, and together dis-

tinguish it from other phases of matter, such as perfect conductors; accordingly, definitive

discoveries of new superconductors now rely on the observation of both properties.

In the 100+ years since the initial discovery of superconductivity, many novel super-

conducting materials have been found, sometimes in seemingly very unlikely places,

such as doped Mott insulators [21] and exotic metals where the quasiparticle excita-

tions have effective masses more than 1000 times heavier than bare electrons [22]. While

new discoveries continue to challenge existing theories, it appears that certain features

of this phase of matter are universal—i.e., applicable to all superconductors—while

other features—such as the mechanism whereby superconductivity condenses—are more

material-specific. With the benefit of hindsight, we briefly review these ideas here, focus-

ing first on the universal properties and then delving into questions about mechanisms

in section 1.1.3. With an eye towards the work presented in later chapters, we also draw
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attention to properties of the normal-state electronic structure that are believed to be im-

portant in determining the superconducting properties, such as Tc.

Later in the 1930s, the London brothers developed a phenomenological theory de-

scribing the electrodynamics of superconducting electrical currents that could account

for the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect [23]. In particular, their work established that exter-

nal magnetic fields in fact penetrate slightly into the interior of superconductors, but are

exponentially suppressed on a characteristic length scale λ, called the London penetra-

tion depth. λ is now recognized as a fundamental (and measurable) property of all su-

perconductors that contains information about the density and effective masses of the

superconducting electron pairs. In the 1950s, Ginzburg and Landau applied their cele-

brated phenomenological theory of second-order phase transitions to superconductivity,

and were able to deduce a stunning amount of information about the macroscopic prop-

erties of superconductors from very general considerations about how the free energy of

a complex-valued order parameter field should vary across the superconducting transi-

tion [24]. The result of this analysis is a non-linear Schrödinger-like equation for what is

now recognized as the superconducting wavefunction, Ψ „ ∆eiφ, as well as an expression

relating Ψ to the dissipationless electric current density js that reproduces the predictions

of London theory. Ginzburg-Landau theory remains in active use today in computational

studies of superconductivity, and can be derived from the more microscopic BCS theory

of superconductivity, which we now describe.

Much of our modern understanding of superconductivity originates from the work of

Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS) in the late 1950s, who explained superconductivity

as the pairing of individual fermions into Cooper pairs [25], and the subsequent condensa-

tion of these composite bosons into a charged superfluid state [26, 27]. BCS were awarded

the Nobel Prize for their work in 1972. At a conceptual level, this pairing seems rather

unintuitive—after all, Coulomb interactions between electrons are naively expected to
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be mutually repulsive. However, if we take for granted for the time being that such an

effectively attractive interaction V can exist between fermions within a narrow range of

energies surrounding the Fermi level (EF ´ ~ωB ă ε ă EF ` ~ωB, where ~ is Planck’s con-

stant and ωB is the energy of the pairing boson), then Cooper showed that a bound state

of two fermions is lowered in energy compared to two independent states, by an amount

δE that scales exponentially with the density of states near the Fermi level NpEFq and the

pairing interaction V . Formally, we have:

δE “ ´2~ωB expr´2{pNpEFq|V|qs (1.1)

The full ground-state wavefunction of a BCS-like superconductor can be expressed as

a coherent state of Cooper pairs. It can be obtained by variationally minimizing the total

energy of a Hamiltonian that accounts for the kinetic energy of the normal-state quasipar-

ticles and the energy gained by pairing according to Equation 1.1, after applying mean-

field decoupling of four-fermion operators in the usual way. In the superconducting state,

there is a finite energy gap ∆ for single-particle Bogoliubov quasiparticle excitations; this

feature in tandem with the macroscopic phase coherence of the superfluid ensures that

dissipationless transport occurs, even in the inevitable presence of disorder scattering.

The evolution of ∆ with temperature and the transition temperature Tc at which ∆ Ñ 0

can both be solved for analytically within BCS theory; neglecting some factors of order

unity (since these depend on the precise gap structure in k-space and how the effective

interaction is modeled), we have:

∆ „ kBTc „ ~ωB expr´1{pNpEFq|V|qs (1.2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and the other variables have the same meaning as in

Equation 1.1. From the structure of Equation 1.2, we see that to substantially enhance Tc,
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we generically need to either increase NpEFq, increase V , or both. Changes to the energy

of the pairing boson ωB will have a much more muted effect on Tc, since this quantity

does not appear in the argument of the exponential.

Cooper-pair wavefunctions encode the relevant pairing interactions

A sufficiently generalized description of superconductivity like we have given up

to this point—invoking the Bose-Einstein condensation of Cooper pairs, which are

formed by some type of effectively attractive interaction between individual fermionic

quasiparticles—is widely believed to apply to all superconductors. That being said, there

are two qualitatively different classes of superconductors that have been discovered to

date; these are differentiated by the structure in k-space of the superconducting gap func-

tion ∆pkq, which ultimately reflects the different mechanisms that produce the effective

attraction Vpk,k1q between quasiparticles. The rest of this section is devoted to describing

these two different possibilities. For historical reasons, pairing mediated by electron-

phonon coupling is often referred to as conventional superconductivity, whereas pairing

mediated by electron-electron interactions is often called unconventional superconductivity.

In both cases, an appropriate two-particle wavefunction for a Cooper pair can generically

be written as

Ψpr1, σ1, r2, σ2q “ f pr1 ´ r2qχpσ1, σ2q (1.3)

subject to the fundamental requirement that Ψ change sign (i.e., anticommute) under ex-

change of the two fermions labeled by the subscripts 1 and 2. Since the fermions are

individually spin-1{2 particles, the spin component of the wavefunction χpσ1, σ2q must

either have total spin S “ 0 (a spin-singlet state that is antisymmetric under exchange of

fermions), or S “ 1 (a spin-triplet state that is symmetric under exchange of fermions).
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The orbital component of the wavefunction f pr1´ r2q is expanded in spherical harmonics

Y`
m with different amounts of relative orbital angular momentum ` between the electrons

in the Cooper pair, each having well-defined parity p´1q`. Conventional superconduc-

tors consist of Cooper pairs with ` “ 0 bound in spin-singlet states. On the other hand,

more strongly interacting unconventional superconductors utilize the higher angular mo-

mentum channels available in Equation 1.3—which have larger amplitudes of the wave-

function at finite distances—to minimize the probability that two electrons overlap in

the same region of space simultaneously. Unconventional superconducting states with

spin-triplet pairs must have odd orbital parity p` “ 1, 3, ...q, and unconventional states with

spin-singlet pairs must have even orbital parity p` “ 2, 4, ...q, in order to preserve the overall

antisymmetry of Ψ under fermion exchange.

Although this picture is intuitively appealing, in reality superconductivity never con-

denses in media having full Op3q rotational symmetry where ` and the electron spin are

independently conserved quantum numbers. Rather, to make the above discussion ap-

propriate to crystals where the reduced momentum k in the first Brillouin zone is the

conserved quantity (and there may be non-negligible amounts of spin-orbit coupling),

we should represent Ψ and the superconducting gap function ∆ in the pk, s,k1, s1q ba-

sis that describes two-particle fermionic states that are both in the immediate vicinity

of EF , and we should not presume that k and spin are quantities that can be specified

independently—i.e., multiplied in Ψ irrespective of k. In this setting2, the wavefunc-

tion of a Cooper pair with vanishing total momentum (k “ ´k1) can be decomposed

as Ψkss1 “ φpkqχps, s1q, and we distinguish the two possibilities for pairing states at each

pk,´kq according to Table 1.1.

The complex-valued superconducting gap function in this more general setting is rep-

2Note that we are still assuming the existence of time-reversal and inversion symmetries, otherwise the
single-particle quasiparticle states comprising Cooper pairs with vanishing total momentum need not be
degenerate.
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Pairing type orbital component spin component
even-parity / spin-singlet φpkq “ `φp´kq χps, s1q “ 1?

2
p| Öy ´ | Œyq

odd-parity / spin-triplet φpkq “ ´φp´kq χps, s1q “ c1| Òy ` c2p| Öy ` | Œyq ` c3| Óy

Table 1.1: Types of Cooper pairing possible in crystalline superconductors invariant un-
der time-reversal and inversion

resented by a 2ˆ 2 matrix in spin space at each k, according to the formula:

∆pkq “

¨

˚

˝

∆Òpkq ∆Öpkq

∆Œpkq ∆Ópkq

˛

‹

‚
“ ip∆kI ` dpkq ¨ σqσy (1.4)

where ∆k is a scalar, I is the 2 ˆ 2 identity matrix, σ “ pσx, σy, σzq is a vector of Pauli

matrices, and dpkq is a three-component complex-valued vector.

Spin-singlet superconductors correspond to setting ∆Ò “ ∆Ó “ 0 and ∆Ö “ ´∆Œ “ ∆k

in Equation 1.4—i.e., the d vector is zero and ∆k is finite, leaving:

even-parity order parameter: ∆pkq “

¨

˚

˝

0 ∆k

´∆k 0

˛

‹

‚
(1.5)

On the other hand, spin-triplet superconductors correspond to setting ∆Ö “ ∆Œ “ ∆0 and

∆k “ 0 in Equation 1.4. In this case the d vector specifies all information about the su-

perconducting order parameter—its orbital angular momentum structure in each of the

three spin-triplet pairing channels, and also possible nodes in the gap versus k. The ele-

gant aspect of this notation is that d transforms just like a vector under spin rotations [28]:

odd-parity order parameter: ∆pkq “

¨

˚

˝

´dxpkq ` idypkq dzpkq

dzpkq dxpkq ` idypkq

˛

‹

‚
(1.6)
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Mechanism of conventional superconductivity

Conventional superconductors have an even-parity (spin-singlet) order parameter, and

the sign of the superconducting gap function ∆pkq is constant irrespective of k. Until the

discovery of heavy-fermion superconductors in 1979, all known superconductors were

conventional—and indeed, in its original formulation, BCS theory was constructed to ex-

plain the properties of these materials. The non-sign-changing nature and typically weak

k dependence of the magnitude of ∆pkq reflect the fact that the effective attraction be-

tween fermions is mostly local in space, mediated by virtual exchange of phonons. First

proposed by Fröhlich in 1950 [29], the key concept in producing this attraction is the sep-

aration of time scales between electron and lattice dynamics. As an electron propagates

through the lattice, it causes a locally positively charged distortion of the ionic nuclei.

This polarization persists long after the electron has left the vicinity, since the lattice re-

laxation time scales are comparatively slow. During this time, the accumulated positive

charge attracts a second electron with opposite momentum, thereby facilitating pairing

of the two electrons.

Among the most definitive evidence supporting the BCS mechanism of superconduc-

tivity are isotope effect experiments showing that the superconducting transition temper-

ature systematically depends on the average mass M of the ions in the crystal structure.

This relationship was demonstrated experimentally [30, 31, 32] before the formulation of

BCS theory, and is essentially hard-coded into Equation 1.2: increasing the ionic mass

reduces the Debye frequency according to ωD „ 1{
?

M, leading to Tc „ 1{
?

M. Since

its introduction, BCS theory has been refined and extended by many authors, including

Migdal and Eliashberg, who fully included the momentum dependence and time retar-

dation aspects of the electron-phonon interaction in a strong coupling generalization of

BCS theory [33, 34]. For the purposes of this dissertation, we note that considerably more

realistic—although still approximate!—formulas for Tc based on Migdal-Eliashberg the-
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ory exist, such as the McMillan-Allen-Dynes equation [35, 36]. These should certainly be

considered in any quantitative calculations of Tc, but for discussing qualitative trends in

how Tc evolves versus some variable (e.g., strain), we employ the simpler weak-coupling

expression in Equation 1.2. To boost the energy scale of superconductivity in conven-

tional superconductors, we must either enhance the density of quasiparticle states near

the Fermi level that experience an effective attraction by Fröhlich’s mechanism, and/or

increase the magnitude of the electron-phonon coupling. The latter can often be achieved

by tuning a material to the brink of a structural phase transition. Somewhat paradoxically,

in both of these mechanisms it is usually true that inherently worse (i.e., higher resistivity)

single-particle conductors are better (i.e., higher-Tc) two-particle superconductors.

Mechanism of unconventional superconductivity

Unconventional superconductors may have either even-parity (spin-singlet) or odd-

parity (spin-triplet) order parameters. A precise definition of unconventional supercon-

ductivity is the relationship
ř

k ∆pkq “ 0, where the summation is carried out over all

wavevectors on the Fermi surface(s); i.e., ∆pkq must change sign somewhere in k-space.

Among the most celebrated examples of materials hosting unconventional superconduc-

tivity are systems with f -electron rare-earth elements (discovered in 1979 [22]), copper

oxides (discovered in 1986 [21]), Sr2RuO4 (discovered in 1994 [37]), and somewhat more

recently, iron-based pnictides and chalcogenides (discovered in 2008 [38]). Partially be-

cause of the the newness of these materials, and partially because of fundamental chal-

lenges in understanding the physics of systems with strong many-body interactions, the

precise mechanism(s) that facilitate Cooper pairing in these materials remains hotly de-

bated and the topic of much active research—see, e.g., chapter 4. At a basic conceptual

level, however, it is manifest that phonon-mediated pairing is not responsible: supercon-
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ductivity emerges in close proximity to states hosting charge and/or magnetic order3, and

the BCS mechanism for producing an effective attraction between quasiparticles in more

ordinary metals is not strong enough to overcome the high levels of on-site Coulomb

repulsion innate to these systems.

Instead, a scenario that can generate effectively attractive interactions at long ranges

from overscreened on-site repulsive interactions between electron-like quasiparticles is

the so-called Kohn-Luttinger mechanism of superconductivity [39, 40], first proposed in

1965, several years following BCS theory. The only necessary ingredient in this formal-

ism is a sharply defined Fermi surface4; accordingly, it seems very likely to be relevant for

rationalizing the low-temperature unconventional superconductivity observed in high

carrier density systems such as heavy-fermion materials and Sr2RuO4, where the elec-

tronic correlations make the renormalized Fermi liquid coherence scale TFL quite low (in

absolute units), but TFL remains substantially larger than the superconducting Tc (in rel-

ative units). Computational schemes based on the renormalization group exist for cal-

culating the energy scale of superconducting instabilities that result from this purely

electronic mechanism of pairing [41], and have been applied in certain systems where

the Fermiology and quasiparticle band dispersions are well parameterized from exper-

iment [42, 43, 44]. Although it is questionable whether any of these calculations have

proven capable to date of quantitatively accounting for Tc or ∆ in a manner analogous

to Equation 1.2, it is qualitatively true that flattened—i.e., non-spherical or non-circular—

Fermi surfaces and a high density of states near EF are generally both favorable conditions

for enhancing the energy scale of superconductivity within this framework [39, 40].

3In certain cases, the many-body interactions are strong enough to render the parent materials insulat-
ing!

4In more practical terms, this means that smearing of the Fermi surface due to thermal effects and impu-
rity scattering must be “small” near Tc, otherwise the effectively attractive interaction drops off exponen-
tially at large distances [39].
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1.2 Outline of the text

In this chapter, we described the hierarchy of energy scales relevant to understanding

the electronic properties, especially superconductivity, of the ruthenate materials stud-

ied in this dissertation. Starting from the periodic potential generated by the ions in the

crystal structure, the conduction electrons form bandstructure—i.e., energy-momentum

dispersion relationships that reflect the atomic positions. Focusing on the eigenstates

of the Hamiltonian with energies in the vicinity of EF , dynamical electron-electron and

electron-phonon scattering of these band electrons are accounted for via the concept of

Landau’s quasiparticles—current-carrying excitations of the interacting electron fluid that

are in one-to-one correspondence with the eigenstates of band theory, but with renor-

malized group velocities and finite lifetimes that reflect the many-body interactions. Fi-

nally, residual interactions between these quasiparticles can, somewhat surprisingly, be

effectively attractive in certain channels at very low energies near EF , leading to Cooper

pairing of the fermionic quasiparticles into composite bosons. When these bosons un-

dergo Bose-Einstein condensation into a charged superfluid state, the material becomes

superconducting—a novel phase of matter that exhibits both zero electrical resistance

and perfect diamagnetism. The mechanisms resulting in an effectively attractive inter-

action between quasiparticles lead to a division of superconductors into two classes—

conventional (electron-phonon mediated pairing) and unconventional (electron-electron

mediated pairing).

In both cases, the unifying theme central to the work presented in this dissertation

is: how does the arrangement of atoms in the crystal structure ultimately determine the

energy scale of superconductivity? Based on the hierarchy of energy scales described

above, it is clear that to establish causal connections between the crystal structure and

superconductivity, we must understand the states that are intermediate in energy (or

temperature)—namely, the Epkq structure of excitations in the band metal, and how these
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dispersion relationships are modified by many-body interactions. The remainder of this

dissertation is organized as follows: In chapter 2, we describe molecular-beam epitaxy,

the technique used to synthesize thin films of the ruthenium oxide materials studied in

this work, Sr2RuO4 and RuO2. In chapter 3, we describe the primary characterization

tools we employed to probe where the atoms are located and how the electrons move

in these samples: x-ray diffraction, low-energy electron diffraction, electrical transport,

and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). In chapter 4, we explore how

epitaxial strain couples to the electronic structure and unconventional superconductiv-

ity in Sr2RuO4 thin films. In chapter 5, we demonstrate that epitaxial strain stabilizes

(likely conventional) superconductivity in RuO2 thin films; in chapter 6, we then study

the mechanism underlying this phenomenon, utilizing a combination of ARPES measure-

ments and first principles calculations to reveal how the normal-state electronic structure

responds to strain in RuO2. Lastly, in chapter 7, we summarize our current understand-

ing of how epitaxial strain can be used to engineer aspects of the superconductivity in

Sr2RuO4 and RuO2 thin films, and we highlight the most important outstanding open

questions resulting from our research, which we hope will guide future investigations of

these fascinating materials.
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CHAPTER 2

MOLECULAR-BEAM EPITAXY

At the heart of most progress in solid-state physics is the synthesis of new materials

exhibiting fascinating properties that challenge existing paradigms and theories for how

electrons move in solids. In this dissertation, the technique of choice for materials synthe-

sis is molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE)—colloquially known as atomic spray painting—and

the materials under study are epitaxial thin films of multiple different ruthenium oxide

compounds. As we will show later, MBE allows for exquisite control over the growth

of thin films, atomic layer by atomic layer, in crystal structures and heterointerfaces that

are distinctly artificial—i.e., not realized in nature. Furthermore, MBE also exposes use-

ful “knobs”, such as the substrate-imposed lattice strain, that can be used to template

the crystal structure of the thin films that grow on top and thereby engineer films with

enhanced electronic and magnetic properties relative to their bulk counterparts. In this

chapter, we first describe the essential components of a modern oxide MBE system (such

as those operated by the Schlom group at Cornell), and then we proceed to describe a

few of the scientific ideas underlying MBE that are most germane to the synthesis of the

ruthenate thin films studied in this work: the concepts of adsorption-controlled growth

windows1 and strain engineering exploiting epitaxy.

2.1 A brief history of MBE

MBE was initially developed in the 1960s by Arthur and Cho at Bell Labs [47]. At that

time, the materials du jour were compound III-V semiconductors such as (Al,Ga)As, and

indeed—after some refining of the art—MBE proved to be among the premier methods

for the synthesis of these materials. In the semiconductor arena, the ability of MBE to

1Some of the results presented in this chapter have been published in Refs. [45, 46].
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produce films of high crystalline perfection with controlled compositional (doping) pro-

files has enabled both the development of functional electrical and optical devices [48], as

well as the discovery of fundamental new physics, such as the fractional quantum Hall ef-

fect in GaAs/Al1´xGaxAs heterostructures [49, 50]. Almost all of the current applications

where MBE is used to fabricate commercial products—including field-effect transistors,

quantum cascade lasers, light-emitting diodes, and Hall-probe sensors—have been born

out of its roots as a method to synthesize semiconductor thin films.

On the condensed matter physics side of things, the field underwent a seismic shift

in 1986 following the discovery by Bednorz and Müller of high-temperature supercon-

ductivity in copper oxide based compounds [21]. Suddenly there was great motivation

to advance methods capable of synthesizing transition metal oxides, and some folks—

including one of our advisors, Prof. Darrell Schlom—actively worked on adapting ex-

isting semiconductor MBE technologies to the growth of oxide thin films [51]. In the

intervening years, the further development of oxide MBE has been a very fruitful scien-

tific endeavor, as it has enabled the creation of new superconductors, (anti)ferroelectrics,

(anti)ferromagnets, and even multiferroic materials that display several of these orders

simultaneously. Although it remains to be seen whether the inherent complexity of tran-

sition metal oxides can be harnessed to create functional devices, the fantastic tunability

of these materials (which certainly goes hand in hand with the complexity) means that

oxide MBE will continue to be a fertile playground for the synthesis of materials that

challenge and advance our understanding of basic solid-state physics.

2.2 Overview of oxide MBE

As the moniker of atomic spray painting suggests, MBE involves thermally evaporating

atoms from high-purity elemental sources, directing these molecular beams towards a
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single-crystal substrate target, and allowing the thus-deposited thin film to crystallize

and assemble itself from the bottom up. Film deposition is performed in an ultrahigh

vacuum environment to ensure that the elemental fluxes arrive at the substrate largely

uncontaminated by foreign atoms, despite the incident beams having low kinetic ener-

gies (typically of order a few eV). The atomic fluxes—i.e., number of atoms crossing a

unit area per unit time—are measured by a quartz crystal microbalance. One of the pri-

mary benefits of using “low” incident fluxes is that the deposition time for a monolayer

of atoms is typically tens of seconds, which is “slow” on the timescale of operation of

shutters that block the source materials from having line-of-sight to the substrate; this

implies that in certain circumstances true atomic layer by atomic layer growth modes

can be realized, which enables both the synthesis of ultrathin films with digitally con-

trolled thicknesses [52], as well as the synthesis of artificial heterostructures composed of

ultrathin layers of different materials that are stacked in an alternating fashion to create

a crystal with longer length-scale superlattice periodicities [53]. As any condensed matter

physicist is well-aware, many exotic phenomena occur in systems with reduced dimen-

sionality; in practice, MBE is among the most well-established techniques for deliberately

introducing dimensional confinement into crystals at the nanometer (i.e., wavefunction)

scale that is usually necessary to substantially alter the electronic and magnetic properties

of many-body quantum systems.

During film deposition, the substrate target is held by a sample manipulator and

maintained at a specific temperature by a radiative heater. For transition metal oxide

MBE, evaporation of the metal elements occurs simultaneously with a continuous stream

of oxygen molecules impinging on the growth front. As we discuss further in subsec-

tion 2.3.1, the combination of the substrate temperature (Ts), oxidant partial pressure (pO),

and incident atomic fluxes ( f ) together determine what phase(s) are locally thermody-

namically stable and condense into a solid thin film, and what molecular species are suf-

ficiently volatile to leave the growth front in gaseous form, without incorporating into
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the film. By adjusting any one of these three growth conditions pTs, pO, f q, the synthesis

of one phase can be favored over other possiblities that contain the same source materials,

and the regions of stability in parameter space over which specific phases are stable can

be calculated from bulk thermodynamic data on the constituent materials.

In reality—especially at lower growth temperatures, where the adatom diffusion

length is shorter—kinetic factors are also important in determining the crystal structure

and stoichiometry of the thin films deposited by MBE. For this and other reasons, it is

desirable to have some type of in situ diagnostics for monitoring the film growths. In

the MBE systems at Cornell, this objective is achieved via reflection high-energy electron

diffraction (RHEED) systems mounted on the growth chambers, which are capable of

scattering electrons off the growth front and imaging the resulting diffraction patterns

in real time to characterize the surface morphology and crystal structure of the films as

they are being deposited. In Figure 2.1, we show a schematic diagram depicting all of

these essential components of an oxide MBE system, and in the following subsections we

describe each component in further detail.

2.2.1 Effusion cells and electron-beam sources

Most of the metal elements employed in oxide MBE thin film growths are supplied from

commercial Knudsen effusion cells [55]. Up to eight effusion cells can be installed on

the Cornell MBEs at any given time, and cells are frequently swapped out depending

on what compounds users want to synthesize. Each effusion cell consists of high-purity

source material (typically 99.99% purity) loaded into a crucible made of a compatible inert

material (typically alumina, tungsten, pyrolytic boron nitride, quartz, or graphite) that

does not react with the metal at the operation temperatures of the cell. Coiled filaments
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of a typical oxide MBE system, labeling the key compo-
nents, which are more fully described in the text. Molecular beams of elemen-
tal metals are directed from effusion cells towards a single-crystal substrate
in the presence of gaseous molecular oxygen (O2) and ozone (O3), creating
a transition metal oxide epitaxial thin film from scratch. Figure reproduced
from Ref.[54].

surrounding the crucible are used to heat the source to operating temperature2, which

is monitored by an internal thermocouple, and the entire assembly is thermally shielded

from other components on the growth chamber by a sheet metal enclosure. This design

of the effusion cell, in concert with an active feedback proportional–integral–derivative

(PID) temperature controller, can maintain source temperatures up to« 1400˝ C at values

stable to« ˘0.1˝ C, which can be important if stable atomic fluxes are required for growth

of the desired phase(s). Another important consideration in growths requiring a stable

flux and high oxidant partial pressures is inadvertant oxidation of the source materials by

the oxygen flowing into the main growth chamber: in such cases—as was encountered

2Note that there is no simple correspondence between the source temperatures used in MBE and the
melting points of the given elements, because it is ultimately the vapor pressure versus temperature of the
element that determines the evaporation rate from the source. Indeed, in some cases (such as La), the source
temperature is maintained above the melting point—which can cause rather spectacular effects (and plenty
of cracked crucibles) if the temperature is too quickly quenched to below the melting point (e.g., during
power outages).
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during our growth and study of LaNiO3 thin films [52, 56, 57]—differentially pumped

sources are commonly employed, which keep the effusion cell and its surrounds at a

higher level of vacuum than the main growth chamber.

Following evaporation from the effusion cells, the atoms are collimated into a molec-

ular beam directed at the substrate. Computer-controlled programmable shutters deter-

mine whether the beams from each source are allowed to reach the substrate. Near the

substrate, a quartz crystal monitor (QCM) is used to measure the flux being emitted from

the effusion cells; the QCM effectively weighs the atoms that stick to it by measuring

the change in resonant frequency of a quartz oscillator. QCM readings are converted to

actual atomic fluxes arriving at the substrate via an overall tooling factor that absorbs var-

ious internal calibrations (of the QCM) and geometrical factors that depend on how the

QCM and effusion cell are placed and oriented relative to the substrate. At the end of the

day, the accuracy of this method for determining fluxes is limited to « ˘5%, and other

methods such as monitioring RHEED oscillations or measuring film thicknesses by x-ray

reflectivity are employed if greater accuracy is required.

Although effusion cells work admirably for most elements in the periodic table, they

fail to provide sufficient flux for refractory metal elements with very low vapor pressures,

such as ruthenium or iridium. In these cases, source temperatures in excess of 2000˝ C

are required. Therefore, instead of resistively heating a crucible containing the source

element, an electron beam (e-beam) heater is used to continuously bombard the source

element with a stream of high-energy electrons (typical e-beam energies are « 10 keV,

and typical power consumptions are several kilowatts). To ensure uniform heating, the e-

beam is rastered across the source material in specific patterns, usually resembling figure

eights. An important consequence of this is that e-beam users must be extremely vigilant

to ensure that the beam stays focused on the ruthenium (or iridium, etc.); if the e-beam

were to stray off target, it would drill (and has previously drilled) a hole in the stainless
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steel walls of the MBE vacuum chamber! Setting aside these extra safety precautions, an

e-beam source is generally similar to the effusion cell sources, with the caveat that the

flux tends to drift considerably more in time. Although this technical constraint largely

precludes the growth by MBE of ruthenate or iridate superlattices with atomically abrupt

interfaces, it has not severely affected the ruthenate thin films synthesized as part of this

thesis, which—by virtue of being grown in an adsorption-controlled regime—are rather

tolerant of time-dependent variations in the incident Ru flux.

2.2.2 Oxygen sources

In addition to the effusion cell and e-beam sources for evaporating metals, an oxide MBE

must, of course, have an ample supply of oxygen. Over the last ten years, it has become

clear that for many transition metal oxides, high oxidant partial pressures are oftentimes

required to synthesize the highest quality thin films, especially in materials of interest

to the correlated-electron community where the metal-oxygen bonds are rather covalent

in character, such as manganites, nickelates, cuprates, ruthenates, and iridates. At face

value, this presents something of a conundrum for oxide MBE: on one hand, it is de-

sirable to grow films under highly oxidizing conditions to avoid the detrimental effects

of oxygen vacancies on the electrical and magnetic properties of the films; on the other

hand, flooding the chamber with too high of a partial pressure of oxygen gas destroys the

ultrahigh vacuum environment (threatening the very conception of how film growth pro-

ceeds by MBE), and leads to other technical difficulties such as the oxidation of elemental

source materials, which leads to unstable fluxes.

A strategy that eliminates most of these problems is to deliver a stream of distilled

ozone (« 80% O3 + 20% O2) through a stainless steel capillary tube positioned near the

substrate during film growths by oxide MBE [58, 59]. Ozone is much more reactive than
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molecular oxygen (O2), and thus provides a higher oxidation potential for atoms reach-

ing the thin-film growth front, even when present at partial pressures (10´7 ´ 10´5 Torr)

that do not totally compromise the ultrahigh vacuum environment inside the MBE cham-

ber. To achieve these high fractional concentrations of O3, a 90% O2 + 10% O3 mixture

produced by a commercial ozone generator is sent through a custom-built ozone still, de-

veloped by Tassilo Heeg, an alumnus of Prof. Darrell Schlom’s research group. Inside the

still, a porous silica gel is cooled by liquid nitrogen and accumulates liquified O3 over

several hours (ozone “charging”), while most of the unwanted O2 gas is allowed to ex-

haust. Later, this reserve is controllably boiled off to supply O3 during film growth, and

the exact partial pressure of ozone inside the MBE chamber is controlled by a piezoelec-

tric leak valve located in between the still and the chamber. Like the operation of e-beam

sources, the use of distilled ozone for MBE film growths is not for the faint of heart—

when present in sufficiently high pressures, O3 will spontaneously explode. Accordingly,

numerous precautions are taken for the ozone system, including housing the still inside a

steel blast cabinet, and ensuring that the cryopump on the MBE is always gate valved off

from the main vacuum chamber whenever ozone is being delivered into the system.

2.2.3 Substrate heater, pucks, and manipulator

The elements that comprise a thin film synthesized by MBE are, as described in previous

sections, literally produced from scratch. However, a machine that merely evaporated

various metals in the presence of oxygen would not be a particularly useful tool; we need

to provide a template that directs where the atoms eventually settle and crystallize (so

as to minimize the free energy of the system), and also need to ensure that the adatoms

impinging on the growth front have enough thermal energy to diffuse into the desired

locations. In practice, both of these objectives are achieved by inserting single-crystal

substrate targets into the MBE sample manipulator and heating the substrates well above
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room temperature—sometimes in excess of 1000˝ C. The selection and preparation of

appropriate substrates, as well as the determination of suitable growth temperatures, will

be discussed in later sections since they are highly dependent on the type of film being

synthesized. Here we simply note a few general technical points, some of them specific

to the MBE systems at Cornell.

First, the substrate is heated radiatively from the backside during growth by a sili-

con carbide heater. The temperature is monitored by a thermocouple connected to the

heater, and the temperature setpoint is stabilized and also ramped up/down by a PID

algorithm similar to those used to control the temperatures of the elemental sources. To

ensure that the energy generated by the heater is efficiently absorbed by the substrates

(which are typically wide-band-gap insulators), all substrates are backside coated before

growth with thin layers of metals (« 10 nm of Ti for adhesion + « 200 nm of Pt) in the

Cornell Nanoscale Facility. An optical pyrometer is used to more accurately gauge the

absolute temperature of the substrate surface where the film is actually deposited. The

discrepancies between the temperatures measured by the thermocouple and pyrometer

increase significantly at higher temperatures, which is important to account for in the

growths of Sr2RuO4 thin films discussed in this thesis, since the windows for realizing

adsorption-controlled growth of Sr2RuO4 are quite narrow in temperature (ă 50˝ C).

Second, the substrate is held during growth by a Haynes puck that inserts into the end

of the sample manipulator. Haynes 214 is a proprietary high nickel-content alloy that has

been engineered to withstand the highly oxidizing conditions and high temperatures that

are present during most oxide thin film growths. In order to improve film homogeneity,

the entire sample stage is usually continuously rotated during growth to average over

atomic flux gradients across the incoming molecular beams. Full 360˝ sample rotation

also allows for the incident RHEED beam to be aligned with arbitrary azimuths of the

crystal structure of the film / substrate. The most common size of wafers used for MBE
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film growths in our systems are 10 mmˆ10 mm in area, although certain Haynes holders

and the substrate heater can accommodate circular wafers with 3 in. diameters.

2.2.4 Reflection high-energy electron diffraction

All of the MBE chambers at Cornell are equipped with RHEED systems to monitor

film growth. The basic operating principles underlying RHEED are similar to the other

electron and x-ray diffraction methods that will be described more comprehensively

in the next chapter: a monochromatic, well-collimated, beam of high-energy electrons

(« 10 keV) is aimed at the surface of the film / substrate, typically at a grazing angle of

incidence (ă 3˝), and the resulting two-dimensional diffraction pattern is detected by a

fluorescent phosphor screen on the opposite side of the vacuum chamber, which is in turn

imaged by a CCD camera in order to digitize the data. The grazing angles of incidence

and exit guarantee a high degree of surface sensitivity despite the large incident energies

employed; as a rule of thumb, RHEED is sensitive to scattering from core electrons in the

topmost few atomic layers of the film, within ă 10 nm from the film surface. Moreover,

the grazing scattering geometries and ease of focusing electrons allow RHEED to be a

relatively unobtrusive surface structural probe suitable for lab-based MBEs, which can be

measured in real time as films are being deposited.

The major drawback of RHEED is that electron diffraction is inherently complicated

by the effects of multiple scattering, and so analysis of RHEED data is often guided by

anecdotal experiences, rarely with any support from simulations or calculational schemes

that have been shown to accurately model RHEED scattering cross sections. For this

reason, the author of this dissertation believes that any observations based on RHEED

data should be treated skeptically as qualitative suggestions rather than definitive con-

clusions, which should be supported by further x-ray diffraction measurements and/or
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low-energy electron diffraction measurements3. Nonetheless, there are a few heuristic

principles for interpreting RHEED data that we list below, which seem fairly robust in

practice:

• The lateral separation between spots and/or streaks in the RHEED pattern are de-

termined by the average in-plane periodicity of the surface crystal structure per-

pendicular to the propagation direction of the incident and specularly reflected

beams. This statement merely expresses the conservation of momentum modulo

q|| “ G, where G is a translation of the surface reciprocal lattice, and as such is

guaranteed by the discrete translational symmetries of the surface crystal struc-

ture in real space, irrespective of the exact details of how high-energy electrons

scatter off such a periodic potential. Since a large area of reciprocal space is im-

aged on a small physical area of the phosphor screen, a precise determination of

the surface lattice constants is not possible with RHEED. However, when surface

reconstructions are present and “strong” enough to be detected by RHEED—i.e.,

the extra peaks/streaks clearly rise above the diffuse background, which is usually

quite high—the underlying cause is likely a non-stoichiometric surface involving

the redistribution of many electrons, rather than some more subtle distortion of the

atomic positions in an otherwise stoichiometric surface. In certain cases where the

surface chemistries are expected to be similar, such as the SrO-terminated surface of

perovskite and Ruddlesden-Popper thin films, it is likely possible (with some per-

sonal experience) to establish and recognize the hallmark periodicities and intensity

distributions (i.e., “fingerprints”) for electron scattering off of Sr-rich surfaces that

are applicable across different material families [60], even if the underlying crystal

structures of such surfaces are not known in detail.

• The intensity profiles of the spots and/or streaks along the orthogonal direction in

3Both of these techniques are much better understood theoretically than RHEED, cf. chapter 3
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RHEED patterns depend primarily on the morphology of the growing film, rather

than the surface crystal structure of the film. Strongly islanded film growths gen-

erally produce an array of discrete spots, since in this limit RHEED is more akin to

transmission electron microscopy than to diffraction measured in a reflection geom-

etry. Smoother surfaces will generally produce streakier RHEED patterns, except

in the limit of surfaces with highly perfect crystallinity; in this case, the intensity

is very intense and coalesces around single spots along the RHEED streaks due to

kinematic constraints on the electron scattering.

• Spots and/or streaks in the RHEED pattern from films that grow in a truly atomic

layer by atomic layer fashion will show characteristic oscillations in intensity as

progressively more layers of the film are deposited. This can be a useful method

for calibration of source fluxes that is accurate to « 1%—one simply must time

the period of RHEED oscillations with a stopwatch, and then use the number of

atoms in a monolayer of the given crystal structure to obtain the flux impinging on

the substrate per unit time. It is not guaranteed, however, that the maximum (or

minimum) of RHEED intensity is reached at any special point in the deposition of a

given monolayer. For example, contrary to popular belief, it is not necessarily true

that the maximum (minimum) of RHEED intensity is reached at the point when a

full (half) monolayer of additional material has been deposited [61]. Thus, using

RHEED oscillations to purportedly evidence a specific surface termination in the

growth of perovskite thin films should be treated with skepticism, in lieu of other

supporting measurements.
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2.3 Growth of ruthenate thin films by MBE

Perovskite-based ruthenium oxide compounds host a myriad of novel electronic order-

ing phenomena, including unconventional superconductivity [37] and magnetic field-

induced quantum criticality [62], that are extremely sensitive to disorder [63]. As we will

discuss at some length in chapter 4, dilute impurity concentrations of only a few hundreds

of parts per million can destroy the superconducting ground state in Sr2RuO4 [64]. In the

case of CaRuO3, many experiments conducted over 20+ years suggested the possibility

of a non-Fermi liquid behavior, until a set of more recent experiments on cleaner samples

evidenced the usual hallmarks of a Fermi liquid ground state, just with an anomalously

low coherence scale TFL « 1.5 K [65, 66]. Because the properties of ruthenates are known

to respond dramatically to external perturbations such as uniaxial pressure [67, 68, 69],

they represent an ideal system for exploring how these emergent ground states can be

manipulated and controlled in thin-film form; however, an obvious prerequisite for any

such efforts is the ability to synthesize thin films with extremely low levels of disorder.

A significant issue encountered during the growth of ruthenate thin films is the loss

of Ru atoms in the form of volatile RuOx gas species (x “ 2 or 3) at temperatures above

« 700˝ C. Films grown above this temperature contain significant concentrations of Ru

vacancies. On the other hand, films grown below this temperature are generally closer to

stoichiometric, but contain significant amounts of quenched structural disorder because

of the reduced adatom diffusion length at lower growth temperatures. Thus in both

limits, the residual resistivities are well in excess of 10 µΩ-cm—sometimes even above

100 µΩ-cm—which are at least 1 - 2 orders of magnitude too large to observe any of the

exotic low-energy physics mentioned above.

A significant portion of this dissertation was devoted to assisting our collaborators in

the Schlom group develop and conclusively demonstrate a new strategy for the synthesis
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of ruthenate thin films by MBE that circumvents both of these issues: grow at high sub-

strate temperatures, where structural disorder is minimized, and flood the growing film

with excess ruthenium to mitigate the formation of Ru vacancies. This approach is anal-

ogous to the way in which high-quality films of compound semiconductors with volatile

constituents, such as GaAs, are grown [70]. In subsection 2.3.1, we describe the concept of

adsorption-controlled growth windows as it applies to ruthenate thin films in somewhat

more detail, emphasizing how our electrical transport measurements provide a stringent

test of the cation stoichiometry. In subsection 2.3.2, we then describe the potential of

substrate-imposed epitaxial strains as a knob for tuning the superconducting properties

of thin films, an idea which will be revisited and explored throughout the remainder of

this thesis in the context of both Sr2RuO4 and RuO2.

2.3.1 Adsorption-controlled growth windows

The region of substrate temperature, oxidant partial pressure, and atomic fluxes pTs, pO, f q

over which a particular compound is thermodynamically stable is commonly called a

adsorption-controlled growth window. For example, at the gross scale this means that by

adjusting pTs, pO, fRu{ fSrq, one can favor the condensation of a Sr2RuO4 thin film instead

of a SrRuO3 thin film, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. At the finer scale, the finite size of the

growth windows in parameter space and the automatic composition control provided

by thermodynamics within these windows ensures that when a Sr2RuO4 (SrRuO3) film

crystallizes, its stoichiometry is truly 2 atoms (1 atom) of Sr for every 1 atom of Ru, with

deviations away from the ideal 2 : 1 (1 : 1) ratio that can be less than 1 part in 1,000.

The crucial insight of Hari Nair (a postdoc in the Schlom group) was to adapt these

ideas that are well-known and appreciated among MBE aficionados in the growth of III-V

compound semiconductors, to the growth of ruthenate thin films by oxide MBE. Readers
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Figure 2.2: Thermodynamics of MBE (TOMBE) diagrams illustrating conditions for
which adsorption-controlled growth of Ruddlesden-Popper strontium
ruthenate thin films can be realized. The cyan lines represent the equivalent
oxygen pressures for the indicated partial pressures of distilled ozone used
in MBE growths. Growth in the wide region shaded green in (a) produces
SrRuO3 films, while growth in the narrow region shaded red in (b) produces
Sr2RuO4 films; in both cases, an excess Ru flux of « 1 ´ 2 ˆ 1013 atoms{cm2s
is supplied to avoid the formation of Ru vacancies in the films, which desorbs
from the growth front as volatile RuOx gas species. Note that (b) is essentially
a zoomed-in version of (a), but calculated for a slightly lower excess Ru flux
so as to expand the width in temperature and pressure over which Sr2RuO4 is
stable.

interested in a more comprehensive treatment of this topic are referred to Refs. [45, 46],

where the synthesis science of CaRuO3, SrRuO3, and Sr2RuO4 is spelled out in consider-

able detail at an experimental and computational level 4. To summarize these works in

short: by establishing adsorption-controlled growth windows for the growth of several

types of ruthenate thin films by MBE, we have been able to reproducibly synthesize films

with excellent electrical properties, which is an essential first step towards the study of

how the extremely disorder-sensitive ground states in these materials respond to epitaxial

strain and dimensionality.

4As an aside: after having the privilege of being a co-author on these papers, I am now convinced that
there is method to the madness—MBE is not always merely “black magic”.
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To substantiate what “excellent” means in this context, Figure 2.3 displays the elec-

trical transport behavior of prototypical CaRuO3, SrRuO3, and Sr2RuO4 thin films syn-

thesized by MBE within adsorption-controlled growth windows for these compounds.

Like all perovskite-based ruthenates, these films show large, non-saturating resistivities

at elevated temperatures, which reflect the strong electronic correlations in this family

of materials. As the temperature is lowered, electron-electron scattering events are suc-

cessively “frozen out” by phase space constraints, and in the low-temperature limit the

residual resistivity ρ0 ” ρpT Ñ 0 Kq provides a metric of the electron-disorder scatter-

ing rate (see also section 3.2). Lower values of ρ0—or equivalently, higher values of the

residual resistivity ratio, RRR ” ρp300 Kq{ρp4 Kq—indicate lower levels of disorder.

a cb 55 nm Sr2RuO4 / NdGaO3(110)48 nm SrRuO3 / DyScO3(110)38 nm CaRuO3 / NdGaO3(110)

-

RRR = 235
RRR = 173

RRR = 69

RRR = 31
RRR = 75

-

Figure 2.3: Electrical resistivity versus temperature for (a) CaRuO3, (b) SrRuO3, and
(c) Sr2RuO4 thin films synthesized by MBE within adsorption-controlled
growth windows for these compounds. The resistivity tensor in (a) and (b)
is resolved into its two diagonal in-plane components (red and blue), which
are not guaranteed to be equal by the orthorhombic crystal symmetry; in (c)
we plot the geometric mean of the two in-plane components of the resistivity
tensor. Insets show the resistivities at low temperatures normalized to their
extrapolated values at T “ 0 K: the data for CaRuO3 and SrRuO3 show clear
signatures of strong electron-electron scattering down to the lowest measured
temperatures, and Sr2RuO4 becomes superconducting at Tc “ 1.8 K.

To put the numbers shown here in perhaps more meaningful units, consider the case

of Sr2RuO4. An extraordinary amount of information is known about the electronic struc-

ture of Sr2RuO4 from multiple different probes; thus, it is possible to use the experimen-
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tally measured Fermi velocities and Fermi surface topology of this material to quantita-

tively convert the macroscopic transport scattering rate at low temperatures (gauged by

ρ0) to a more microscopic mean free path for scattering that describes the length scale

over which the quasiparticle momentum is relaxed (`). The relationship between these

quantities is ` “ C{ρ0, where the coefficient of proportionality C « 1.1 µΩ-cm ˚90 nm [64].

Therefore, the residual resistivity of ρ0 “ 1.7 µΩ-cm for the Sr2RuO4 film in Figure 2.3

corresponds to ` “ 60 nm, or about 150 unit cell translations, which is very long by the

standards of ternary oxides. Converting ` to impurity concentrations ni requires more

microscopic knowledge about the exact nature of the impurities—in technical terms, the

impurity scattering cross section(s) Σi—which depend on the chemical identities of the

defects, their substitution sites, etc. Nonetheless, if we assume that the point defect-

scattering phenomenology is similar between these Sr2RuO4 films and single crystals that

have been studied previously5, then the observation of superconductivity in these films

implies that the Sr:Ru ratio is stoichiometric to better than 1 part in 1,000. This deviation

of Sr:Ru from its ideal value of 2 is at least one order of magnitude lower than the Ç 1%

error that can be achieved in MBE via approaches that attempt to explicitly match the

fluxes of the source elements in a specific ratio. Finally, we note that a similarly successful

adsorption-controlled approach has been applied to the growth of SrVO3 thin films by

hybrid MBE (using a metal-organic precursor for vanadium) to achieve residual resistivi-

ties ρ0 ă 1 µΩ-cm [71], but otherwise this method seems underutilized in the synthesis of

correlated metals and superconductors by oxide MBE, so it is hoped that our work spurs

more development in this area.

5A direct quantitative comparison of ρ0 values between crystals and films is likely not valid, since ex-
tended structural defects from dislocations, anti-phase boundaries, and intergrown phases also contribute
to ρ0 in Sr2RuO4 thin films.
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2.3.2 Strain engineering exploiting epitaxy

One very appealing aspect of MBE lies in an approach we refer to as strain engineering ex-

ploiting epitaxy. In this scheme, thin films of a given material are deposited on a substrate

whose in-plane lattice constants are chosen to be deliberately mismatched with the in-

plane lattice constants the thin film material would adopt if it were a bulk crystal. Up to

a certain critical thickness, the film will grow pseudomorphically on top of the substrate,

essentially inheriting the two in-plane lattice constants of the substrate by the epitaxial

templating effect. Along the out-of-plane direction, the film is free to relax however it

would like so as to minimize its free energy in this constrained subspace—e.g., if the film

lattice constants are under net compression (tension) in the plane, the out-of-plane lat-

tice constant will generally expand (contract), respectively, based on the Poisson effect.

In this regime, the film is said to be coherently strained, and to controllably alter the crys-

tal structure of the film, we simply need to grow another sample on a different starting

substrate that has suitably different in-plane lattice constants. Applied to transition metal

oxides, this approach has been employed to create strained thin films of identical chemical

formulas that have dramatically different electronic and magnetic properties [72]; these

differences in properties ultimately derive from how the magnitudes and symmetries of

the substrate-imposed strains couple to the microscopic degrees of freedom in the films,

such as orbital polarizations, structural instabilities, etc. For a materials scientist, epitax-

ial strain is thus a very promising route towards creating artifically engineered materials

with enhanced properties; for a condensed matter physicist, epitaxial strain is a natural

“knob” that can be used to perturb parameters of the effective Hamiltonian of a given

material, and thereby gain insight into how competing states of the system depend on

(and can be tuned by) these parameters.

In a thermodynamic picture of film growth, the critical thickness tcrit. is determined by

balancing contributions to the free energy from the film-substrate interface (which favors
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coherently strained growth) against the accumulation of strain energy within the entirety

of the film (which favors relaxation towards the bulk crystal structure of the material).

If film growth is continued past tcrit., a variety of defects (vacancies, misfit dislocations,

twin boundaries, etc.) will nucleate to partially relax the interfacial strain. For materi-

als where these mechanisms of strain relaxation are spatially inhomogeneous, it becomes

more challenging to interpret the macroscopic electronic and magnetic properties of par-

tially strain-relaxed films in terms of theories that presume periodic crystal structures, so

generally data from coherently strained films are preferred whenever possible in studies

of how these properties can be tailored by epitaxial strain. Identification of tcrit. is thus an

important step in epitaxial strain engineering studies. Unfortunately, several of the theo-

retical estimates—e.g., the Matthews-Blakeslee criterion [73]—that have been proposed in

the literature for calculating tcrit. based on the lattice mismatches of the film and substrate

have been shown to systematically underestimate tcrit. in the MBE growth of perovskite-

based oxide thin films by as much as an order of magnitude [74]. Without getting into too

much detail, these large discrepancies likely reflect a combination of these equilibrium

theories ignoring kinetic barriers that can be important in actual thin film growths (espe-

cially for growths carried out at lower temperatures), as well as these theories ignoring

the internal degrees of freedom in many perovskite-based structures (e.g., metal-oxygen-

metal bond angles) that can relax some of the substrate-imposed strain energy without

actually changing the film lattice constants. In any case, since these models offer little

predictive value, in this thesis we adopt a purely empirical approach towards evaluating

tcrit.: we simply collect x-ray diffraction for different thickness films of Sr2RuO4 and RuO2

synthesized on different substrates, and determine from features of these data beyond

what thickness the films start to show hallmarks of partial strain relaxation.
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CHAPTER 3

THIN-FILM CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

In the previous chapter, we introduced the molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) technique

used to synthesize the ruthenate thin-films studied as part of this dissertation. Of course,

MBE is only the start of the synthesis + characterization + computation feedback loop

that we proposed in the introduction to discover, understand, and ultimately optimize

the properties of designer quantum materials, especially novel superconductors. In this

chapter, we review the second component of this loop, focusing on the four primary thin-

film characterization measurements that have been instrumental to obtain the results pre-

sented in this dissertation: x-ray diffraction (section 3.1), electrical transport (section 3.2),

in situ angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (section 3.3), and in situ low-energy

electron diffraction (section 3.4). Because the scope of these techniques is enormous, and

many comprehensive and pedagogical expositions already exist elsewhere, here we pro-

vide admittedly myopic descriptions of each topic that discuss only the background and

theory needed to understand and interpret data in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

3.1 X-ray diffraction

X-ray scattering occurs via the interaction of x-rays with electrons. In the language of

modern condensed matter physics, non-resonant x-ray diffraction probes the Fourier

transform of the equal-time spatial correlation function of the electron density ρ:

S pqq9F
〈
ρprqρpx` rq

〉
. Hence it is an excellent method for obtaining structural infor-

mation about solids, both ordered and disordered, and is among the most widespread

and successful methods for answering one of the most basic questions physicists can ask

after synthesizing a new material—namely, where are the atoms located? In this section, we

first describe the interaction of hard x-rays with matter generally, and then narrow the
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scope to configurations of atoms that are frequently encountered in the study of epitaxial

thin films grown on top of single-crystal substrates. We discuss the types of diffraction

measurements that are typically used to characterize such systems, and where appropri-

ate, include details about how these measurements were performed in this thesis using

the lab-based diffractometers and synchrotron-based facilities available at Cornell.

3.1.1 General formalism

When monochromatic x-rays of incident wavevector ki and amplitude A0 elastically scat-

ter off an electron located at position re, the amplitude of the scattered wave at a distance

R0 away is given by the formula

A “ A0
e2

mc2

1
R0

exp ripkf ´ kiq ¨ res , (3.1)

where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron, and c is the speed of light. No-

tably, in this expression the Thomson scattering length, e2{mc2 « 2.85ˆ 10´15 m, is a small

number compared with R0. This means that interactions between x-rays and electrons are

“weak” and accordingly, x-ray scattering from a full crystal containing many unit cells,

each of which contains many atoms, each of which contains many electrons, can be easily

computed from Equation 3.1 by superposition. We skip the full derivation here and quote

the results. The amplitude of the wave elastically scattered by a slab of crystal with unit

cell translations pa1, a2, a3q comprised of N1 ˆ N2 ˆ N3 unit cells is generally given by:

A “ A0
e2

mc2

1
R0

Fpqq
N1´1
ÿ

n1“0

N2´1
ÿ

n2“0

N3´1
ÿ

n3“0

exp riq ¨ pn1a1 ` n2a2 ` n3a3qs , (3.2)

where q “ kf ´ ki is the momentum transfer, and
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Fpqq “
Na
ÿ

j“1

f jp|q|q exp riq ¨ rjs (3.3)

is the structure factor of the unit cell. All atoms within the unit cell have their own atomic

scattering factors f jp|q|q, which depend primarily on the chemical identity of each atom

and are recorded in standard tables [75]. To compute the diffraction intensities I measured

experimentally, we simply take the modulus squared of Equation 3.2, i.e., I9|A|2.

3.1.2 Application to epitaxial thin films

For epitaxial thin films grown on single-crystal substrates, the penetration depth of x-rays

at typical hard x-ray energies (« 1 mm at 10 keV) is typically many orders of magnitude

larger than the thicknesses of the films being studied (« 10 ´ 100 nm). This observation,

in combination with the previously mentioned notion that the interaction of x-rays and

electrons is weak, means that we can model scattering from this type of “hybrid” crystal

as the superposition of scattering from two separate slabs of crystals (in the following, we

use f and s subscripts to denote film and substrate quantities, respectively) 1; i.e.,

I f ilm`sub. “ |A f ` As|
2 (3.4)

For all practical purposes, the substrates used in our studies are infinitely periodic sin-

gle crystals in all three spatial dimensions with extremely limited densities of structural

defects. Translating this language into the variables of Equation 3.2, this means that one

relevant limit of this equation to analyze is pN1,N2,N3q Ñ p8,8,8q with single-valued

unit-cell translations pa1, a2, a3q. In this limit, it can be shown that the scattered inten-

1For examples and discussion of thin film + substrate systems where multiple scattering effects are
important, we refer the interested reader to Ref.[76].
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sity becomes very sharply peaked—delta-function-like, with the divergences cut off by

absorption of the x-rays, thermal vibrations, and other “real-world” smearing effects—

around points in reciprocal space where the three components of q satisfy the so-called

Laue condition:

q “ G “ Hb1 ` Kb2 ` Lb3 . (3.5)

Here HKL are integers (often called Miller indices of the Bragg peak), and pb1,b2,b3q are

the primitive reciprocal lattice translations of the substrate lattice. Writing the primitive

translation vectors of the real-space and reciprocal-space lattices as the column vectors of

matrices, one can be calculated from the other according to:

rb1 b2 b3s
T
“ 2π ra1 a2 a3s

´1 (3.6)

To model the contribution to the x-ray diffraction profiles from the thin films grown

epitaxially on top of such substrates, a reasonable starting point is to assume that the in-

plane lattice constants of the film are matched to those of the substrate by the templating

effect discussed in subsection 2.3.2 (i.e., a1f “ a1s and a2f “ a2s), and that the lattice of the

film is also effectively infinite in the plane (i.e., N1 f ,N2 f Ñ 8 — we will reexamine this

point later in subsection 3.1.4). Along the third direction, although the film will generally

have an approximately constant out-of-plane lattice constant a3, it will be decidedly finite

in extent in this direction: typical values of N3 f may range from « 10´ 100, depending on

the thickness of the film.

By similar arguments as above, the scattering from an object with aspect ratios

N1 f ,N2 f Ñ 8 ąą N3 f will be rod-like in nature: highly concentrated in reciprocal space

around the locus of points where q|| “ G|| “ Hb1s ` Kb2s, and much more extended
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along the out-of-plane direction with qK ||b3f . Each feature in diffraction measurements

with a specific value of q|| and arbitary values of qK is referred to as a crystal truncation

rod (CTR). To appreciate the non-trivial interference effects that can occur along a given

CTR due to the finite thickness of the film, suppose that we are simulating data along the

specular crystal trunction rod (q|| “ 0) for an film of N3 f “ N unit cells in thickness, and

just considering scattering from the film, neglecting the contributions of the substrate. In

this situation, evaluating Equation 3.2 for the scattered intensity using the well-known

formula for a geometric series yields:

I9|FpqKq|2
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

N´1
ÿ

nK“0

exp riqKaKnKs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

“ |FpqKq|2
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1´ exppiqKaKNq
1´ exppiqKaKq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

“ |FpqKq|2
sin2

pqKaKN{2q

sin2
pqKaK{2q

(3.7)

Equation 3.7 is called the N-slit interference function, owing to its application in optics

(and indeed many areas of physics). A plot of this function—neglecting the structure

factor FpqKq, which varies gradually on the scale of the oscillations resulting from the sin2

terms—is shown in Figure 3.1. There are three salient features of this function that are

crucial in interpreting the x-ray diffraction data from the thin films shown later in this

thesis:

• The primary maxima of the diffraction pattern are located at integer multiples of

qK “ 2π{aK—exactly the Bragg peak locations that would be realized in the limit of

a bulk crystal with N Ñ 8. Thus from experimental measurements of these peak

locations, we can deduce the out-of-plane lattice constant of the film, aK.

• The width of the primary maxima along qK are inversely proportional to N, the

number of unit cells in the film along the out-of-plane direction. This can be thought

of as a generalized “uncertainty principle”, whereby the scattering from a finite-

sized object (in one dimension) in real space must be spread along a range of values
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TiO2(110)

2�/d110
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d110 TiO2 = 3.248 Å
d110 RuO2= 3.24 Å

Figure 3.1: (a) Plot of Equation 3.7 simulating the x-ray scattering from a thin film of thick-
ness N “ 10 unit cells. For simplicity the structure factor is held constant
(FpqKq “ 1). The primary maxima of the diffraction pattern are located at in-
teger multiples of 2π{aK, and their intensity scales like N2. The finite thickness
of the film manifests in the width of the primary peaks 2π{N and the exis-
tence of N ´ 2 secondary maxima between the main peaks, which are nearly
equally spaced apart by amounts 2π{N. (b) Experimental data for an N “ 45
film of RuO2 synthesized on an isostructural TiO2(110) substrate, illustrating
the features described in (a). The asterisk indicates the 110 Bragg peak of the
substrate.

along the same direction in reciprocal space. In practice, it also means that any

scattering features in x-ray diffraction data with widths significantly sharper than

1{N along qK must originate from scattering off the substrate or something besides

just the film.

• There are ideally N ´ 2 secondary maxima between each primary maximum of the

diffraction pattern. In real experimental data, due to interfacial roughnesses and

other instrumental effects, it is usually not possible to resolve all of these secondary

maxima and merely count their number to obtain the total film thickness; however,

because the spacing between between these secondary maxima scales like 1{N, we

can find the positions of several such maxima and from their separations deduce

the average coherently scattering crystalline thickness, NaK. This is among the most

accurate methods for determining the thicknesses of films synthesized by MBE.
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3.1.3 X-ray reflectivity

In subsection 3.1.2, we demonstrated how features of the x-ray diffraction profiles mea-

sured along the CTRs can be utilized to determine the film thickness. In this modeling, we

tacitly assumed that the film had a single-phase crystal structure (with no intergrowths of

other phases) and minimal amounts of strain inhomogeneity along the out-of-plane direc-

tion, so that we could effectively treat the lattice constant a3 f as a single-valued number.

In practice, these requirements are often not satisfied in real materials grown by MBE,

and it is desirable to have an independent measurement of the film thickness that does

not depend on the actual crystal structure of the film conforming to such an idealized

model.

Fortunately, there is such a measurement—called x-ray reflectivity—and conveniently,

to perform such measurements we can use the same experimental setup as for x-ray

diffraction and just change the incident and scattered angles to measure regions of re-

ciprocal space with low values of qK. In this region of q-space, the interaction of x-rays

with the sample is dominated by refraction effects at the vacuum-film and film-substrate

interfaces, rather than on a detailed knowledge of the atomic positions inside the film.

By applying wave matching constraints at these interfaces analogous to a generalized

form of Snell’s Law, reflectivity profiles can be readily simulated for layered structures of

arbitrary complexity, and many software packages exist for precisely this purpose2. We

refer readers interested in a more thorough theoretical description of x-ray reflectivity to

Ref.[78]. For our purposes here, we simply note the following three characteristic features

of specular reflectivity curves, which are illustrated in Figure 3.2:

• By far the most important material properties in determining the x-ray reflectivity

2For simulating and fitting x-ray reflectivity and x-ray diffraction profiles in this thesis, we used the
X’Pert Reflectivity program (proprietary software from Panalytical) and GenX, an open-source software
package [77].
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profile are the electron densities ρel of the constituent layers—in our case: air, the film,

and the substrate. In fact, because the refractive index inside the film is smaller than

that of air (nair « 1), there will be a critical angle of incidence below which x-rays are

totally externally reflected, given by the expression:

αcrit. “

c

ρel, f r0λ

π
(3.8)

where r0 is the Thomson scattering length and λ is the wavelength of the radiation.

While one could imagine inverting Equation 3.8 to deduce ρel, f from the measured

αcrit.—e.g., for a film of some unknown material—we do not pursue this approach

because the typical beam divergence in lab-based x-ray sources make it challenging

to accurately measure αcrit..

• Similar to the interference effects observed in diffraction, the finite extent of the film

along the out-of-plane direction produces oscillations in the the reflected intensity.

The spacings between the maxima of such fringes are almost inversely proportional

to the film thickness. This provides a simple (and highly accurate) way of experi-

mentally determining the total film thickness, which can be compared / contrasted

with the coherent crystalline thickness obtained from diffraction measurements.

• The peak-to-trough ratio of the finite-thickness fringes are determined by the effec-

tive electron density contrast between the constituent layers. “Effective contrast”

means that one way to enhance the peak-to-trough ratio is to measure films on sub-

strates with more dissimilar ρel.; the other is to make the interfaces between such

layers more abrupt. The latter effect can be used to fit the film roughnesses that

always exist at some level at its bounding interfaces.
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~1/N

αcrit.

Δρel.

simulated x-ray reflectivity:
14.2 nm RuO2 / TiO2(110)

λ = 1.54059 Å
specular CTR

experimental data:
14.2 ± 0.2 nm RuO2 / TiO2(110)

(N = 44 ± 1 unit cells)

Figure 3.2: (a) Simulated x-ray reflectivity profile along the specular CTR for a 14.2 nm
thick RuO2/TiO2(110) sample, plotted versus the detector angle 2Θ. Total ex-
ternal reflection occurs at the surface of the film for angles below αcrit., which is
set by the electron density of the film, cf. Equation 3.8. As in Figure 3.1, inter-
ference effects cause finite-thickness fringes that become more closely spaced
as the number of unit cells N in the film along the out-of-plane direction in-
creases. The peak-to-trough ratio of the fringes is set by the electron density
contrast ∆ρel. between the film and substrate. (b) Experimental data plotted
in blue, with the simulations from (a) overlaid as a red dashed line. The fit is
excellent except at very low incident angles, which is an experimental artifact
of the angularly divergent incident beam used in lab-based x-ray machines.

3.1.4 Reciprocal space maps

In subsection 3.1.2, we showed in what regions of reciprocal space appreciable intensities

are expected for an epitaxial thin film + substrate system in which the in-plane lattice

spacings of the film and substrate are equal and constant over effectively infinite in-plane

length scales. While this is a convenient starting point for interpreting experimental data,

deviations from this idealized situation are often observed in reality: for examples, the

film may form misfit dislocations to relieve the substrate-imposed in-plane strains (i.e.,

there may be columns and/or sheets of film atoms added or removed to effectively allow

a1 f ‰ a1s and/or a2 f ‰ a2s), or there may be locally non-stoichiometric intergrowths of

other phases. With sufficient knowledge about how the atomic arrangements are altered

near these regions containing structural defects (e.g., from scanning transmission electron
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microscopy), their effects on x-ray diffraction profiles can be simulated by straightforward

generalizations of Equation 3.2. As a general rule of thumb, these defects are located in

relatively narrow regions of real-space, and so their scattering signatures in reciprocal

space should be correspondingly diffuse.

The most common type of measurements performed to gauge the magnitude of these

effects experimentally are called reciprocal space maps (RSMs). In general terms, most

RSMs are simply measurements along a specific CTR extended to include some finite

region of q-space surrounding the CTR. These data sets are inherently four-dimensional

in nature, with the scattered intensity being measured at many values of pq1, q2, q3q. A

common way of visualizing such information is to take two-dimensional slices through

the data where the vertical axis is aligned with q3 (i.e., qK), the horizontal axis is aligned

with some linear combination of q1 and q2 (i.e., q||), and the measured intensity at each

pq||, qKq is plotted using a logarithmic false color scale. By taking line cuts through these

data, the spatial correlations of the electron density along different directions with respect

to the underlying parent crystal structure can be quantified. Phrased in this way—rather

than by appealing to a Bragg’s-Law-type description of diffraction off infinite planes of

atoms—it is clear that to assess the role of structural and chemical defects in real materials,

the line shapes of the measured x-ray intensity profiles are just as important as where the

peaks in these intensity profiles are located. Since the information encoded in RSMs is

rather specific to the material being measured, we will defer presentation of such data

until later chapters where the data can be placed in proper context.

3.1.5 Experimental apparatus

Most of the x-ray scattering data in this thesis were collected using Rigaku SmartLab

and Phillips Panalytical Empyrean high-resolution diffractometers. These are commer-
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ical products whose design and operation is fully documented elsewhere. Scientifi-

cally, the important features of these diffractometers are that they use Cu-Kα1 radiation

(λ “ 1.54059 Å), the detectors have a dynamic range of « 107 counts per second, mea-

surements are performed at room temperature (T “ 295 K), and four motorized angles

pω, 2θ, χ, φq can be swept over wide ranges in a fully automated fashion to access differ-

ent regions of reciprocal space. For reflectivity and diffraction measurements along the

specular CTR (q|| “ 0), the values of χ and φ are essentially arbitrary, and ω and 2θ are

swept simultaneously in a coordinated fashion (2θ “ 2ω) to continuously vary qK. For

reciprocal space mapping using these instruments, χ and φ are chosen to align the scat-

tering plane with the desired in-plane azimuthal direction of q||, and then ω and 2θ are

rocked in an offset fashion (i.e., 2θ ‰ 2ω) to measure many independent values of pq||, qKq

in this plane. The transformation from p2θ, ωq angular coordinates to pq||, qKq momentum

transfer coordinates are illustrated in Figure 3.3 and are given by the equations:

q||
2π
“

1
λ
pcospωq ´ cosp2θ ´ ωqq

qK
2π
“

1
λ
psinpωq ` sinp2θ ´ ωqq

(3.9)

Some of the x-ray scattering data in this thesis were collected at the A2 endstation

of the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source. Synchrotron measurements used x-ray

energies of 14 - 20 keV (λ “ 0.620 ´ 0.886 Å), were performed at various temperatures

between 300 K and 7 K3, and utilized Pilatus 300k or Eiger 1M photon-counting area

detectors. These detectors consist of many pixels—300,000 and 1,000,000, respectively—

which can be thought of as many independent point detectors performing measurements

in parallel. This parallelism, in concert with a very bright incident beam (supplying « 5

orders of magnitude more photons per unit time than the lab-based sources) and the ex-

tremely low noise floor of the detectors makes synchrotron-based measurements the tool

3Temperature control is facilitated by a closed-cycle helium cryostat attached to the diffractometer.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of four-circle x-ray diffraction measurements in the scattering plane
spanned by tki,k f u. A monochromatic incident beam of x-rays with initial
wavevector ki (orange) impinges on the sample at an angle ω, and scatters
to a state with final wavevector k f (purple) that is detected at an angle 2Θ
relative to the incident beam. Elastic scattering requires that }ki} “ }k f }, which
restricts the scattering to lie on the Ewald sphere. The momentum transfer
q “ k f ´ki is resolved into its components parallel (q||) and perpendicular (qK)
to the sample surface according to Equation 3.9; by changing ω and 2Θ in a
coordinated fashion, the intensity at all points in the turquoise-shaded region
can be measured to record an RSM. Figure adapted from Ref.[79].

of choice for when more exhaustive reciprocal-space mapping of low-intensity features

is desired; the qualification, of course, is that synchrotron beamtime is in very limited

supply. The diffractometer used for the synchrotron measurements also has four inde-

pendent angular degrees of freedom that allow access to most regions of reciprocal space

reachable in reflection scattering geometries; the naming conventions for these angles are

slightly different than on the lab-based machines. The two-dimensional nature of the

detector images makes the conversion of the raw data in angle space into histograms of

intensity versus pq1, q2, q3q (or HKL) somewhat more complicated, but conceptually the

procedure is the same as described above. We omit a full description here for brevity.
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3.2 Electrical transport

Once we have used x-ray diffraction to determine where the atoms are located in epitax-

ial thin films synthesized by MBE, one of the next very fundamental questions we are

usually interested in investigating is how do the electronic excitations move in such a crystal?

Many probes in condensed matter physics exist for answering this question, with vary-

ing levels of microscopic detail and experimental complexity. In this chapter we focus

on two such techniques that span the gamut of possibilities in this realm: electrical trans-

port measurements and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. In the author’s view,

these approaches are naturally complementary in several respects, which we outline in

the next two sections, and both are thus essential to gaining a complete understanding of

a thin film’s electrical properties.

3.2.1 Basic phenomenology

Electrical transport probes electronic excitations at their lowest energy scales, within µeV

of the Fermi level (EF). This allows it to be exquisitely sensitive to the electronic structure

at EF , and largely agnostic about anything happening away from EF . For similar reasons,

it is an excellent probe for the study of novel quantum states of matter that generally

condense only at low temperatures, such as superconductivity. On the other hand, one

of the the main drawbacks of transport lies in its lack of a simple connection to the more

microscopic aspects of electronic structure that can be calculated by existing theories and

computational methods. Therefore, if for example we would like to understand why a su-

perconductor has an enhanced transition temperature (Tc), transport data in isolation will

generally offer little insight in this regard, because there are simply too many complicated

dependencies involved in the mapping that takes more basic quantities—such as the Epkq
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dispersion relationships of the near-EF excitations, or the electron-electron scattering rate,

or the electron-phonon scattering rate—to the electrical resistance of real materials.

Glossing over those complications, there is some information that can be gained from

electrical transport measurements even if we interpret the data in an overly simplified

Drude-esque picture of conduction. In the Drude (or relaxation time) model, the electrical

conductivity is given by

σ “
ne2τ

m
(3.10)

where n is the carrier density of the excitations that transport the current, e is their charge,

m is their mass, and τ is mean time the carriers travel before scattering and losing any

memory of their previous trajectory. In many correlated materials, especially at elevated

temperatures, the true current-carrying excitations are not single electrons but rather

quasiparticles strongly dressed by electrons, phonons, etc. Some of these effects can by

accounted for by, e.g., allowing quantities such as the effective mass to be renormalized

(m Ñ m˚); many other effects are more subtle—in some cases, likely the entire picture of

quasiparticle transport must be abandoned. Disregarding these complications for now

and speaking as if the current-carrying excitations were just bare electrons, the other

quantity in Equation 3.10 that deserves further consideration is the scattering time τ. In

principle, any type of collision that relaxes the electron momentum will contribute to and

should be accounted for in τ. A commonly invoked approximation, called Matthiessen’s

rule, is that these scattering mechanisms are mutually independent, and so the corre-

sponding scattering rates should add independently:

1
τ
“

1
τel.´ph.

`
1

τel.´el.
`

1
τdisorder

` ... (3.11)
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The quantity that is experimentally measured in this thesis is the resistivity, ρ “ 1{σ.

Putting together Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.11, we have:

ρ “
m

ne2τ
“

m
ne2

ˆ

1
τel.´ph.

`
1

τel.´el.
`

1
τdisorder

` ...

˙

(3.12)

Assuming that the effective mass and carrier density of a metal are approximately con-

stant versus temperature, it is clear from Equation 3.12 that decreases in resistivity as the

temperature is lowered can be assigned to a reduced scattering rate. Beyond this very ba-

sic observation, the normal method of analyzing resistivity versus temperature data is to

assume that one of the independent scattering mechanisms in Equation 3.12 dominates

over the others. For example, in correlated metals, electron-electron scattering is often

the major contributor to ρ, whereas in more classic metals electron-phonon scattering is

usually more dominant. Some theories predict certain functional forms for how the scat-

tering rate should scale with powers of temperature—e.g., Fermi liquid theory predicts

that ρ9T 2 for electron-electron scattering—and by fitting the experimentally measured

ρpT q data, some estimates of the relevant scattering rate can be obtained. Nonetheless, in

general it is very difficult to guess (or calculate) a priori over what temperatures such a

description should be valid. One of the most robust statements that can be made in this

regard is that all scattering mechanisms are frozen out in the limit of zero temperature

(by phase space constraints) except elastic electron-disorder scattering. Therefore, at suf-

ficiently low temperatures, we should expect ρ to saturate at a constant value, called the

residual resistivity, given by:

ρ pT Ñ 0 Kq ” ρ0 “
m

ne2

1
τdisorder

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

TÑ 0 K
(3.13)

The residual resistivity of a metal is among the most disorder-sensitive characterization

measurements one can make: smaller values of ρ0 imply smaller electron-disorder scat-
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tering rates and thus “cleaner” samples with smaller concentrations of defects. For this

reason, ρ0 is very useful in optimizing the growth procedures for metallic thin films syn-

thesized by MBE, and has been used extensively for this purpose during the course of

this thesis. In certain unconventional superconductors (such as Sr2RuO4, as we will show

in chapter 4), increasing levels of ρ0 can rapidly suppress the superconducting Tc to zero

K; therefore, quantitative measurements of ρ0 and knowledge of how Tc depends on ρ0

are essential to quantifying how much other factors, such as epitaxial strain, affect Tc.

The above discussion has focused on how the resistivity of a metal varies in the so-

called “normal state”. All metals will superconduct at sufficiently low temperatures4, and

when the transition from normal metal to superconductor occurs, the resistivity of course

abruptly decreases. The mechanism of this drop to zero cannot be rationalized within a

Drude-like picture of single-particle conduction (cf. chapter 1). As a technical point, we

simply note that when we refer to the residual resistivity of a superconductor, such as

the RuO2 and Sr2RuO4 films studied in this thesis, we mean the value ρ0 would take at

zero temperature in the absence of superconductivity. Since the Tcs and upper critical

fields (Hcs) for these materials are both not large, there are essentially two independent

methods for extracting ρ0 that give very similar results:

1. Extrapolate the ρpT q behavior measured at zero magnetic field above Tc to zero tem-

perature. This is not a major extrapolation since we typically measure ρpT q from

300 K all the way down to low temperatures, and then only need to extrapolate

how this behavior would (hypothetically) continue from Tc « 2 K to 0 K.

2. Measure ρ at very low temperatures under an externally applied magnetic field that

4This is true in the following philosophical sense: neglecting disorder, dimensionality, and other ex-
perimental realities, a Fermi liquid is theoretically unstable towards superconductivity for any arbitrarily
weak effective attraction mediated by phonons or other collective excitations of the system. On the other
hand, it is clear at a practical level that there is a meaningful distinction between the superconducting Tc

of, say, lead (7.2 K) and gold—the latter being astronomically small, much below the detection limits of any
refrigerators.
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is large enough to fully suppress Tc to 0 K, but that is small enough to not cause too

much normal-state magnetoresistance.

3.2.2 Experimental apparatus

Zero-field ρpT qmeasurements from 300 K to 4.2 K were measured in this thesis on several

hundred ruthenate thin films using a home-built instrument affectionately known as the

dipper. In this setup, the thin film samples are contacted by four pins, typically placed in

the corners of the 10 mm ˆ 10 mm wafers; two of the pins are used to inject / remove a

current I, and the other two are used for voltage measurement ∆V . The four-point resis-

tances R “ ∆V{I for different configurations of the contacts are measured and recorded in

a data file as the temperature is manually controlled by the user by lowering the sample

into a liquid helium dewar. Resistances are converted to sheet resistances by numerically

solving van der Pauw’s equation at each temperature, and the sheet resistances can be

converted to resistivities using the film thicknesses measured by x-ray reflectivity or x-ray

diffraction. The dipper electronics and method of measuring R have undergone several

upgrades during the course of this thesis, which are not important for any of the results

obtained; the most recent incarnation uses a Keithley 6221 current source and Keithley

2182A nanovoltmeter to perform so-called delta mode measurements, in which the current

is rapidly toggled between ˘I and the corresponding voltage measurements are appro-

priately averaged to cancel the non-zero voltage offset measured at zero current (caused

by thermoelectric effects and other sources). Importantly, the rapid turnaround time on

dipper measurements makes it an invaluable tool for optimizing film growths based on

ρ0, and allows one to screen out lower-quality samples from higher-quality samples that

warrant being measured to lower temperatures to check for superconductivity.

To perform transport measurements on selected samples from 300 K down to lower
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temperatures, we used a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System

(PPMS) equipped with a He-3 refrigerator. The base temperature of this system is

« 350 ´ 400 mK. Resistance measurements can also be performed in externally applied

magnetic fields of up to 14 Tesla, which is important for conclusively demonstrating the

presence of superconductivity. The PPMS and He-3 insert are commerical products whose

design and operation are fully documented elsewhere. To contact the samples for PPMS

measurements, we wire-bonded aluminum wires from the gold pads on the PPMS sample

holders directly to the surfaces of the ruthenate thin films being measured. For measure-

ments at low temperatures ă 3 K, we typically used excitation currents of I “ 10 µA to

mitigate the effects of sample heating. Given that the noise floor of the PPMS electronics is

« 10 nV, the noise floor for our low-temperature resistance measurements was« 0.001Ω.

The residual normal-state resistances of the superconducting Sr2RuO4 and RuO2 films

studied in this thesis were typically 0.1 ´ 10Ω, so this noise floor was sufficiently low to

conclusively establish a zero-resistance state, and no custom add-ons to the PPMS elec-

tronics were employed.

3.3 Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is a powerful technique for inves-

tigating how the electronic excitations move in crystals at a more microscopic level than

transport measurements. One of the beauties of ARPES is that the experimental data di-

rectly connects to quantities that can be computed in electronic structure calculations: for

example, if we want to know the energy-momentum Epkq dispersion relationship of the

near-EF electrons, we simply eject them from the material and study the energies and

angles at which the electrons are photoemitted; similarly, if we want to know the scatter-

ing length or scattering rate of these excitations inside the solid, we simply must analyze
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the widths of the momentum- or energy-distribution curves measured experimentally.

On the other hand, the demanding experimental conditions required for an extremely

surface-sensitive probe such as ARPES come with the costs of not being able to perform

measurements at low enough temperatures or with sufficiently high energy resolution

to directly measure how the near-EF electronic structure evolves upon entering the su-

perconducting state for most superconductors, including the ruthenate thin films studied

in this thesis. In this section we review the basic phenomenology of photoemission and

describe some unique aspects of the system at Cornell that allow in situ ARPES measure-

ments to be performed on the surfaces of thin films synthesized by MBE.

3.3.1 General formalism

3.3.2 Energy and momentum conservation ùñ bandstructure

At its core, photoemission spectroscopy is a descendant of Einstein’s celebrated descrip-

tion of the photoelectric effect [80],

Emax “ hν´ φ , (3.14)

where Emax is the maximum kinetic energy Ekin. a photoelectron can carry, h is Planck’s

constant, ν is the frequency of the light, and φ is the work function of the material. While

Equation 3.14 was groundbreaking in its day 5—owing to its invocation of h and the quan-

tization of light, which spurred the development of quantum mechanics soon thereafter—

nowadays it is recognized as a straightforward consequence of energy conservation and

the transfer of such energy within the constituent parts of the system: upon shining light

5Einstein was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1921 for this work.
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on a material, the energy of an incident light packet (hν) may be absorbed by an electron

in the solid, which increases its kinetic energy. If the kinetic energy of the photoelectron

exceeds the barrier of the confining potential that kept it bound inside the solid in the ini-

tial state (φ), the photoelectron may escape into vacuum, but with no more kinetic energy

in the final state than the energy it gained from photoabsorption less the energy it “paid”

to leave the solid.

After Einstein’s theory of the photoelectric effect was verified by Robert Millikan in

1916 [81]6, many years passed before photoemission spectroscopy would again return

into the scientific mainstream as an active area of research. During the 1950s and 60s,

Kai Siegbahn pioneered a technique now commonly referred to as x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) in which the initial-state binding energy of electrons inside a material

EB could be determined by photemitting them from the solid with x-rays and measuring

their final-state kinetic energies Ekin. using an electron analyzer, according the relation:

Ekin. “ hν´ φdetector ´ EB , (3.15)

which again is just a statement of energy conservation, but now in a more fully energy-

resolved form. Here φdetector is the work function of the detector, which is assumed to

be in electrical contact with the sample and thus have the same electrochemical poten-

tial, µ7. Although Siegbahn was primarily interested in applying XPS to gain information

about the chemical identities of the atoms from which and photoelectrons were ejected8,

multiple independent experiments and theoretical developments happening around the

same time realized that Equation 3.15 could also be applied to study the valence bands
6This work partially earned Millikan the Nobel Prize in 1923, along with his famed oil drop experiments.
7Note that throughout the text we will interchangeably refer to µ as the (electro)chemical potential, the

Fermi level, and oftentimes even denote it by EF . While this last term may be slightly misleading, since the
letters suggests that it means the Fermi energy—which is a much less general concept than µ, that is strictly
well-defined only for metals at zero temperature—in practice our use of EF follows the standard of many
in the photoemission community.

8Siegbahn was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1981 for his work on core-level spectroscopy.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of ARPES showing (a) how the measured intensity and kinetic en-
ergy Ekin. of photoelectrons relate to the density of states and binding energy
EB of the initial states inside the solid, and (b) how the measured angles pθ, φq
of the photoelectrons relate to the initial-state momenta pkx, kyq inside the solid.
Figure adapted from Ref.[87].

of materials—i.e., the electronic structure of electrons having EB within a few eV of

EF [82, 83, 84]. Moreover, by measuring the angles tθ, φu at which these photoelectrons

were emitted, the initial-state in-plane momenta k|| “ pkx, kyq could be determined [85, 86],

since the photoemission process from a clean surface conserves the in-plane momenta

modulo reciprocal lattice vectors of the surface crystal structure, according to Noether’s

theorem. Setting aside several subtleties about the description just given for now, it is

clear in principle that angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) directly mea-

sures a quantity proportional to the energy-momentum dispersion relationship of electronic

excitations inside a solid, Epkq—or in simpler terms, the bandstructure. Figure 3.4 contains

a schematic of the photoemission process summarizing these points.
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3.3.3 From bandstructure to single-particle spectral functions

In the nascent days of ARPES during the 1970s, most systems being studied were classic

metals and semiconductors [88, 89] for which the main ansatz of band theory is remark-

ably accurate: the electrons near EF move through solids in a manner that is effectively

independent of the motion of all other electrons in the solid, and indeed in a way that is

also minimally entangled with any of the dynamical bosonic excitations of the crystal—

phonons, magnons, plasmons, etc.. In this limit, the single-electron Bloch wavefunctions

ψk are a natural choice of basis for the Hilbert space of fermionic excitations spanning

EF , and the Epkq bandstructure of these Bloch states are determined by the interaction

of the electrons with the static periodic potential formed by the ions in the crystal. The

N-electron wavefunctions of the system can be constructed from a Slater determinants of

the individual ψk, which we denote as ΨN , and the total energy of each N electron state

is denoted by EN . Using Fermi’s golden rule, the probability of an incoming photon with

energy hν to photoexcite the system from an initial state ΨN
i with energy EN

i to a final state

ΨN
f with energy EN

f is given by the expression

WiÑ f9

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
xΨN

f |Hint|Ψ
N
i y

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
δpEN

f ´ EN
i ´ hνq , (3.16)

where Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian between the photon and the system. In addi-

tion to the delta function in Equation 3.16, which enforces the energy conservation law

stressed in the previous section, we see that the probabilities for photoexcitation are mod-

ulated by the transition matrix elements, xΨN
f |Hint|Ψ

N
i y.

These matrix elements are impossible to calculate directly for real materials, and so

we must resort to a series of approximations. The first of these is to assume that the sin-

gle photoexcited electron does not interact with the system it leaves behind, often called

the sudden approximation. In this case, the N-electron wavefunctions can be written as ap-
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propriately antisymmetrized product states of a single-electron Bloch state and an N ´ 1-

electron Slater determinant, „ ψkΨN´1, and Equation 3.16 simplifies to:

xΨN
f |Hint|Ψ

N
i y “ xψ

k
f |Hint|ψ

k
i yxΨ

N´1
f |ΨN´1

i y (3.17)

The first term in Equation 3.17 represents the probability amplitude for an electron to

absorb a photon that promotes it from one Bloch state to another. Substituting an inter-

action Hamiltonian of the form Hint « eA{mc ¨ p, where A is the vector potential of the

incident electromagnetic field (we have made the so-called dipole approximation, ∇A « 0,

and negelcted two-photon absorptions, A2 Ñ 0), allows us to rewrite this overlap integral

as:

xψk
f |Hint|ψ

k
i y « xψ

k
f |

e
mc

A ¨ p|ψk
i y ” Mk (3.18)

The second term in Equation 3.17 represents the overlap of the initial-state and final-state

N ´ 1-electron configurations of the system. Note that ΨN´1
i should not be thought of as

a ground state of the N ´ 1-electron system, but rather the one-hole state reached when

one electron is removed from the ground state of the N-electron system, i.e., ΨN´1
i “ ĉkΨ

N
i ,

where ĉ is the electron annihilation operator. Similarly, there is a choice in what N ´ 1-

electron final state the system is left in after photoexcitation,ΨN´1
f , and a full model should

integrate out all possibilities that conserve the total energy with appropriate amplitudes

(this is accomplished via the sum indexed by m below). At the end of the day, we are

left with the following expression for the overall photoemission intensity I measured at

wavevector k and kinetic energy Ekin. [90]:
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Ipk, Ekin.q9
ÿ

f ,i

WiÑ f “
ÿ

f ,i

|Mk|
2
ÿ

m

ˇ

ˇxΨN´1
m |ĉk|Ψ

N
i y
ˇ

ˇ

2
δpEkin ` EN´1

m ´ EN
i ´ hνq, or

Ipk, Eq9 |Mk|
2 f pEqApk, Eq

(3.19)

The second half of Equation 3.19 is formally known as the single-particle spectral func-

tion for electron removal, Apk, Eq, which is the imaginary component of the one-electron

removal Green’s function. The Fermi-Dirac distribution, f pEq “
`

eE{kBT ` 1
˘´1, reflects

the fact that ARPES only measures occupied electronic states.

The spectral function Apk, Eq for strongly correlated many-body systems will in gen-

eral be a very complicated object—especially at higher binding energies further removed

from EF—and so the intensity distribution of one-hole excitations measured by ARPES is

often difficult to interpret in terms of simple concepts such as quasiparticle resonances.

Two important cases that are analytically tractable are illustrated in Figure 3.5: on the left,

a gas of effectively non-interacting electrons, and on the right, a Fermi liquid with finite

electron-electron interaction strength. In the non-interacting system, the presence of a

missing (photoemitted) electron does not affect the other N´1 electrons, by construction,

and therefore Apk, Eq consists of delta-function-like peaks that track the single-electron

bandstructure at all energies. In a Fermi liquid, qualitatively the same behavior occurs for

excitations within some limited range of energies surrounding EF , leading to well defined

quasiparticle peaks having widths Γ along the energy axis much smaller than the binding

energies of the peaks9. The region in energy over which this behavior persists is often

called the Fermi liquid coherence scale. In contrast to the non-interacting gas, though, the

spectral function of a Fermi liquid also shows incoherent spectral weight at larger binding

energies; these broad distributions of intensity (signifying larger scattering rates) encode

information about more complex many-body excitations.

9Note, however, that the peak positions in energy are quantitatively renormalized by the interactions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Spectral functions of (a) a gas of effectively non-interacting band electrons,
and (b) a Fermi liquid as a function of energy and momentum. In the Fermi
liquid, low-energy excitations near EF experience reduced scattering because
of phase-space constraints, and so have long lifetimes with correspondingly
sharp (in energy) quasiparticle peaks. Note, however, that these peaks still
track a renormalized Epkq dispersion relative to the system of non-interacting
excitations. Further removed from EF , the excitations in the Fermi liquid be-
come strongly damped (i.e., short lived), and more spectral weight is trans-
ferred to the incoherent portion. Figure reproduced from Ref.[90].

With these two examples as our guides, it is convenient for comparison to theoretical

calculations to parametrize the spectral function in a form that illustrates how the many-

body interactions redistribute the intensity in Apk, Eq relative to what the spectral function

would be in the absence of interactions. This is typically accomplished by introducing a

complex-valued electron self-energy Σ “ Σ1 ` iΣ2 to the single-electron Green’s function,

whose real part (Σ1) is related to the renormalization of quasiparticle energies, and whose

imaginary part (Σ2) gives the finite quasiparticle lifetime, according to:

Apk, Eq “ ´
1
π

Σ2pk, Eq
rE ´ εk ´ Σ1pk, Eqs2 ` Σ2pk, Eq2

(3.20)

Here εpkq is the bandstructure in the limit of vanishing interaction strength. When the

electron self-energy is “small” (|Σ| ăă E) and varies smoothly as a function of k and

E, it is clear from Equation 3.20 that Apk, Eq will generally display Lorentzian-shaped
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peaks centered at the renormalized quasiparticle energies εpkq ´ Σ1pk, Eq with widths

Γ9 1{Σ2pk, Eq. Formally speaking, in this situation it is common to define a quasipar-

ticle residue Zk “ p1 ´ BΣ1

BE q
´1 |E“E˚k

and quasiparticle lifetime Γk “ Zk|Σ
2pk, E˚kq| for the

coherent component of Apk, Eq, and to label all other intensity as Ainc. In terms of these

variables, Equation 3.20 can be rewritten as:

Apk, Eq “ Zk
Γk{π

pE ´ E˚kq
2 ` Γ2

k
` Ainc (3.21)

Equation 3.21 forms the basis of the modern understanding and interpretation of pho-

toemission data from correlated materials with finite—but not too large—interactions be-

tween the electronic excitations and the other degrees of freedom in the system. We start

from the spectrum εpkq of an effectively non-interacting system, which can e.g. be calcu-

lated from band theory using the computational framework of density functional theory

(DFT), as described in chapter 1. Following Landau, we then imagine adiabatically turn-

ing on the interactions with other electrons, phonons, etc.: turning on these interactions

leads to renormalized dispersions of the emergent quasiparticle excitations, finite scatter-

ing rates that damp these excitations, and the redistribution of intensity into incoherent

spectral weight at higher binding energies, all of which can be directly read off by ana-

lyzing ARPES data along the energy axis. Nonetheless, especially near the Fermi level at

low temperatures, phase-space constraints on the scattering lead to robust quasiparticle

peaks in the excitation spectrum, which are ostensibly the relevant degrees of freedom for

novel phases of matter that condense from the Fermi liquid at even lower temperatures,

such as superconductivity.

As we will demonstrate in subsequent chapters, for the material systems studied in

this thesis, Sr2RuO4 and RuO2, the hierarchy of energy scales described above appears

to be obeyed: the bandstructures resulting from electron-ion and static electron-electron
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interactions are expected to have bandwidths of several electron volts, the Fermi liquid

coherence scales TFL set by dynamical electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering

processes are considerably reduced from these bare bandwidths, and the superconduct-

ing Tcs are considerably smaller still than TFL. Therefore, we see that ARPES studies on

these materials in the Fermi liquid state at intermediate temperatures and energies are an

important logical link between DFT calculations and superconductivity, and essential for

any understanding of the latter in terms of the former. Finally, we note in passing that

this hierarchy of energy scales need not be realized for more strongly correlated materials

in which electron-electron scattering may overwhelm electron-ion interactions, or indeed

superconductivity may condense at Tcs substantially exceeding TFL; however, we leave a

description of how ARPES data should be interpreted in these cases to other sources.

3.3.4 Other factors that affect ARPES intensities

Although the spectral function description of ARPES data presented in subsection 3.3.3

is elegant and very appealing for how directly aspects of the experimental data reveal

microscopic aspects of the electronic structure (such as the quasiparticle dispersions and

scattering rates), ARPES data from real systems are, of course, significantly more compli-

cated. Here we mention a few experimental artifacts that contribute significantly to the

ARPES signal measured experimentally besides just the underlying single-particle spec-

tral function of the bulk of the material being studied.

Finite momentum and energy resolution

Experimental ARPES data are collected utilizing electron analyzers with finite angular

resolution and finite energy resolution. Commissioning tests of the Scienta R4000 electron
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analyzer used in the Cornell ARPES system suggest that our typical settings for collecting

ARPES data (pass energy = 5 eV, 0.8 mm slit size, angular range of 30˝ imaged on the

detector) achieve an angular resolution of δQ « 1˝ and an energy resolution of δE «

10 meV. When photoemitted with He-Iα light, electrons near the Fermi level typically

have kinetic energies of « 16.9 eV and
a

2mEkin.{~2 « 2.1 Å´1, so near normal emission

δQ corresponds to a momentum resolution of δk|| « 0.018 Å´1 [90], or « 1% of a typical

Brillouin zone dimension for most materials (2π{a, where a « 4 Å).

In actual data, any features in Apk, Eq resulting from quasiparticle dispersions and

scattering rates are convolved with and smeared out by these instrumental resolutions,

δk and δE. While this is not a serious problem in the limit where features in Apk, Eq are

intrinsically much broader than δk and δE, back-of-the-envelope estimates of the intrinsic

scattering relaxation time τ or scattering length ` suggest that ~{τ and 1{` are compara-

ble to δE and δk|| for many materials of interest. To put some actual numbers behind

this statement, consider the case of RuO2 thin films studied in this work. At low tem-

peratures, the residual resistivities of these films are ρ « 10 µΩ-cm, which corresponds

to a relaxation time of τ « 4.6 ˆ 10´14 s and an mean free path of ` « 130 Å, using the

DFT-computed plasma frequency tensor and Fermi velocity averaged over the Fermi sur-

face from Ref.[91]. From these numbers, we would expect the quasiparticle resonance at

Apk “ kF , E “ EFq to have a width in momentum of 1{` « 0.008 Å´1 and a width in en-

ergy of ~{τ « 90 meV, which are comparable in magnitude to the instrumental smearing

δk|| and δE 10. Therefore, while comparisons of energy distribution curve and momentum

distribution curve widths versus temperature (or versus binding energy) can still be in-

structive to gain insight into changes in the electron self-energies Σ as these variables are

altered, the absolute magnitudes of Σ should not be overinterpreted without taking care

to evaluate the effects of finite instrumental resolution in k and E [92, 93].
10Note that for a dispersive feature in an Epkq spectrum, the finite momentum resolution of the analyzer

translates to further energy smearing in addition to the instrumental energy resolution, according to δE «
δk ¨ dE{dk “ δk ¨ v, where v is the group velocity of the excitations.
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Inelastic scattering and kz broadening

The derivations in subsection 3.3.3 that led to the proportionality relationship

Ipk, Eq9 |Mk|
2 f pEqApk, Eq tacitly assume that each photoelectron escapes the material

into vacuum and is detected by the electron analyzer without undergoing any additional

scattering events that alter its energy or momentum. In reality, the strong interaction of

low-energy electrons with other electrons inside the material provides a facile mechanism

whereby the photoelectrons can relax their energy and momentum. When this energy is

transferred to other “secondary” electrons—some of which are emitted from the solid,

some of which create more secondary electrons—the end result is a cascading sequence

of scattering processes that cause the experimentally measured photoemission intensity

to grow exponentially in weight at progressively higher (lower) binding (kinetic) ener-

gies.

Several phenomenological models of this inelastic background signal have been pro-

posed in the literature [94, 95], and one can attempt to use these models to estimate the

magnitude of this background in actual experimental data and subtract it from the to-

tal measured intensity to isolate the photoelectrons that were ballistically photoemitted.

This is always a bit of an ad hoc procedure, however, so care should be taken to ensure

that the details of the background subtraction do not appreciably affect the results of any

analysis or conclusions that follow it. Perhaps a more troubling consequence of the short

inelastic mean free paths Lim f p for electron-electron scattering is that it implies that the

spectral function measured by ARPES is extremely surface sensitive—i.e., it is dominated

by contributions from photoelectrons originating from within some very short distance

of the sample surface. Studies of Lim f p in a wide range of materials have demonstrated

that at the electron kinetic energies 10 ´ 100 eV typical of most ultraviolet and soft x-ray

ARPES experiments, Lim f p is less than one nanometer [96].
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At a technical level, the small value of Lim f p means that ARPES measurements must be

performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environment (p « 10´11´ 10´10 Torr) on atom-

ically pristine surfaces that have not been exposed to air or any significant dose of gas

species that may adsorb onto the surface of the crystal and alter its surface electronic struc-

ture. This limits the practical timescale for most ARPES measurements to« 24´48 hours,

since there are always residual gases present in any vacuum system that accumulate on

the surface and change the measured data in an irreversibly time-dependent fashion.

At a scientific level, the small value of Lim f p implies that ARPES data should not (in

isolation) be assumed to be representative of the bulk electronic structure of a mate-

rial. This caveat is particularly relevant in systems where surface reconstructions of the

crystal structure and/or polar discontinuities are present at the film-vacuum interface

(cf. section 3.4), as these can cause manifestly non-bulk-like electronic states and prop-

erties to exist over the same near-surface region probed by ARPES. Moreover, the small

value of Lim f p places a fundamental limit on how precisely the component of the electron’s

momentum perpendicular to the surface (kz) can be determined, according to Heisen-

berg’s uncertainty principle. The Fourier transform of a wavefunction for an electron

that is exponentially damped in real space over a length scale of Lim f p in going from the

surface into the bulk of the crystal will necessarily contain contributions from states in

k-space with out-of-plane momenta that are spread over a range ∆kz “ 1{Lim f p; there-

fore, the measured photoemission intensity is actually a weighted average of the spectral

function over this range in kz.

In materials with quasi-two-dimensional electronic structures that depend only

weakly on kz (such as Sr2RuO4), this “kz smearing” presents only minor corrections to

how the measured quasiparticle scattering rates Γ relate to the values that would be

measured in the absence of this final-state broadening. This is not true for electronically

three-dimensional materials (such as RuO2), and a more nuanced k-dependent account-
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ing of different contributions to Γ is required, as is nicely described in Ref.[97]. We note

that there are no precise or generally applicable methods to determine the central value

of kz probed in ARPES, because kz is not conserved during the photoemission process.

Nonetheless, in this work we employ the so-called free-electron final-state model in our stud-

ies of RuO2, for which kinematic constraints require that:

kz “

c

2m
~2
pEkin. ` V0q ´ k2

||
, (3.22)

where m is the electron mass, Ekin. is the kinetic energy of a photoelectron, V0 is the in-

ner potential, and k2
||
“ k2

x ` k2
y is the parallel momentum. V0 is a free parameter that

is fit by comparison of the experimentally measured quasiparticle dispersions with DFT

calculations at different kz.

3.3.5 Experimental apparatus

The Cornell ARPES system that allows photoemission measurements to be performed

in situ on epitaxial thin films synthesized in the oxide MBE systems described in chap-

ter 2 was originally designed, constructed, and commissioned by the first generation of

graduate students in the Shen Group: John Harter, Eric Monkman, and Daniel Shai. Var-

ious components of the system have been upgraded and refined since their work, but

most aspects of the infrastructure for mounting and transferring samples remain concep-

tually the same, and we refer readers interested in further details to the dissertations of

these folks [87, 98, 99]. Here we take for granted—although these are by no means triv-

ial accomplishments!—that substrates can be attached to sample holders (typically with

silver paste) on holders compatible with both the MBE and ARPES sample manipulators,

loaded into the MBE for film growth (typically at elevated temperatures, sometimes ex-
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ceeding 900˝ C), quickly transferred to the ARPES system under ultrahigh vacuum (with-

out exposing the sample surface to pressures worse than « 10´9 Torr), and finally mea-

sured by ARPES and LEED at cryogenic temperatures (typically « 20 K, although tem-

peratures from « 10 ´ 300 K are readily achievable). In this section, we describe some

of the technical capabilities of the analysis chambers where ARPES and LEED measure-

ments are performed, which are schematically illustrated in Figure 3.6.

LHe cryostat

XYZ stage

Rotary stage

LEED Sample
Holder

Sample transfer

Gold
Evaporator

Alkali
Evaporator

Upper/Prep
Chamber

Lower/Measurement
Chamber

TSP

CryopumpElectron
Analyzer

Monochromator

He plasma

μ-metal
shield

Figure 3.6: Schematic drawing of the Cornell ARPES system, with important components
labeled. These are described in more detail in the main text. Image by Haofei
Wei, reproduced from Ref.[100].
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Sample manipulator

Upon transfer into the ARPES system, samples are inserted into a custom-built 6-axis

sample manipulator known affectionately as Mk-III. This manipulator is capable of trans-

lating the sample in all three dimensions and rotating the sample about three independent

axes, all via fully motorized computer-controlled interfaces. A sizable chunk of time dur-

ing this dissertation was spent assisting with the design, construction, and testing of Mk-

III (under the guidance of Shouvik Chatterjee), and then seeing this project through to

completion, installation, and commissioning after Shouvik graduated (with much help

from Brendan Faeth and Chris Parzyck, as well as other members of the Shen Group).

There are numerous engineering challenges related to the implementation of such a ma-

nipulator, most of which derive from the rather demanding requirements that the angular

motions operate in ultrahigh vacuum (which greatly limits the types of materials that can

be used), and operate at cryogenic temperatures by connection to a liquid helium flow

cryostat (where differential thermal contraction of components comprised of different

materials makes precise alignment of these components a major headache). We will spare

the reader from further details here.

Scientifically, the salient features of such a manipulator are that the pX,Y,Zq trans-

lational degrees of freedom allow the sample to be placed in the focus of the electron

analyzer for ARPES measurements, while the pθ, φ, ωq rotational degrees of freedom al-

low the sample surface to be rotated relative the analyzer, such that the trajectories of

the photoemitted electrons measured by the analyzer at a given kinetic energy Ekin. and

angle Q (with respect to the analyzer) probe initial states with different in-plane mo-

menta k|| “ pkx, kyq (with respect to the sample surface). Coordinate transformations from

pθ, φ, ω, Ekin.,Qq to pEB,k||q are a straightforward exercise in classical mechanics and linear

algebra, the results of which are summarized in Ref.[100]. At the kinetic energies charac-

teristic of near-EF states for the photon energies used in our system, the angular ranges
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of pθ, φ, ωq accessible by the manipulator are sufficient to probe ranges of pkx, kyq spanning

the entire first Brillouin zone of most materials, and occasionally measurements can be

extended well into the second Brillouin zone.

Light source and electron analyzer

Arguably the most important components of photoemission spectroscopy measurements

are the light source and the electron analyzer. On the Cornell ARPES system, we operate a

helium (He) plasma discharge lamp for generating ultraviolet (UV) light at emission lines

characteristic of atomic transitions in He, and a hemispherical electron analyzer. Both of

these are commercial products purchased from Scienta, whose detailed design, construc-

tion, and operation are described elsewhere. For the purposes of understanding data

taken with these instruments, we note that the He lamp provides UV light at two ener-

gies hν in sufficient intensities for ARPES measurements: He-Iα (hν “ 21.2 eV) and He-IIα

(hν “ 40.8 eV). Selecting a specific emission line is facilitated by a compact UV monochro-

mator situated between the lamp and the sample; the intrinsic width in energy of these

lines are very sharp (δE ă 2 meV), so the monochromator only needs to crudely distin-

guish, e.g., He-Iα from the other discrete possibilities (He-Iβ, He-IIα, He-IIβ, ...), which are

generally separated by 1´ 10 eV in energy. After UV photons have been generated in the

He lamp and monochromatized, they are directed onto the sample surface in a spot size

of « 2 mm diameter using a retractable glass capillary.

He-Iα light is generally preferred over He-IIα, since it is « 30 times brighter. That be-

ing said, materials-specific considerations—such as the kz dependence of the bandstruc-

ture being studied, or exploiting the different photoionization cross sections of elements

at different energies—sometimes warrant measurements at He-IIα. For similar reasons,

it is actually desirable to be able to continuously change the photon energy in ARPES ex-

periments, but this generally requires synchrotron radiation. Since ARPES endstations at
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synchrotrons are shared among many users, beamtimes are in very short supply and the

endstations are optimized for experiments that do not require real-time materials synthe-

sis (à la the in situ MBE-grown films studied in this dissertation); therefore, we did not

pursue such measurements.

The photoelectrons generated by UV illumination of the sample surface enter a Sci-

enta R4000 electron spectrometer that simultaneously records the angle Q (defined with

respect to the analyzer) and kinetic energy Ekin. of the electrons. In more detail, the elec-

trons first pass through user-selected mechanical slits that restrict the trajectories of the

electrons entering the spectrometer. The electrons are then uniformly slowed down by

and focused by electrostatic optics to image them in angle Q at reduced kinetic energies

compatible with the user-selected pass energy EP. Energy resolution is then accomplished

by deflecting the electrons through a hemispherical parallel plate capacitor consisting of

a positively and negatively charged inner and outer electrode, respectively. The bending

radius of the electron trajectories depends on their kinetic energy, such that at the end of

the capacitor, the electrons are spread in one dimension based on Q and in the orthog-

onal dimension based on Ekin.. Electrons are detected as a function of these quantities

using a two-dimensional microchannel plate (MCP). The MCP amplifies the signal from

the electrons impinging on it and transduces it to intensities on a phosphor screen, which

is visually monitored with a CCD camera outside of vacuum.

From the operational point of view, the energy and angular resolution of the analyzer

are determined primarily by the user-selected slit size and pass energy—and to a lesser

extent, by inevitable imperfections in the electron optics, hemispherical capacitor, and de-

tector. By opening the slits wider and/or by increasing the pass energy, more electrons

are allowed to pass through the analyzer, which increases the count rates on the detector:

this improves the statistics of the measured spectrum, but at the expense of poorer instru-

mental energy and angular resolution. Thus there is a natural tradeoff between the time
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required to record a well-sampled spectrum and the resolution of features in Apk||, Eq con-

tained therein; the settings most appropriate to a given measurement depend strongly on

the material, photon energy, and even the region of k-space being probed. To determine

the actual energy resolution of the Scienta R4000 used in our lab at different combinations

of slit sizes and pass energies, reference measurements are performed on the Fermi edge

of a clean polycrystalline gold surface at low temperatures (ă 20 K). The width of the

measured energy distribution curves in this limit are determined primarily by Gaussian

instrumental resolution (width ∆E, typicallyě 10 meV) convolved with the intrinsic ther-

mal smearing of the Fermi-Dirac distribution (width kBT , ă 1 meV). Although the R4000

is capable of reaching instrumental resolutions on the order of a few meV, none of the

materials studied in this thesis by ARPES experiments required such fine resolution, so

unless otherwise specified, we utilized slit widths of 0.8 mm with EP “ 5 eV for near-EF

measurements with He-Iα (∆E “ 10 meV) and slit widths of 0.8 mm with EP “ 20 eV for

near-EF measurements with He-IIα (∆E “ 40 meV).

Low-energy electron diffraction

In addition to photoemission measurements, the Cornell ARPES system is equipped with

a four-grid low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics for analyzing the surface crystal

structures of epitaxial thin films synthesized by MBE. A more comprehensive theoretical

description of LEED and discussion of how experimental data are interpreted are pro-

vided later in section 3.4. Here we simply give a high-level technical description of the

apparatus used for these measurements, which is a commercial instrument purchased

from SPECS (ErLEED 150): electrons are emitted from a LaB6 cathode, then accelerated

to some modest energy (typically 20 ´ 500 eV) and collimated by a series of electrostatic

lenses to produce a monochromatic plane-wave-like beam of incident electrons imping-

ing on the surface of the sample being studied. Interaction with the periodic arrangement
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of atoms in the topmost « 1 nm of material causes a small fraction of the incident beam

current to be diffracted into a discrete set of beams that are eventually reflected back to-

wards the LEED gun and screen. Upon striking the phosphor screen, the reflected electron

beams are transduced into light intensities, creating a diffraction pattern that is recorded

by a CCD camera viewing the LEED screen from the backside, outside of vacuum.

Typical incident beam currents used in this work are 1´10 µA and typical reflection co-

efficients are R « 10´3. The data acquisition parameters used in the camera images—e.g.,

exposure time, aperture size, ISO level, etc.—are determined by the user and should gen-

erally be chosen to avoid overexposure/saturation of the most intense spots in the diffrac-

tion pattern, unless the user is more interested in establishing the presence/absence of

weak spots than in obtaining linear measurements of the intensities of the stronger spots.

All parameters of the LEED optics and incident beam characteristics (including the en-

ergy) can be controlled from a computer using custom software written by the author of

this dissertation. The interface to the CCD camera is also computer-controlled, which al-

lows LEED-IpVq data sets—i.e., diffraction patterns at many different incident energies—

to be acquired in a fully automated fashion. Since the same sample manipulator is used

for LEED as for ARPES measurements, LEED measurements can also be performed at

variable temperatures from « 10´ 300 K and with the incident electron beam at arbitrary

angles of incidence relative to the surface of the sample; however, the sample is usually

aligned to near normal incidence for ease of data analysis.

Vacuum pumps and magnetic shielding

Because of the extreme surface sensitivity of ARPES and LEED, all of these experiments

must be performed under stringent UHV conditions. Most of the components drawn in

Figure 3.6 are indeed different flavors of vacuum pumps—turbomolecular pumps, ion

pumps, cryopumps, titanium sublimation pumps, etc.—each of which specializes in re-
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moving different types of residual gases present in the system at rates that maintain the

total pressure in the chamber at levels p « 10´11 ´ 10´10 Torr. Items such as the he-

lium lamp, which require an active flow of He gas into the lamp head, require a special-

ized differential pumping scheme to simultaneously allow the UV photons to enter the

main chamber and illuminate the sample surface, while also preventing the He gas from

severely compromising the chamber’s vacuum.

Because the objects under study in ARPES and LEED experiments are slowly moving

charged particles, great care must also be taken to eliminate any stray magnetic fields

inside the measurment chamber: these will deflect the trajectories of an electron after it

has exited the sample, and thereby artificially skew any subsequent measurements of its

momentum. In practice, the residual magnetic fields from the Earth and other equipment

in the lab are more than strong enough to completely ruin ARPES and LEED measure-

ments, so the measurement chamber must be actively magnetically shielded. On the Cor-

nell system, this is accomplished by having a µ-metal shroud (a material with a very high

magnetic permeability) lining the entirety of the lower chamber where ARPES measure-

ments are conducted, and a similar type of shroud on the LEED optics that extends into

the upper chamber and shields the area between the sample and the electron gun (source)

+ screen (detector) during LEED measurements.

3.4 Low-energy electron diffraction

LEED is a powerful technique for performing surface crystallography. The basic physical

phenomenon is—as in x-ray diffraction—one of quantum mechanical wave interference:

by studying how an electron—instead of a photon—elastically scatters upon interaction

with a crystalline solid, much information can be gained about the geometrical configu-

ration of atoms within the material. To enhance the angular separation of the diffracted
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“beams” induced by this interference, it is desirable to use electrons with wavelengths λ

comparable to the typical interatomic spacings in solids; hence, “low-energy” electrons

with energies 20 eV ă E ă 500 eV (corresponding to 2.7 Å ą λ ą 0.55 Å) are custom-

arily used in LEED experiments. One of the benefits of using low-energy electrons—

compared with, e.g., transmission electron micoscopy (TEM) or reflection high-energy

electron diffraction (RHEED), which typically use electron beams with E ě 10 keV—is

that LEED probes the surface crystal structure over a comparable length scale to surface

sensitive probes of the near-Fermi-level electronic structure, such as ARPES and spectro-

scopic imaging scanning tunneling microscopy (SI-STM). Inasmuch as knowledge of the

surface atomic positions are a prerequisite to a detailed understanding of the exotic low-

energy physical phenomena that emerge from interactions among the electrons moving

in this periodic potential, LEED is a complementary technique to ARPES and SI-STM. In

this section, we describe the basic setup of LEED experiments and briefly review what

information can be extracted from the data collected in such experiments.

3.4.1 General formalism

Figure 3.7 sketches the setup of a typical LEED experiment. An electron initially in

a plane-wave eigenstate |kiy “ |k|| ` kKy impinges on a crystal having well-defined

translational symmetries parallel to its surface, such that the crystal potential V̂ satisfies

Vprq “ Vpr ` R||q for some discrete set of real-space translations tR||u. Interaction with

this potential scatters the electron into a final state |k f y “
ř

G|| cG|| |k|| ` G||y, where the

sum is over the set of reciprocal lattice translations tG||u “ F tR||u of the crystal parallel to

the surface. Since V̂ is invariant modulo tR||u (by assumption), the parallel momentum of

the initial state must be conserved modulo tG||u in the final state |k f y “ V̂|kiy; by a simi-

lar argument there is no restriction on the final-state perpendicular momentum, which is

not conserved by V̂ . Each separate value of k|| ` G|| thus defines a diffracted “beam”—
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Figure 3.7: Right: schematic diagram of an experimental apparatus for performing LEED
measurements, reproduced from Ref.[101]. Left: representative LEED image
acquired in the Cornell MBE+ARPES system at 140 eV for a 10 ML epitaxial
thin film of LaNiO3 grown in situ on a LaAlO3 substrate. By analyzing the
LEED spot pattern, one can extract information about orientation and size of
the surface unit cell, as well as the plane group symmetries of the surface crys-
tal structure. To gain information about the atomic positions within the unit
cell, one must analyze the LEED spot intensities versus energy—cf., Figure 3.8.

i.e., direction in momentum space along which the electron can propagate with non-zero

probability—with the measured intensity I of a given beam being proportional to
ˇ

ˇcG||

ˇ

ˇ

2.

A suppressor voltage allows the LEED optics to detect only electrons with energies in a

narrow range about the primary energy Ei, so only scattering channels having E f “ Ei

need be considered in the calculation of the cG|| coefficients.

Although first realized by Davisson and Germer at a (111)-oriented surface of nickel in

1927 [102]11, LEED did not become commonly employed as a materials characterization

tool until the early 1970s. The fundamental reason for this lengthy delay is that low-energy

electrons interact strongly with matter, which has two major implications:

• As noted in section 3.3.4, characteristic values of the inelastic mean free path for

low-energy electrons relevant to LEED and ARPES are Lim f p « 5 ´ 10 Å [96]. While
11Davisson and Germer were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1937 for this work.
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the precise value of Lim f p is, of course, material- (and energy-) dependent, this means

that the LEED signal (consisting only of elastically scattered electrons) is extremely

surface-sensitive. Accordingly, LEED experiments must be conducted in UHV to

preserve the nature of the surface being studied and the surface must be prepared

in situ. Standard preparation methods usually involve some combination of me-

chanical cleavage, ion bombardment, vacuum annealing, or in situ film deposition;

however, UHV equipment was not generally available until the 1960s.

• Unlike XRD, the single-scattering approximation is never valid in LEED. Instead,

an accurate description of LEED intensities must account for multiple scattering

events in computing the cG|| coefficients; however, it was not until experimental

data were available on well-controlled surfaces that Pendry and others could reach

a general consensus regarding the essential ingredients of such a theory—see, e.g.,

Refs.[103, 104].

In other words, because of the strong interaction of electrons with surface atoms,

LEED requires rather demanding experimental conditions and a rather involved theo-

retical description to interpret the experimental data. Nonetheless, LEED is nowadays

among the most well-established techniques in the surface scientist’s toolbox for quanti-

tative structural determination [105], and numerous freely distributed software packages

exist for simulating LEED intensities from surfaces of arbitrary complexity [106, 107, 108].

Figure 3.8 graphically represents the standard approach to surface structural determi-

nation by LEED analysis. From the description of the scattering process given above, it

is clear that the a unique set of diffracted plane waves tG||u corresponds to a unique set

of tR||u; thus the spatial arrangement of the spots in a LEED pattern can be easily inverted

to infer the real-space lattice parallel to the surface of the material being studied12. Sur-

12There are but five two-dimensional Bravais lattices, but these can be non-trivially superposed in the
presence of distinct structural domains.
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face reconstructions refer to situations where the primitive real-space lattice translations

are larger than (and possibly rotated relative to) the translations that would be expected

for a bulk-truncated crystal structure. Furthermore, by calibrating the LEED instrument

using diffraction patterns recorded for a surface with a known lattice constant, quantita-

tive information about the surface lattice constants of new materials can be obtained from

analysis of LEED spot positions. As we show in chapter 6, this can be a useful method to

assess the amount of strain relaxation present at the surfaces of epitaxial thin films grown

by MBE.

Unfortunately, the same is not true for observables that vary on length scales within

the real-space unit cell, such as the electron density ρel.. The measured intensities

IG|| „
ˇ

ˇcG||

ˇ

ˇ

2 contain no phase information about the complex numbers cG||—and even

if they did, the importance of multiple scattering in LEED implies that there is no sim-

ple operation (e.g., Fourier transformation F ) that could be inverted to recover ρel. (or its

autocorrelation) directly. Therefore, in practice LEED structural searches must proceed

in the “opposite” direction: first postulating a reference atomic structure with known ρel.,

then calculating diffraction intensities IGpXq for the different beams of this structure as a

function of some control parameter X, and finally comparing these simulated intensities

with actual data to determine if the model can reasonably explain the experimental ob-

servations. This loop is iterated until “good agreement” is reached between simulation

and experiment13, at which point the surface structure is considered solved.

Readers familiar with so-called Rietveld refinement of x-ray and neutron diffraction in-

tensities will note the marked similarities of that method to the procedure just described.

The main difference is that LEED studies introduce another variable X that modulates

I besides just the reciprocal lattice vectors tG||u, so as to generate additional data with

which to constrain the theory-experiment comparison. X is usually taken to be the en-

13A quantitative definition of “good agreement” is typically expressed in terms of the Pendry reliability
factor [109].
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ergy E of the incident electron, which is readily controlled experimentally by application

of an accelerating voltage V to the incident beam and produces a wealth of rich features

in LEED intensity vs. voltage (LEED-IpVq) curves14. For an example of how the differ-

ent steps in a LEED-IpVq structural refinement actually play out in the case of electron

scattering from the surfaces of complex oxides grown in situ by MBE, we refer interested

readers to our work on (001)-oriented thin films of the perovskite nickelate LaNiO3 [57].

This work builds on pioneering LEED-IpVq studies of the cleaved single-crystal surfaces

of strongly correlated complex oxides described in Refs.[110, 111, 112, 113]. In the case

of LaNiO3(001), a polar discontinuity at the film-vacuum interface induces large buck-

lings of the LaO layers nearest the surface [57, 114]; at a structural level, these distortions

cause a dramatic redistribution of the intensities in LEED-IpVq curves, and at an electronic

level, these distortions likely play a crucial role in why ultrathin films of LaNiO3 undergo

film-thickness-dependent metal-insulator transitions [52, 114, 115].

14More pedantically these might be called IpEq curves, where E “ eV is related to the applied voltage by
the elementary electronic charge e.
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Figure 3.8: Abstract depiction of the LEED-IpVq structural refinement process. A guess
for the atomic structure—more pedantically, the intra-unit-cell electron den-
sity ρel.—is used as input to the simulations, and the black boxes at stages (1.)
and (2.) of the loop entail separate calculations that can be done with freely
distributed software packages to model how low-energy electrons scatter off
such a periodic potential. If the simulated and experimentally measured data
agree well in stage (3.), the structure is considered solved; otherwise the pro-
cess is repeated with a different guess for the atomic structure. Example data
shown here is for the pH,Kq “ p2, 0q IpVq curve for the (001)-oriented surface
of LaNiO3 thin films [57].
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CHAPTER 4

EPITAXIAL STRAIN TUNING OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN SR2RUO4

Sr2RuO4 is in many ways the archetypal strongly correlated material, offering oppor-

tunites to study:

• A bad metal at intermediate to high temperatures (T „ 100 ´ 1000 K) in which

strong Hund’s rule interactions among the electrons cause large non-saturating re-

sistivities, with scattering rates well in excess of the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit and the

notion of coherent quasiparticle transport ceases to exist.

• A strongly renormalized Fermi liquid at low temperatures (T „ 10 K) which—

despite inheriting large effective masses from the strong correlations in the par-

ent state and a quasi-two-dimensional nature from the layered crystal structure—

nonetheless displays all of the canonical signatures of a bona fide Fermi liquid.

• An unconventional superconductor condensing from the Fermi liquid at even lower

temperatures (T „ 1 K), mediated by collective spin fluctuations—i.e., an effec-

tively attractive interaction of quasiparticles near the Fermi level resulting from bare

Coulomb repulsion.

Moreover, because single crystals of Sr2RuO4 are among the purest ternary materials in

existence, all of these phenomena can be studied without the additional complications

of disorder. Interestingly, although enormous amounts of experimental and theoretical

progress have been made over the last two decades in quantitatively understanding the

first two states of matter, many questions about the unconventional superconductivity

remain unresolved. These open questions range from basic facts, such as the symmetry of

the superconducting order parameter, to more detailed questions about the mechanisms

that set the condensation energy scale of the superconductivity.
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In the author’s opinion, this confusion likely reflects that Nature has been (un)kind

in arranging for multiple superconducting states with different order parameters to be

nearly degenerate in bulk Sr2RuO4. To a physicist, this is unkind in the sense that the

ultimate ground state depends on rather subtle details in the effective Hamiltonian for

the low-energy physics, which are generally not known with sufficient precision for the-

ory to provide robust predictions that can reliably guide the interpretation of experimen-

tal data. To a more materials-minded physicist, however, this is kind in the sense that

it also implies that the superconductivity should respond quite sensitively to external

perturbations—and by studying the behavior in nearby regions of phase space, one can

gain insight into which superconducting properties are “fundamental” (applicable to all

superconducting variants of Sr2RuO4), and which are more “accidental” or “fine-tuned”

(applicable in more limited regions of phase space). In this chapter we present studies

towards this goal carried out during this dissertation, aimed at using substrate-imposed

epitaxial strains to perturb and thereby better understand the unconventional supercon-

ductivity in thin films of Sr2RuO4. In section 4.1 and section 4.2 we introduce salient

features of the normal-state electronic structure and superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 that

were known from previous work, to place the current results and discussion given in sec-

tion 4.3 and section 4.4 in proper context. Along the way we provide relevant technical

details where appropriate regarding the experimental and computational methods used

in our work, so that the foundations and approximations on which the conclusions rest

are transparent.
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4.1 Introduction to Sr2RuO4

4.1.1 Crystal structure

The parent crystal structure of Sr2RuO4, without any symmetry lowering structural dis-

tortions, belongs to space group #139, I4{mmm. The conventional unit cell is tetragonal

(a “ b ‰ c) and contains two formula units related by a body-centering translation of

p1{2, 1{2, 1{2q. Ruthenium (Ru) cations sit on the vertices of the lattice at fractional coordi-

nates p0, 0, 0q and p1{2, 1{2, 1{2q and are octahedrally coordinated by six nearly equidistant

oxygen (O) anions at ˘p1{2, 0, 0q, ˘p0, 1{2, 0q, and ˘p0, 0, zapOq. Owing to the tetragonal

symmetry, the Ru-O bond lengths are actually split into 2`1 inequivalent lengths, giving

rise to so-called equatorial oxygens eq.O within the RuO2 planes perpendicular to the c

axis, and apical oxygens ap.O perpendicular to these planes. Strontium (Sr) cations are

positioned in spacer layers at ˘p1{2, 1{2, 1{2 ´ zS rq and ˘p0, 0, zS rq that are 9-fold coordi-

nated to the oxygen anions; these cations provide structural integrity and extra electrons

to the RuO6 octahedral network, but play no direct role in the electronic and magnetic

properties. The lattice constants pa, cq and internal parameters pzapO, zS rq are thus the four

basic structural degrees of freedom that parametrize the crystal structure of Sr2RuO4.

A powerful way of visualizing and thinking about the structure of Sr2RuO4 as it re-

lates to both the solid-state chemistry (cf. subsection 4.3.4) and low-energy physics aspects

of this material is as the single-layer (N “ 1) end member of the Ruddlesden-Popper

series of homologous structures, (SrO)(SrRuO3)N [116]. In this picture, drawn schemati-

cally in Figure 4.1, rocksalt-type (SrO) layers are interleaved with N layers of perovskite-

type (SrRuO3) slabs in a natural superlattice. The rocksalt layers disrupt the connec-

tivity of the RuO6 octahedral network along the c axis, leading to progressively more

two-dimensional electronic properties as N is reduced from the three-dimensional limit
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N Ñ 8 (SrRuO3) to the two-dimensional limit N “ 1 (Sr2RuO4). Interestingly, the mag-

netic behavior in this series evolves from ferromagnetism for N Ñ 8 [117, 118, 119, 120],

to quantum-critical metamagnetism for N “ 2 (antiferromagnetic spin-density wave

order can be stabilized in Sr3Ru2O7 under modest externally applied magnetic fields,

B « 8 T [62, 121]), to unconventional superconductivity for N “ 1 [37, 64].

increasing dimensionality in SrO(SrRuO3)N 

 Sr3Ru2O7 SrRuO3  Sr2RuO4

N = 1: single-layer

...

...
...

N = 2: 
bilayerN = ∞: infinite-layer

c

a b

Figure 4.1: Crystal structures of the Ruddlesden-Popper series of strontium ruthenates,
(SrO)(SrRuO3)N pN “ 1, 2, ...,8q. Increasing N increases the connectivity of the
RuO6 octahedra along the c-axis, and thus the effective dimensionality of the
electronic structure.

Sr2RuO4 is rather unique among Ruddlesden-Popper materials inasmuch as it does

not show any evidence for any structural phase transitions that may reduce the symmetry

from the ideal I4{mmm structure. A comprehensive series of temperature-dependent neu-

tron and x-ray diffraction measurements have proven that the structure remains tetrago-

nal with 180˝ Ru-O-Ru bond angles from 0´300 K [122, 123, 124, 125]; furthermore, inelas-

tic neutron scattering measurements evidence weakly temperature-dependent electron-

phonon coupling [126]. By contrast, the isovalent Ca2RuO4 and N ‰ 1 members of

(SrO)(SrRuO3)N all exhibit coordinated tilts and/or rotations of the RuO6 octahedral net-

work that evolve non-trivially with temperature [127, 128]; similarly, the parent N “ 1

Ruddlesden-Popper compound of the cuprate superconductors, (La,Sr)2CuO4, exhibits a
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zoo of symmetry lowering structural distortions to low-temperature tetragonal and or-

thorhombic phases [124, 126]. As we discuss further in subsection 4.3.2, the relative struc-

tural simplicity of Sr2RuO4 makes it an excellent candidate for strain tuning studies in

which distortions of the unit cell are externally imposed, since this reduces the number of

internal degrees of freedom whereby the strain can be accommodated.

4.1.2 Charge, orbital, and spin degrees of freedom

Each O atom in Sr2RuO4 requires two electrons to completely fill its 2p shell, and each Sr

atom has two loosely bound 5s electrons that are readily ionized. With formal valences

of Sr2` and O2´, the formal valence of the ruthenium cations is Ru4`, which leaves four

electrons filling states with primarily 4d orbital character near the Fermi level, EF . De-

spite the large carrier densities n « 4ˆ 1028{m3 that result from this charge configuration

(the typical volume of a conventional unit cell containing two Sr2RuO4 formula units is

« 200 Å3), Sr2RuO4 is a resistively challenged “bad” metal at elevated temperatures, with

room-temperature values of ρabp300 Kq « 120 µΩ-cm that continue to increase without

saturation as the temperature is raised. Naively applying the Drude model would asso-

ciate this level of ρabp300 Kq with in-plane mean free paths `ab « 8 Å, which is the same

order of magnitude as the interatomic distances, casting much doubt on the validity of

any theory that presumes the current-carrying quasiparticle excitations are only weakly

scattered.

At a fundamental level, these large values of ρ at intermediate to high temperatures

in Sr2RuO4 are a manifestation of strong electron-electron scattering that originates from

local atomic-like Hund’s rule interactions between electrons when they simultaneously

occupy d orbitals on the same Ru site. We leave a more complete theoretical exposition of

this phenomenology to the many excellent articles that have been written recently on so-
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called Hund’s metals [129, 130, 131, 132]. It has been one of the many triumphs of single-

site dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) to recognize the Hund’s rule interaction J as

the primary source of electronic correlations in ruthenates, Fe-based superconductors,

and many other multi-orbital systems of current interest1.

Despite this representing a highly non-trivial conceptual advance in our understand-

ing of the bad metal state of ruthenates, for our purposes in this dissertation, we take for

granted that the ansatz of DMFT calculations is correct: the interplay of U and especially J

produces high-spin configurations of four electrons that are essentially localized on indi-

vidual RuO6 clusters on “short” time scales, but do still fluctuate (i.e., exchange electrons)

on “long” time scales. The octahedral crystal-field splitting 10Dq « 3´4 eV that splits the

five d orbitals into a triplet of t2g states and a doublet of eg states at higher energies is ap-

preciably larger than both U « 1´ 3 eV and J « 0.2´ 0.7 eV. Thus, high-spin here means

four electrons occupying the t2g shell, for an effective Curie-Weiss-like spin moment of

« 2 µB (Bohr magnetons) per Ru at elevated temperatures [133], as depicted in Figure 4.2.

Note that in Sr2RuO4 and other ruthenates with tetragonally distorted octahedra, there is

also a small intra-t2g crystal-field splitting of δ ă 0.1 eV between states with dxz{dyz and dxy

orbital character; however, because δ is usually lower than J and the spin-orbit coupling

λ « 0.1´ 0.2 eV, which both favor equal t2g orbital occupancies, we ignore it except when

discussing fine details of the low-energy electronic structure in subsequent sections.

4.1.3 Fermi liquid regime

As the temperature is lowered further, the Hund’s rule spin correlations described in

subsection 4.1.2 and drawn in Figure 4.2 are eventually fully screened and an emergent

1None of these materials are close to hosting an effectively half-filled manifold of electronic states near
EF , so the usual Mott-Hubbard-like mechanism of producing electronic correlations based on the on-site
Coulomb repulsion U suppressing double occupancy of this level is not particularly operative.
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t2g

eg
Ru4+ : 4d4

10Dq ~ 
3 - 4 eV

J ~ 0.2 - 0.7 eV

Figure 4.2: Local orbital level structure of Sr2RuO4 within individual RuO6 octahedra.
The octahedral crystal-field splitting 10Dq and Hund’s rule interaction J to-
gether favor four electrons occupying the t2g shell in high-spin configurations
having slowly fluctuating magnetic moments of magnitude « 2 µB.

Fermi liquid of strongly dressed but long-lived quasiparticle excitations forms below a

coherence scale of TFL « 25 K. Early indications of Fermi liquid behavior at low tempera-

tures in Sr2RuO4 came from measurements of the temperature dependence of the specific

heat (C{T “ γ ` AT 2, with a large Sommerfeld coefficient of γ “ 38 mJ mol´1K´2) [134],

a temperature-independent Pauli spin susceptibility (χs “ 1.7 ˆ 10´4, corresponding to

a Wilson ratio of RW “ m˚susc.{m
˚ “ 1.5) [134, 135], and a characteristic T 2 temperature

dependence of the in-plane component of the resistivity resulting from quasiparticle-

quasiparticle Umklapp scattering events (ρab “ ρ0 ` AabT 2, with Aab « 6 nΩ-cm{K2) [136].

Note that the out-of-plane component of the resistivity ρc also varies as T 2 below TFL

(Ac « 5.5 µΩ-cm{K2), despite being about 3 orders of magnitude larger than ρab, as ex-

pected based on the quasi-two-dimensional crystal and electronic structure of Sr2RuO4

[136].

At a more microscopic level, the four valence electrons in the t2g orbitals are distributed

among three bands in momentum space in the Fermi liquid state, historically labeled the

tα, β, γu sheets as indicated in Figure 4.3. Extensive characterization of all three Fermi sur-

faces by quantum oscillations [136, 137, 138], angle-dependent magnetoresistance mea-

surements [136], and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [139] have

provided an extremely detailed parametrization of the Fermi surface topographies as well

as the quasiparticle dispersions near EF . Readers interested in more details along these
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lines are referred to the comprehensive review article by Bergemann et al. [136]

β (dxz/dyz)
γ (dxy)

α (dxz/dyz) kz

kx

ky

Figure 4.3: tα, β, γu Fermi surfaces of bulk Sr2RuO4, as measured experimentally by quan-
tum oscillations and angle-dependent magnetoresistance measurements. The
dominant orbital character tdxz{dyz, dxyu of wavefunctions on each sheet are
also indicated in parentheses. Note that the corrugations and warpings of the
otherwise cylindrical Fermi surfaces along kz have been exaggerated by a fac-
tor of 15 for clarity—the electronic structure is, to an excellent approximation,
two-dimensional. Figure reproduced from Ref.[136].

As expected for state born out of a soup of strong electron-electron scattering, the ef-

fective masses m˚ of the charge- and spin-carrying quasiparticle excitations in the Fermi

liquid regime are rather large. Fitting the decay of the quantum oscillation amplitudes

as temperature is increased gives m˚α{me “ 3.3, m˚β{me “ 7.0, and m˚γ{me “ 16, where

the subscript on m˚ labels the band index and me is the bare electron mass [136]. The

sum of the contributions of the three Fermi surfaces to the total electronic component of

the specific heat can be calculated using these masses as a consistency check, and excel-

lent agreement is found with independent measurements of the Sommerfeld coefficient

γ listed above [137]. Finally, recent high-resolution ARPES experiments measured sheet-

averaged effective masses for the β- and γ-band carriers that are in quantitative agree-

ment with these cyclotron masses obtained from quantum oscillations [140]. Compar-

isons of these values of m˚{me with the band masses mb{me predicted by computational

schemes that treat electron-electron interactions at a static mean-field level, such as den-

sity functional theory (DFT), suggest that the masses in all bands are enhanced by factors
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of m˚{mb « 3´ 4 due to dynamical many-body interactions [130]. Taken together, there is

a wealth of evidence that strongly renormalized Fermi liquid behavior exists in Sr2RuO4

below temperatures TFL that are quite low compared with the bare bandwidths of the ma-

terial, but still about an order of magnitude larger than the temperature scale Tc at which

superconductivity condenses. Moreover, because the Fermi liquid state in Sr2RuO4 is ex-

ceedingly well characterized—certainly known much better than in any other unconven-

tional superconductor!—it seems like a detailed understanding of the superconductivity

in terms of properties of the normal-state electronic structure should be within reach.

4.1.4 Superconductivity in bulk Sr2RuO4

Superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 was first discovered by Y. Maeno and coworkers in

1994 [37]. Much of the research into the superconductivity in the intervening 25 years

since then has been motivated by an early suggestion of Rice and Sigrist [141], who noted

that the Fermi liquid parameters of Sr2RuO4—e.g., the enhancements of the specific heat

and spin susceptibility noted above—are similar to those observed for 3He; ergo, perhaps

the superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 is an electronic (i.e., charged superfluid) analogue of

the superfluidity observed in 3He. If true, this would represent an essentially new phase

of matter: all superconductors known to date, both conventional and unconventional,

consist of electrons bound in spin-singlet Cooper pairs with anti-aligned spins, whereas

the fermionic nuclei in 3He are bound in spin-triplet pairs with co-aligned spins. While

many experiments conducted over many years were interpreted as providing evidence

for spin-triplet superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 [142, 143, 144], the results of recent experi-

ments conclusively refute this possibility [145].

Many comprehensive reviews of what is known—and what outstanding mysteries

remain—regarding the superconducting order parameter in bulk Sr2RuO4 exist else-
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where [146, 147, 148]. It is largely outside the scope of this thesis to add content to these

discussions of the pairing symmetry in a direct way. Therefore, we briefly list several fea-

tures of the order parameter below that are suggested by some of the major experiments

that have been performed in this realm, and we leave a deeper analysis of what candi-

date order parameters are (in)compatible with what pieces of experimental data to other

sources. Because the exploration of strain effects on the superconductivity is much more

germane to the results presented in this thesis, we defer a discussion of these measure-

ments to section 4.2, even though in certain cases these experiments weigh in on the order

parameter question as well.

Evidence for unconventional superconductivity in Sr2RuO4

Recall from chapter 1 that a precise definition of unconventional superconductivity is the

relationship:

ÿ

k

∆pkq “ 0 , (4.1)

where ∆pkq is the superconducting gap function, and the summation is carried out over

all wavevectors on the Fermi surface(s). Equation 4.1 has the important consequence

of implying that sufficiently strong elastic scattering, which mixes quasiparticle states

with different k, can average the superconducting order parameter to zero [146]. In other

words, even non-magnetic disorder can destroy unconventional superconductivity when

the scattering rate is approximately equal to the k-averaged |∆pkq|—or equivalently, when

the elastic mean free path ` equals the superconducting coherence length ξ. This is in

marked contrast to conventional s-wave superconductors, which are relatively insensitive

to non-magnetic disorder by virtue of Anderson’s theorem [149].
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Turning this statement around, measurements of strongly disorder-dependent super-

conductivity are very compelling evidence for an unconventional origin of the supercon-

ductivity. Perhaps the most universally agreed upon aspect of the superconducting order

parameter in Sr2RuO4 is that it is indeed unconventional, because of how sensitively the

superconductivity responds to disorder. This observation traces back to early measure-

ments by A. P. Mackenzie, Z. Q. Mao, et al. showing that the superconducting transition

temperature Tc varies systematically with changes in the residual resistivity ρ0, as illus-

trated in Figure 4.4 [64, 150, 151]. We will continue to revisit this phenomenon throughout

the remainder of this chapter, so it is worth quoting some actual numbers here for refer-

ence: in bulk Sr2RuO4, residual resistivities of less than ρ0 « 1.1 µΩ-cm are required to ob-

serve superconductivity, corresponding to in-plane mean free paths of `ab « 90 nm. This

extreme sensitivity to dilute concentrations of impurities motivated the growth of excep-

tionally clean single crystals, which now routinely have ρ0 ă 0.1 µΩ-cm, or `ab ą 1 µm,

and Tc “ 1.5 K [152, 153].

Not purely spin-triplet

As mentioned above, the early realization that the superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 was un-

conventional, together with some apparent similarities in its Fermi liquid parameters to

those of 3He, led to speculation that the superconducting order parameter may be odd-

parity. Arguably the most convincing way to demonstrate this property is using an exper-

imental probe that directly measures the spin susceptibility in the superconducting con-

densate: spin-singlet Cooper pairs are inherently non-magnetic objects that should have

vanishingly small magnetic susceptibility—i.e., ability to be polarized by an small exter-

nal magnetic field—whereas spin-triplet Cooper pairs should retain the full susceptibility

of two unpaired electrons. Any macroscopic measurements of the magnetic susceptibility

will of course measure strongly diamagnetic response upon entering the superconducting
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Figure 4.4: Disorder dependence of superconductivity in bulk Sr2RuO4. (a) Low-
temperature ρpT q behavior for three single crystals of Sr2RuO4 with different
residual resistivities of ρ0 “ 1.85, 0.85, and 0.15 µΩ-cm. In the cleanest sam-
ple, a very sharp superconducting transition of width « 10 mK is observed
at Tc “ 1.35 K. As ρ0 increases, Tc is suppressed and the transition broadens.
(b) Tc versus ρ0 for twelve single crystals of Sr2RuO4. Solid markers are crys-
tals with different purity levels and hence different Tcs; the solid line is the re-
sult of fitting the data to the expectations of Abrikosov-Gor’kov pair-breaking
theory. To put the data in more natural units, the corresponding residual re-
sistivity ratios (RRR ” ρ300 K{ρ0) and mean free paths ` are indicated on the
top horizontal axis in red and blue; the latter is calculated from the expression
` “ 2π~d{e2ρ0Σiki

F , where d is the interlayer spacing of 6.4 Å and the sum runs
over the three tα, β, γu Fermi surface sheets of Sr2RuO4, whose average Fermi
radii kF are known from quantum oscillations [137]. All data and figures are
reproduced from Ref.[64].

state, due to Meissner screening; nonetheless, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) Knight

shift measurements can still be sensitive to changes in just the spin susceptibility of the

electrons via their hyperfine coupling to the nuclear magnetic moments. A celebrated

early experiment by K. Ishida et al. measured a null result for the Knight shift upon cool-

ing through the superconducting Tc in Sr2RuO4: no changes in the spin susceptibility were

resolved, strongly suggesting the presence of odd-parity superconductivity [142]. How-

ever, more recent experiments by the research group of S. Brown conclusively demon-

strated that the Knight shift does indeed change upon cooling through Tc, and moreover,

does so by an amount that indicates most of the spin susceptibility vanishes in the su-

perconducting state [145], consistent with the behavior expected for an even-parity order
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parameter. Upon learning of these new developments, K. Ishida repeated his original ex-

periments using the measurement protocols suggested by S. Brown et al., and confirmed

that the previous null result was an artifact of the radio frequency pulses used in NMR

transiently heating the crystals above the superconducting Tc [154]. At the time of writing

this thesis, there remain quantitative open questions about the interpretation of the newer

Knight shift results in terms of candidate order parameters [155], but it seems inescapable

that the old Knight shift results—which long formed the basis of the argument in favor of

an odd-parity order parameter—are not valid.

Time-reversal symmetry breaking

Muon spin relaxation (µSR) and polar Kerr effect (PKE) measurements have both ob-

served internal magnetic fields in Sr2RuO4 single crystals that form upon cooling below

the superconducting Tc [156, 157]. In isolation, these experiments provide strong evidence

for a chiral superconducting order parameter that breaks time-reversal symmetry (TRS).

Historically, in the context of a putatively odd-parity order parameter (as suggested by

the old NMR Knight shift results), these data were used to argue for a d vector of the

form d “ ∆0ẑpkx ˘ ikyq. With an odd-parity order parameter now ostensibly off the table

of possibilities, it is much more difficult to reconcile the µSR and PKE observations with

candidate even-parity order parameters without invoking some theoretical fine tuning of

degeneracies. The only even-parity d-wave order parameter guaranteed by the tetrago-

nal point group symmetry of Sr2RuO4 to have two degenerate components that could be

mixed in a TRS-breaking chiral state is of the form dxy˘ idyz, which would feature horizon-

tal line nodes and Cooper pairs formed between electrons in different RuO2 planes [148].

While not impossible, interplane pairing seems intuitively very unlikely in a material

with a highly two-dimensional crystal and electronic structure such as Sr2RuO4. In pass-

ing, we also note that the size of the volume-averaged internal magnetic fields measured
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by µSR (« 0.5 G) are several orders of magnitude larger than the upper limit on internal

fields (ă 0.001 G) established by scanning SQUID and Hall probe microscopy measure-

ments [158, 159]. Until these quantitative discrepancies are resolved and/or the temper-

ature at which the TRS-breaking signal onsets is shown to respond in a sensible way to

externally applied rectangular fields that lift the degeneracy between different compo-

nents of the superconducting order parameter, it seems prudent to treat these indications

of a chiral superconducting order parameter as suggestive, but perhaps not conclusive.

Low-lying quasiparticle excitations

The electronic specific heat Cel. versus temperature T within the superconducting phase

depends on how the quasiparticle density changes with T . In a fully-gapped supercon-

ductor, all excitations are suppressed at low temperatures, so Cel. Ñ 0 as T Ñ 0 K. As

the temperature is raised, thermal activation of carriers across the superconducting gap

∆ causes an exponential increase in Cel.. In contrast, the specific heat Cel.{T of Sr2RuO4

exhibits linear scaling that persists from « Tc{2 “ 750 mK down to the lowest measured

temperatures, T ă 100 mK [160]. Early measurements of this behavior on dirtier sam-

ples were clouded by the possibility that the heat was being transferred in this regime to

excitations that would have been fully gapped out, were it not for the extreme disorder

dependence of superconductivity; however, subsequent measurements since then have

confirmed that this behavior is an intrinsic effect that is observed even for crystals in the

clean limit. The only logical explanation capable of accounting for these results is that the

superconducting order parameter has (near) nodes in the gap structure ∆pkq, which pro-

duce ungapped excitations at all temperatures below Tc. Near nodes means that if ∆pkq

does not contain symmetry-enforced zeroes—as would necessarily occur, e.g., for any d-

wave order parameter—then some amount of “accidental” fine-tuning occurs in regions

of k space that produce very deep minima in ∆ there. Besides specific heat, there are a
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litany of other probes that suggest low-lying quasiparticle excitations exist deep into the

superconducting state, including thermal conductivity [161, 162, 163], London penetra-

tion depth [164], ultrasound attenuation [165], and scanning tunneling microscopy [166].

Although there is firm consensus for the existence of nodes in∆pkq along extended regions

somewhere in k-space, there is considerable disagreement from different measurements

about the specifics of where these nodes are located and how they are oriented—e.g., ver-

tically (along the c axis) [163] or horizontally (perpendicular to c) [161, 162].

4.2 Strain tuning of superconductivity and the normal-state electronic

structure in Sr2RuO4

As stressed in the introduction, a powerful approach that may help to resolve

some of these outstanding puzzles regarding the superconducting order parameter in

Sr2RuO4 is to venture away from the single fixed point in phase space provided by

thermodynamics—namely, to stabilize artificial forms of this material with subtly dif-

ferent crystal and electronic structures, and to measure how the superconductivity re-

sponds to these perturbations. The most common methods of achieving this objective

are to apply hydrostatic pressure and to chemically dope the material. Both of these ap-

proaches have been applied to Sr2RuO4; however, the results are somewhat underwhelm-

ing. Hydrostatic pressure causes modest reductions in both the superconducting transi-

tion temperature (δTc{δP « ´0.2 K{GPa) as well as the quasiparticle mass enhancements

(« 5 ´ 10% decreases in m˚ per GPa) [167]. On the other hand, because of the extreme

sensitivity of the superconductivity to disorder, essentially any type of chemical doping

rapidly suppresses Tc to zero before enough dopant atoms can be introduced to appre-

ciably change the electronic structure. For examples, alloying strontium with calcium

(Ca) sterically induces transitions to a slew of interesting magnetically ordered and even-
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tually insulating states in (Ca,Sr)2RuO4 [168], but the concentrations of Ca required are

ą 50% and thus the superconductivity has long disappeared for other reasons before the

more innate response of superconductivity to these structural distortions can be gauged2.

Similarly, replacing strontium with « 10 ´ 15% of lanthanum has been used to electron-

dope Sr2RuO4 and traverse a van Hove singularity in the electronic structure [169], but

the dopant-induced disorder renders these crystals non-superconducting long before the

effects on the superconductivity of approaching this Lifshitz transition can be assessed.

Fortunately, there is a tuning parameter that is both “clean” and efficacious in mod-

ulating the superconducting and normal-state properties of Sr2RuO4: externally applied

uniaxial pressure. In a set of pioneering experiments conducted over the last five years,

researchers in the group of C. Hicks and A.P. Mackenzie at the Max Planck Institute for

the Chemical Physics of Solids have advanced this technique to the point where elastic

strains of up to « ´1% can be applied to single crystals of Sr2RuO4 at cryogenic temper-

atures [67, 68, 170, 171]. Besides being an impressive technical achievement for a brittle

metal oxide such as Sr2RuO4, these levels of strain are also sufficient to cause profound

changes to the underlying low-energy physics, as we will describe in the next two sub-

sections.

4.2.1 Strain effects on superconductivity

In Figure 4.5, we show how the superconducting Tc in Sr2RuO4 evolves as the crystal

structure is mechanically compressed along one of the in-plane Ru-O-Ru bond directions,

reproduced from Ref.[68]. In these experiments, single crystals of Sr2RuO4 are oriented,

cut, and polished into long slender bars that are glued between the jaws of a piezoelectri-

cally actuated vice; measurements of the AC magnetic susceptibility and electrical resis-

2Note that this substitution is isovalent “structural doping,” since Ca and Sr occupy the same column in
the periodic table, but are differentiated by their ionic sizes.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Evolution of superconducting Tc with [100]-oriented uniaxial pressure in
Sr2RuO4. Negative values of εxx indicate compression along one of the in-
plane Ru-O-Ru bond directions; the crystal expands along the orthogonal in-
plane direction and along the c axis according to the Poisson effect. (b) Ex-
perimental apparatus for applying uniaxial pressure at cryogenic tempera-
tures, using piezoelectric actuators. Four-point electrical resistivity and AC
magnetic susceptibility measurements are performed versus temperature and
pressure to gauge the response of superconductivity to these externally ap-
plied distortions of the crystal structure. Figures reproduced from Ref.[68].

tivity versus temperature are then performed on the crystals as their length is elastically

shrunk by the vice—cf. the schematic diagram in Figure 4.5(b). Note that the aspect ra-

tios of the bars are chosen such that uniaxial pressure along the “long” axis of the bar

(under compressive strain) produces expansion (tensile strain) along the two orthogonal

directions, according to the Poisson ratios of Sr2RuO4. Tc rises rapidly as the compressive

strain εxx is increased away from zero, reaches a maximum of Tc « 3.5 K at εxx « ´0.6%

(representing an enhancement of« 2.3 over the 1.5 K Tc of bulk unstrained Sr2RuO4), and

then decreases as the strain is increased further. The widths of the superconducting tran-

sitions versus temperature exhibit a non-monotonic dependence on strain as well, which
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mostly result from residual strain inhomogeneities in the experimental setup; the non-

monotonic behavior then follows from the non-monotonic slope of the Tc versus strain

curve evaluated at each strain.

Subsequent work has conclusively demonstrated that this maximum in Tc is associ-

ated with traversing a Van Hove singularity in the electronic structure. Further attention

will be given to the interpretation of this point in later sections. Several other features of

these data that provide important clues into the order parameter and mechanism of the

superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 are summarized below:

• Tc increases under compressive and tensile strain (i.e., negative and positive εxx),

but there is no apparent cusp in Tc around the point of zero strain. It was orig-

inally suggested that extrinsic strain inhomogeneities could be rounding off and

thereby obscuring a cusp in the intrinsic Tcpεxxq behavior; however, more local

micron-scale measurements of Tc by scanning SQUID have not measured such a

cusp, either [172]. Additionally, specific heat measurements conducted under uni-

axial pressure have not measured any signatures of the superconducting transition

splitting into two separate transitions as the in-plane rectangularity of the crystal

structure is increased [173]. Taken together, these observations are strong evidence

against any multi-component chiral order parameter having x- and y-oriented com-

ponents that are only degenerate at the point of zero strain (i.e., when the structure

is truly tetragonal).

• The response of Tc to uniaxial pressure along r110s is much smaller than the response

to pressure along r100s displayed in Figure 4.5. Original measurements reported a

change in Tc of « ´0.02 K at εxx « ´0.2% of r110s-oriented strain [67], about 20

times smaller in magnitude than the increase in Tc over the same range for r100s-

oriented strain. r110s- and r110s-oriented compressive/tensile strains also break the

C4 rotational symmetry of the parent crystal structure, but this mode of strain alters
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the Ru-Ru next-nearest-neighbor distances rather than the Ru-Ru nearest-neighbor

distances.

• The upper critical magnetic fields applied along the c-axis, Hc2||c, increase more

rapidly than T 2
c as the peak in Tc is approached. Within a BCS-like picture of super-

conductivity, dimensional analysis shows that if the energy scale of superconduc-

tivity is uniformly raised by a factor of X, then any orbitally limited upper critical

field will increase by a factor of X2. Therefore boosting Tc by a factor of 2.3 in going

from zero strain to the peak in Tc would be expected to boost Hc2||c by a factor of

2.32 “ 5.3; in reality, Hc2||c at the peak in Tc is about a factor of 20 larger than its

value at ambient conditions [171]. This superquadratic enhancement of Hc2||c as Tc

increases is strong evidence for a non-trivial change in the normal-state electronic

structure as the Van Hove singularity is approached.

4.2.2 Strain effects on the normal-state electronic structure

In addition to the strain-dependent behavior of the superconducting upper critical fields,

several other probes have shown that the peak in Tc coincides with traversing a Van Hove

singularity in the normal-state electronic structure. Strain-dependent electrical trans-

port measurements performed simultaneously with the AC susceptibility measurements

shown in Figure 4.5 exhibit a maximum in the low-temperature normal-state resistivity

ρ at the maximum in Tc [170]; this is naturally interpreted as ρ tracking the density of

carriers near EF , which is maximized as the Van Hove point(s) cross EF . Furthermore, the

temperature scale TFL below which ρ shows canonical Fermi liquid-like scaling behavior

(ρ “ ρ0 ` AT 2) is minimized as the Van Hove point(s) cross EF [170]. Finally, ARPES mea-

surements conducted under unaxial pressure are able to directly visualize how the γ-band

Fermi surface transforms from being electron-like to hole-like as the Lifshiftz transition
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Figure 4.6: (a) Tight-binding model of near-EF electronics structure for Sr2RuO4 subject to
variable amounts of [100]-oriented uniaxial pressure. At some critical value of
compression along the a axis, εxx “ εVHS , the accompanying expansion along
the b axis causes a Lifshitz transition in the topology of the γ band. Tuning
this Van Hove singularity in the electronic structure towards the Fermi level
enhances the density of states (DOS) at EF . (b) The superconducting Tc (left
axis) and the change in normal-state resistivity at T “ 4.5 K (right axis) both
show peaks around εxx “ ´0.6´´0.5%, suggesting that these values of εxx are
sufficient to realize εVHS experimentally. (c) Fermi surfaces in Sr2RuO4 under
[100]-oriented uniaxial pressure, as measured by ARPES. The right panel is
for bulk (unstrained) Sr2RuO4, and the left panel is data for strained Sr2RuO4

(εxx “ ´0.7%), showing that a Lifshitz transition has indeed been traversed:
the γ sheet Fermi surface becomes open along ky, in excellent agreement with
the expectations of (a, b). Figures reproduced from Refs.[170, 174].

occurs, as shown in Figure 4.6 [174]. Neglecting some quantitative discrepancies in the

levels of strain required to reach this point in the electronic structure, this change in Fermi

surface topology is precisely what first principles band theory calculations expect to occur
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when Sr2RuO4 is subject to the types of structural distortions that are imposed in these

experiments.

4.3 Synthesis and characterization of epitaxially strained Sr2RuO4 thin

films

The existing body of work on uniaxially pressurized single crystals of Sr2RuO4 indicates

that tuning the normal-state electronic structure towards a Van Hove singularity signif-

icantly enhances the energy scale of superconductivity. Qualitatively, this trend can be

rationalized in terms of a weak-coupling (BCS-like) description of the superconductivity

where

Tc „ ∆ „ ωB expr´1{NpEFqVs (4.2)

HereωB is the energy of the pairing boson (likely magnons in Sr2RuO4, instead of phonons

as in conventional superconductors), NpEFq is the density of fermionic states near the

Fermi level, and V is the effectively attractive interaction between fermions mediated by

the bosonic degrees of freedom. In this interpretation, the proximity to the Van Hove

point determines how much NpEFq increases relative to unstrained Sr2RuO4, which in

turn determines how much ∆ and Tc increase according to Equation 4.2.

On the other hand, given the enigmatic nature of the superconductivity in Sr2RuO4—

with possibly nearly degenerate order parameters and, at a minimum, a highly k-

dependent superconducting gap structure |∆pkq| that should be averaged over in a more

realistic generalization of Equation 4.2—it is not a priori obvious that this Occam’s ra-

zor explanation of the strain-induced Tc enhancement is correct in detail. Competing
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instabilities such as spin-density wave order may develop as the Lifshitz transition is

approached, which could effectively “cut off” an underlying enhancement in the super-

conducting Tc that is caused more by anisotropic strain than by proximity to the Van

Hove point [175]. Even if superconductivity remains the leading instability of the Fermi

liquid throughout the structural phase diagram, the inherently multi-band nature of the

electronic structure (including inter-orbital interactions driven by Hund’s coupling) also

allows for strain-dependent modifications to the effective pairing potential V in Equa-

tion 4.2 that may contribute more readily to the Tc enhancement than increases in NpEFq.

To gain further insight into the mechanism(s) of strain-induced changes to Tc, we syn-

thesized Sr2RuO4 epitaxial thin films on several different perovskite oxide substrates that

impose different modes and magnitudes of biaxial in-plane strains. In the remainder

of this chapter we discuss the growth of these films by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE),

characterization of the superconductivity by electrical transport measurements, and char-

acterization of the crystal structures by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning transmission

electron microscopy (STEM) measurements. Finally, we provide some interpretation and

discussion of these results in terms of strain-induced changes to the normal-state elec-

tronic structure. The effects of biaxial strain on the electronic structure of Sr2RuO4 are ex-

perimentally well-known from MBE + ARPES studies performed by previous members of

our research groups [176], which demonstrated that first principles calculations account

for strain-dependent trends in the electronic structure quite well; therefore, we employed

DFT calculations to model the quasiparticle bandstructures specific to the strain states

studied here.
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4.3.1 Film growth by molecular-beam epitaxy

Epitaxial thin films of Sr2RuO4 were synthesized on various perovskite oxide substrates

using the Veeco GEN10 reactive oxide MBE systems described in chapter 2. All films dis-

cussed in this dissertation were grown by Hari Nair and Nate Schreiber, a postdoc and a

graduate student in the Schlom group. Prior to growth, commercially available substrates

of NSAT(001), NdGaO3(110), NdGaO3(001), LSAT(001), LaGaO3(110), and SrTiO3(001)

were cleaned with organic solvents, etched in acid, and annealed in air to produce starting

surfaces with step-terrace morphology, following materials-specific preparation recipes

described elsewhere. Elemental ruthenium (supplied using an electron-beam evaporator)

and strontium (supplied using an Knudsen effusion cell) were co-deposited in a back-

ground oxidant partial pressure of pO “ 1 ˆ 10´6 Torr of distilled ozone (« 80% O3 +

20% O2) at substrate temperatures of TS ą 850˝ C, as measured by a optical pyrometer.

For the high growth temperatures used in this work, we found that thermometry using a

pyrometer gauged the true value of TS more reliably than using a thermocouple directly

attached to the substrate heater.

As described in chapter 2, the primary challenge in the growth of ruthenate thin films

with low defect concentrations is the volatility of RuOx (x “ 2 or 3) gas species at high

temperatures. This problem can be overcome in MBE by flooding the growth front with

excess Ru flux—i.e., fRu{ fSr ąą 1{2—and accessing an adsorption-controlled growth win-

dow. In this approach one needs to perform electrical and structural measurements on

many samples grown under different conditions to determine where the boundaries of

this growth window exist in the parameter space of tpO,TS , fRu{ fSru. A significant portion

of this thesis was spent characterizing over 100 Sr2RuO4 thin films towards this end; these

results are summarized in detail in Ref.[46]. Although the experimental validation of an

adsorption-controlled growth window for realizing superconducting Sr2RuO4 thin films
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represents a significant scientific and technical advance in its own right3, for the remain-

der of this chapter we eschew further presentation of this point, and take for granted that

Sr2RuO4 thin films having sufficiently low levels of disorder to exhibit superconductivity

can now be reproducibly synthesized.

As discussed in subsection 4.1.1, bulk Sr2RuO4 crystallizes in a quasi-two-dimensional

tetragonal crystal structure with lattice constants at 295 K of pa “ 3.870 Å, c “ 12.743 Åq4.

In Figure 4.7, we summarize the in-plane lattice mismatches of (001)-oriented Sr2RuO4

thin films with the six perovskite substrates on which we have been able to synthesize su-

perconducting samples to date. For our discussion of results obtained for films grown on

different substrates, we assume that the primary differences between these samples are

caused by the different amounts of coherent substrate-imposed epitaxial strains present

in each case—i.e., we do not consider the roles played by other possibly relevant factors

such as structural defects, dimensional confinement, cation interdiffusion, charge trans-

fer, or interfacial mode coupling between the substrates and films. Lastly, we note that

the film-substrate lattice mismatches are inherently temperature-dependent because of

differences in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the metallic films and insu-

lating substrates (and in certain cases, structural phase transitions in the substrate that

occur at intermediate temperatures); for internal consistency, we quote the lattice mis-

matches at 295 K throughout our work, and leave a further exploration of these more

subtle temperature-dependent effects to future studies.

3To wit: the growth of superconducting Sr2RuO4 thin films by MBE and pulsed laser deposition had
been attempted by various members of the Schlom group and other groups around the world for over 20
years [177, 178], but has only recently yielded success [46, 179, 180, 181].

4The lattice constants at 295 K reported for bulk single crystals of Sr2RuO4 in Refs.[122, 123] are signif-
icantly different (Ç 0.01 Å). We do not understand the systematic errors that cause these discrepancies, so
we just take the arithmetic average of the reported values for a and c.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Substrates available for growth of perovskite-based oxide thin films, plot-
ted from left to right as a function of increasing pseudocubic lattice constant.
Cartoons (not to scale) depict how these substrate-imposed strains couple to
the crystal structures of (001)-oriented Sr2RuO4 thin films. (b) Schematic dia-
grams indicating the in-plane lattice mismatches with Sr2RuO4 of the six sub-
strates on which we have been able to synthesize superconducting Sr2RuO4

thin films to date. To aid in comparison with previous work, we quote the
mismatches between the Ru-Ru nearest-neighbor distances in bulk Sr2RuO4

and the corresponding distances between transition metal cations in the sub-
strates; negative (positive) signs denote that the Ru-O-Ru bonds are under
compression (tension), respectively. The Ru-Ru-Ru angle is also indicated;
in the case of films synthesized on (001)-oriented orthorhombic substrates
(such as NdGaO3), this number deviates slightly from the 90˝ observed in
bulk Sr2RuO4 and films synthesized on (001)-oriented cubic or tetragonal sub-
strates (NSAT, LSAT, SrTiO3), as well as on (110)-oriented orthorhombic sub-
strates (NdGaO3, LaGaO3).

4.3.2 DFT calculations

To model the crystal and electronic structures of epitaxially strained Sr2RuO4 thin films

within the framework of DFT, we proceeded in three steps:

1. Constrained structural relaxations of the out-of-plane lattice parameter c and in-

ternal coordinates pzSr, zap.Oq were performed using the Vienna Ab Initio Software

Package (VASP) [9, 10] to minimize the DFT-computed total energy of Sr2RuO4 in
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structures compatible with the in-plane biaxial strains imposed by each substrate—

cf. Figure 4.7. Specifically, the body-centered tetragonal crystal structure of bulk

Sr2RuO4 (space group #139, I4{mmm) is preserved for films grown on (001)-oriented

cubic or tetragonal substrates (NSAT, LSAT, SrTiO3), just with quantitatively differ-

ent values of the lattice constants a “ b and c as compared with bulk. On the other

hand, growth on (110)-oriented orthorhombic substrates (NdGaO3, LaGaO3) stabi-

lizes a body-centered orthorhombic structure (space group #71, Immm) in which the

Ru-eq.O in-plane bond lengths are split into two slightly unequal values a{2 ‰ b{2.

Finally, growth on (001)-oriented orthorhombic substrates (NdGaO3) stabilizes a

face-centered orthorhombic structure (space group #69, Fmmm) in which the a and

b principal axes of the conventional unit cell are rotated by 45˝ relative to the other

cases and elongated by a factor of «
?

2. The Ru-eq.O in-plane bond lengths are set

by
?

a2 ` b2{4 and thus remain equal despite a ‰ b; the effect of orthorhombicity

here is to make the in-plane Ru-Ru-Ru angles not equal to 90˝. Forces were con-

verged in all structural relaxations to ă 1 meV{Å. The numerical values of lattice

constants and internal coordinates used as inputs to (or obtained as outputs from)

these structural relaxations are summarized in Table 4.1.

2. Self-consistent field (SCF) DFT calculations were performed using the Quantum

ESPRESSO software package [6] using fully relativistic ultrasoft pseudopotentials

for Sr, Ru, and O [182]. Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) was included in the SCF cycles

and in all subsequent calculations of band energies and other quantities for the con-

verged charge density thus obtained. The inclusion of SOC in DFT calculations for

Sr2RuO4 and related 4d compounds, such as Sr2RhO4, significantly improves the

agreement of the computed Fermi surfaces with experimental photoemission data;

this has been appreciated in the literature as far back as Ref.[183], and nicely val-

idated in the more recent ARPES and DFT+DMFT studies of Refs.[140, 184, 185].

Although SOC can be incorporated into SCF calculations performed with VASP, the
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VASP to Wannier90 interface is not compatible at present with DFT results that in-

clude SOC—this is why we switched from using VASP for structural relaxations to

using Quantum ESPRESSO for SCF calculations.

3. After obtaining self-consistent Kohn-Sham eigenstates via DFT, we used the

pw2wannier and Wannier90 codes [186] to construct six maximally localized Wan-

nier functions spanning the manifold of eigenstates surrounding EF . We referenced

the trial orbitals employed in the Wannierisation routine to three t2g-like states cen-

tered on the Ru sites (6 “ 3 ˆ 2, accounting for spin degeneracy). The more com-

putationally efficient Wannier basis was used to calculate quantities that required

very dense k meshes to be properly converged, such as the the Fermi surfaces in

Figure 4.8 and the near-EF density of states traces in Figure 4.9 (101 ˆ 101 ˆ 101

k-meshes).

For both structural relaxations and SCF calculations, Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof’s

parametrization of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was employed as the

exchange-correlation functional [187], and Brillouin zone integrations were carried out on

an 11 ˆ 11 ˆ 11 k-mesh. We represented the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions in a basis set of

plane waves extending up to a kinetic energy cutoff of 65 Ry in SCF cycles (44 Ry in struc-

tural relaxations), and used a cutoff of 280 Ry in SCF cycles for representing the charge

density (176 Ry in structural relaxations). We confirmed that crystal and electronic struc-

tures calculated within the local density approximation (LDA) exhibit the same strain-

dependent trends as the results of GGA calculations—albeit with quantitatively wider

bandwidths (since LDA favors crystal structures having reduced unit cell volumes), and

to a much lesser extent, slightly different band fillings than the GGA results.

All of the crystal structures employed in the calculations described above are refer-

enced to a “bulk Sr2RuO4 - DFT” crystal structure that we obtained by DFT structural

relaxations of all lattice constants and internal coordinates for Sr2RuO4 within space
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group #139. The actual lattice parameters and bond lengths for this structure that min-

imizes the DFT-computed total energy overestimate the experimentally measured val-

ues for bulk single crystals of Sr2RuO4 (“bulk Sr2RuO4 - expt.”) by « 1%, due to well-

established deficiencies of the GGA—cf. the first two rows of Table 4.1. With the for-

mer as the bulk reference structure, we simulated biaxial in-plane strains to different

substrates by scaling these theoretical lattice constants of Sr2RuO4 by amounts appro-

priate to the experimentally measured lattice mismatches quoted in Figure 4.7. For ex-

ample, to simulate the p´0.39%,´0.16%q strains along a and b corresponding to Sr2RuO4

films grown on NdGaO3(110), we held a and b fixed in the DFT structural relaxations at

a “ p1´ 0.0039q ˆ abulk - DFT and b “ p1´ 0.0016q ˆ abulk - DFT, respectively.

Ru - apical O Ru - equatorial O
Name Space group a b c zSr bond length(s) bond length(s)

bulk Sr2RuO4 - expt. #139 3.870 3.870 12.743 0.3532 2.057 1.935
bulk Sr2RuO4 - DFT #139 3.877 3.877 12.913 0.3523 2.095 1.939
Sr2RuO4/NSAT(001) #139 3.844 3.844 12.983 0.3518 2.104 1.922

Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) #71 3.862 3.871 12.936 0.3521 2.098 1.931, 1.936
Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(001) #69 5.440 5.510 12.926 0.3522 2.096 1.936

Sr2RuO4/LSAT(001) #139 3.875 3.875 12.916 0.3523 2.095 1.938
Sr2RuO4/LaGaO3(110) #71 3.895 3.903 12.867 0.3525 2.089 1.948, 1.951
Sr2RuO4/SrTiO3(001) #139 3.913 3.913 12.838 0.3528 2.086 1.956

Table 4.1: Crystal structures used in DFT simulations of Sr2RuO4. All units of length are
given in Å. The fractional coordinate zSr is given in units of the c-axis lattice
constant.

Figure 4.8 shows the DFT-computed Fermi surfaces for the six epitaxially strained

variants of Sr2RuO4 studied in this work. At the Brillouin zone scale, the differences in

Fermiology are quite subtle: all of the strain states display the three-band tα, β, γu Fermi

surfaces characteristic of bulk Sr2RuO4 (cf. Figure 4.3), with typical shifts in the Fermi

wavevectors of δkF Æ 0.01π{a. In particular, none of the Fermi surfaces have undergone

a Lifshitz transition that changes its topology, which gives us confidence that the normal-

state electronic structure can be considered to be in a “linear response” type of regime

for all of the strain states studied in this work. These results are fully consistent with
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Figure 4.8: Left: DFT-computed Fermi surfaces in the kz “ 0 plane for Sr2RuO4 thin films
subject to different amounts of epitaxial strain. Very similar results are ob-
tained in the kz “ 2π{c plane, consistent with the quasi-two-dimensional elec-
tronic structure measured experimentally—cf. Figure 4.3. Right: zoomed-in
versions of the plot on the left, highlighting how the Fermi wavevectors in
different regions of k-space evolve with strain.

experimental ARPES data reported for the most heavily strained sample shown here,

Sr2RuO4/SrTiO3(001), which showed that `0.92% biaxial tension along a and b is not

sufficient to pin the Van Hove points in the electronic structure at (or below) EF [176].

Figure 4.9 shows the DFT-computed k-integrated density of states (DOS) on the en-

ergy axis for the same six epitaxially strained variants of Sr2RuO4. Clear peaks in the

DOS are observed above EF ; these are the signatures of a Van Hove “singularity” in

the electronic structure, which becomes not a true—i.e., not logarithmically divergent—

singularity when the full three-dimensional character of the electronic structure is prop-

erly accounted for. Note that for films synthesized on (110)-oriented orthorhombic sub-

strates where the Ru-eq.O bond lengths are split into two unequal values, the Van Hove

singularity splits into two separate peaks, which are each of slightly diminished inten-

sity to ensure that the total amount of spectral weight is conserved. The absolute val-
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Figure 4.9: DFT-computed density of states for epitaxially strained Sr2RuO4 thin films.
The total bandwidth scales inversely with the unit cell volume, and NpEFq gen-
erally increases as the total bandwidth shrinks, as expected. The inset shows
the proximity of the Van Hove singularity(ies) to EF .

ues of |E ´ EF| where these peaks in the DOS exist should not be interpreted too lit-

erally, since moderately strong electron-electron interactions are known to renormalize

the bare bandwidths predicted by static mean-field theories such as DFT by factors of

« 3 ´ 4 in Sr2RuO4. Nonetheless, assuming that the effective masses of different bands

evolve smoothly with strain—which is supported by experimental data [176] and also by

more realistic calculations that incorporate the effects of dynamical many-body interac-

tions [188]—the strain-dependent trends anticipated by DFT for how proximate the Van

Hove singularity is to EF should be a very robust prediction. In good agreement with pre-

vious computational studies and with the experimental data described in Figure 4.6 and

Ref.[176], we see that the center of mass of the Van Hove peak(s) in the DOS essentially

tracks the average in-plane strain, pεxx ` εyyq{2, moving closer to EF under net in-plane

tension; on the other hand, the amount of anisotropy in the in-plane strains, |εxx ´ εyy|,

determines how far apart the Van Hove peak(s) in the DOS are split in energy. Thus there

are two conceptually rather different—although not mutually exclusive—mechanisms
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whereby the DOS at EF can be increased relative to bulk Sr2RuO4: either increase the

A1g component of strain, pεxx ` εyyq{2, or make the rectangular B1g component of strain

|εxx ´ εyy| large enough so that one of the Van Hove-derived peaks shifts close enough to

EF to overcome (or further enhance) the changes in the DOS at EF effected by pεxx` εyyq{2.

4.3.3 Electrical transport measurements

We now turn to our investigations of how these epitaxial strains couple to the supercon-

ductivity in Sr2RuO4 thin films. Figure 4.10 shows the electrical resistivity versus tem-

perature of a 55 nm thick Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) sample overlaid on bulk single crystal

results from Ref.[64]. Despite having a substantially larger residual resistivity than sin-

gle crystals of Sr2RuO4, the zero-field superconducting Tc of the Sr2RuO4 film is clearly

higher than bulk (1.8 K vs. 1.5 K), and the upper critical field Hc2||c is higher than bulk

as well (2.0 kOe at T “ 0.45 K vs. 0.75 kOe as T Ñ 0 K). Note that the quoted single-

crystal results are measured on samples in the clean limit, so the measured tTc,Hc2||cu are

basically saturated, whereas the thin-film sample is likely not in the clean limit, so the

measured tTc,Hc2||cu should be considered lower bounds for what their values would be in

the absence of disorder.

These results demonstrate that the energy scale of superconductivity is significantly

enhanced in Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) relative to bulk Sr2RuO4. A more detailed account-

ing of what “significantly enhanced” means in this context is complicated by the follow-

ing observation: strain (and possibly other factors) are known to enhance Tc in Sr2RuO4,

while dilute amounts of disorder are known to rapidly suppress Tc. Therefore, to dis-

entangle the strain-induced enhancement of Tc from the disorder-induced suppression,

one must have a quantitative handle on the magnitude of the latter effect. To show

how this manifests in actual data, Figure 4.11 illustrates the ambiguities that disorder
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Figure 4.10: (a) Zero-field electrical resistivity versus temperature of a 55 nm thick film
of Sr2RuO4 synthesized on a NdGaO3(110) substrate. (b) Thin-film trans-
port data from (a) overlaid on results for bulk Sr2RuO4, reproduced from
Ref.[64]—cf. Figure 4.4. (c) Magnetoresistance data on the same thin-film
sample from (a,b) acquired at a fixed temperature T “ 450 mK. Despite
not being in the clean limit, Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) exhibits a significantly
enhanced superconducting Tc and Hc2||c relative to the bulk results.

effects contribute to any naive evaluation of how Tc depends on different modes of

epitaxial strain. The two different Sr2RuO4/LSAT(001) thin-film samples are both un-

der minimal amounts of strain that do not create inequivalent Ru-eq.O bond lengths,

since LSAT has a cubic crystal structure that is very well lattice matched to Sr2RuO4

(εxx “ εyy “ ´0.04% at 295 K); thus, these results should be the most representative of

bulk Sr2RuO4 among the data we have collected for thin films synthesized on differ-

ent substrates. By contrast, the two different Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) thin-film samples

are both coherently strained to the substrates, placing Sr2RuO4 under a modest amount

of net in-plane compression (pεxx ` εyyq{2 “ ´0.28%) that is also somewhat anisotropic

(|εxx ´ εyy| “ 0.23%). Depending on the disorder levels present in the samples, we either

measure Tc Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) ą Tc Sr2RuO4/LSAT(001), as in Figure 4.11(a), or vice

versa, as in Figure 4.11(b).

Relative comparisons of the superconducting Tcs between samples in the clean limit

are arguably the simplest to interpret, theoretically, but preparing such crystals is highly

non-trivial, experimentally—mean free paths ` Ç 500 nm are required, cf. Figure 4.4.

None of the Sr2RuO4 thin films grown by MBE in our research group or by other groups
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Figure 4.11: (a) Zero-field electrical resistivity versus temperature of Sr2RuO4 thin films
synthesized on NdGaO3(110) and LSAT(001) substrates. Superconducting
transitions are observed at Tc “ 1.80˘ 0.13 K for the film on NdGaO3 and at
Tc “ 0.67˘0.05 K for the film on LSAT. (b) Same as (a), but for different thin-
film samples in both cases that have different residual resistivities and hence
different superconducting Tcs: Tc “ 0.73˘ 0.07 K for Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110)
and Tc “ 1.00 ˘ 0.08 K for Sr2RuO4/LSAT(001). In all cases, Tc is extracted
as the temperature at which ρ drops to 50% of its residual normal-state value
ρ0, and the error bars on the quoted Tcs refer to the temperature interval over
which ρ drops from 90% to 10% of ρ0.

around the world are close to approaching these levels of purity: the cleanest samples we

have been able to synthesize to date have residual resistivities ρ0 « 1 µΩ-cm, correspond-

ing to mean free paths ` « 100 nm. In the author’s opinion, this length scale of ` likely

reflects the presence of some essentially unavoidable anti-phase boundaries that nucleate

at step edges on the substrates in the heteroepitaxial growth of N “ 1 Ruddlesden-Popper

films on N “ 8 Ruddlesden-Popper substrates—cf. subsection 4.1.1 and Figure 4.17. Set-

ting aside for now the precise origin of the defects that contribute to ρ0, it is clear that any

careful comparison of superconducting Tcs for differently strained variants of Sr2RuO4

must attempt to account for the disorder dependence of Tc.

Figure 4.12 displays our efforts towards this goal at the time of writing this disserta-

tion. We performed RpT q measurements on over 40 Sr2RuO4 thin film samples synthe-

sized on different substrates (indicated by different colored markers) using a 3He refrig-

erator with a base temperature of 350 ´ 400 mK (indicated by horizontal dashed lines).

Following Ref.[64], we plot the superconducting Tcs for these samples as a function of
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the inverse residual resistance ratio, Rp4 Kq{Rp300 Kq. Assuming that the measured resis-

tances are directly proportional to the resistivities and that the resistivities of all samples

at 300 K are similar, this is essentially equivalent to a graph of Tc versus ρ0
5. Samples with

Tcs less than the base temperature of our refrigerator are marked as having Tc “ 0 K; al-

though this is likely accurate for certain samples, it would of course be desirable to extend

measurements to lower temperatures in the future. At the other extreme, for reference we

also delineate the superconducting Tc of bulk Sr2RuO4 in the clean limit by a horizontal

dashed line at 1.5 K.
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Figure 4.12: Superconducting Tc versus 1{RRR ” Rp4 Kq{Rp300 Kq for many Sr2RuO4 thin-
film samples synthesized on different substrates. Error bars on the extracted
Tcs have the same meaning as in Figure 4.11.

The purpose of Figure 4.12 is to present an unbiased survey of all data we have col-

lected to date, and to guide the planning and interpretation of future experiments that

will more clearly elucidate the “intrinsic” strain-dependent changes to Tc that are buried

in this data. Strain states where we have synthesized multiple superconducting samples

generally show the expected trend of increasing Tc with decreasing ρ0, albeit with signifi-

5The benefit of taking a ratio between two experimentally measured quantities in Rp4 Kq{Rp300 Kq is that
some quantitative uncertainties in the factors that convert R Ñ ρ for a given contact geometry cancel out.
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cant amounts of scatter. This scatter is not altogether surprising, given that the synthesis

of superconducting Sr2RuO4 films by MBE is a rather immature field (only « 2 years

old), and multiple technical aspects about how the films are grown have been contin-

ually changed (in most cases, improved!) during this time period; we emphasize that

Figure 4.12 does not attempt to control for these “historical” changes.

To give the reader a sense of some of these historical changes, in Figure 4.13 we show

XRD acquired along the specular crystal truncation rod (CTR) and zero-field RpT q data for

seven Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) samples of different film thicknesses. The samples shown

in panels (a) and (b) were grown in 2017 using NdGaO3 substrates that were backside

coated with titanium and platinum (Ti + Pt) metal layers in the ”usual” fashion; on the

other hand, the samples shown in panels (c) and (d) were grown in 2018 using NdGaO3

substrates that were backside coated with a thick (ą 100 nm) amorphous layer of SrRuO3

in addition to Ti + Pt. The addition of SrRuO3 allows the heat radiated by the MBE sam-

ple heater to be more efficiently absorbed by the substrates, which enables the same (or

higher) growth temperatures to be achieved at lower heater powers; this method also al-

lows for more stable control of the growth temperature, which is crucial to remain within

the adsorption-controlled windows for Sr2RuO4 thin-film growth outlined in chapter 2.

Comparing the XRD data in Figure 4.13(a, c), the newer generation of films grown on sub-

strates backside-coated with SrRuO3 exhibit noticeably higher structural quality; perhaps

unsurprisingly, these newer films also exhibit systematically higher RRRs and higher su-

perconducting Tcs, as shown in Figure 4.13(b, d).

Finally, for completeness we note that the transport data shown in Figure 4.13 also

display a clear correlation between Tc and the film thickness, as indicated by the gray

arrows, despite similar RRR values across samples within the individual data sets. We do

not claim to fully understand this empirical observation at the time of writing this disser-

tation, but we believe there are several facts that suggest this trend is mainly extrinsic in
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origin, rather than implying anything especially fundamental about the symmetry of the

superconducting order parameter in dimensionally confined variants of Sr2RuO4 [189].

The superconducting coherence length of Sr2RuO4 is ξc « 3 nm along the crystallographic

c-axis [152]—i.e., along the direction that points out of the plane of these thin films—while

the total film thicknesses t of all samples shown here are around one order of magnitude

larger than ξc. Therefore, superconducting fluctuation effects becoming more pronounced

in reduced dimensions and thereby intrinsically reducing Tc in films with smaller t could

only be relevant here if there are sizable discrepancies between t and the effective super-

conducting layer thicknesses. Future measurements of the superconducting critical fields

versus the direction of the externally applied magnetic field relative to the surface normal

may help to shed light on this possibility, following similar measurements described in

Ref.[190]. If the superconducting layer thicknesses do turn out to be much less than t, it

would then beg the question: what causes the “dead layers”? Given that the thickness

dependence of Tc is considerably less pronounced in more recent Sr2RuO4 thin films that

are objectively higher quality samples by all structural and electrical figures of merit, it

seems likely that the answer may have more to do with materials science than with the

underlying physics of the superconductivity.

In the following section, with the aid of more extensive structural characterization by

XRD and STEM, we consider what the plot in Figure 4.12 suggests about the different

types of defects that are natively present in Sr2RuO4 thin films, and how these affect su-

perconductivity. Based on this understanding, we utilize a cherry-picked subset of the

data shown in Figure 4.12 to evaluate how the Tcs of the different strain states compare

when disorder effects are (somewhat) controlled for; in section 4.4, we then proceed to

discuss how these strain-dependent changes in Tc may be interpreted in terms of the

normal-state electronic structures shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. Because subsec-

tion 4.3.4 is admittedly heavy on materials science and light on physics content, we invite

readers more interested in the latter to skip ahead to section 4.4.
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Figure 4.13: (a) XRD data collected with Cu-Kα radiation along the specular CTR for four
Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) samples of different film thicknesses, synthesized in
2017 using substrates with just Ti + Pt backside coatings. (b) RpT q data for the
samples from (a), normalized to the film resistances at 300 K. Despite similar
scaling behavior and RRRs over wide temperature scales, the superconduct-
ing Tcs monotonically increase by over a factor of 2 with increasing film thick-
ness, as indicated by the gray arrows. (c - d) Same measurements as in (a - b),
but for three Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) samples of different film thicknesses,
synthesized in 2018 using substrates with Ti + Pt + SrRuO3 backside coat-
ings. The improved thermal stability at high growth temperatures afforded
by the SrRuO3 results in Sr2RuO4 films with significantly enhanced structural
and electrical properties. This newer generation of samples still generically
shows higher Tcs for thicker films (other factors being nearly equal), but the
magnitude of the trend is much reduced compared with the older generation
of samples.

4.3.4 XRD and STEM measurements

During our studies of Sr2RuO4 thin films, we have observed three qualitatively different

types of defects in Sr2RuO4 thin films: (1) point-like defects (possibly Ru vacancies), (2) lo-

cally higher-N Ruddlesden-Popper intergrowths (cf. subsection 4.1.1), and (3) anti-phase

boundaries between regions of otherwise pure Sr2RuO4 (these are often nucleated at step

edges on the substrate). All of these defects contribute to ρ0, but empirically speaking (1)
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and (3) degrade the superconducting properties much more readily than (2); therefore,

comparing samples with different concentrations of (1), (2), and (3) is a major source of

scatter in Figure 4.12.

To illustrate how these defects appear to different probes and how they couple to the

superconductivity, we focus on structural and electrical characterization measurements

for a few specific thin-film samples of Sr2RuO4 grown on NdGaO3(110) substrates. It

should be noted that type (1) and type (2) defects are not overly dependent on the sub-

strate; rather, the relative concentrations of (1) and (2) depend much more sensitively on

the exact growth conditions—viz., temperature, oxidant partial pressure, and Ru flux—

used to synthesize each sample, and the proliferation of one type of defect often comes at

the expense of the other. On the other hand, the density of type (3) defects can be limited

to the Ç 100 nm scale by employing substrates with similarly low miscut angles.

Figure 4.14 shows data for a 36 nm thick Sr2RuO4 film that presumably contains a

non-negligible density of point defects6. The structural data for this sample are extremely

clean: STEM measurements give no evidence of extended defects over wide fields of view

(ąą 10 nm), and XRD data acquired along the specular crystal truncation rod (CTR) can

be simulated exceedingly well by a simple slab model consisting of 28 unit cells Sr2RuO4

stacked along the out-of-plane direction. In other words, the coherently diffracting film

thickness is equal to the total film thickness, indicating that there is a negligible density

of stacking faults. Note that the average c-axis lattice constant obtained from this fit is

c “ 12.771˘ 0.004 Å “ 1.0022˘ 0.0003 cbulk SRO, in good agreement with the 0.18% expan-

sion relative to bulk Sr2RuO4 expected from DFT structural relaxations for a film subject to

6The nature and identity of these point defects remains unknown at the time of writing. Ru vacancies are
one natural candidate, given the volatility of RuOx gas species at the high temperatures used to synthesize
the films. This possibility was recently suggested by Raman scattering measurements [191], but vacancies
can only exist up to a certain small concentration before they will manifest as a measurable expansion of
the average lattice constants [192], which we do not observe. Therefore, it may be true that some other
similarly sized ion actually replaces Ru and preserves the integrity of the lattice—e.g., Cr, Ni, or Al, which
are all present in the Haynes sample holders used for most MBE growths.
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the levels of in-plane compressive strains imposed by NdGaO3(110); therefore, the point

defect concentration must still be “low” in absolute terms (ă 1%)—or if greater than this

amount, be some type of substitutional defect that preserves the integrity of the lattice.

Nonetheless, the residual resistivity from transport measurements is ρ0 « 8 µΩ-cm, cor-

responding to a mean free path of ` « 13 nm; since ` is significantly smaller than the

in-plane superconducting coherence length ξab, this film is non-superconducting down to

T ă 0.4 K, and likely has Tc “ 0 K.

a
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b

5 nm

Sr2RuO4

NdGaO3

Figure 4.14: (a) Cross-sectional STEM image of a Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) sample, viewed
in projection along the r100s direction of Sr2RuO4, courtesy of Berit Goodge
and Prof. Lena Kourkoutis. Sr and Ru atoms in the film appear similarly
bright, due to their similar atomic numbers. No stacking faults are visible
over large fields of view. (b) XRD data collected along the specular CTR
with Cu-Kα radiation (green), overlaid with simulated data (dashed red) for
a finite-sized slab of pure Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110). (c) Electrical resistivity
versus temperature for this sample. Despite the excellent structural quality,
the residual resistivity remains rather large (RRR “ 16), and superconductiv-
ity is not observed down to 400 mK.

Figure 4.15 shows analogous data for a 73 nm thick Sr2RuO4 film containing a multi-

tude of higher-N Ruddlesden-Popper intergrowths. STEM measurements clearly resolve

that the structure and local Sr:Ru stoichiometry throughout a sizable fraction of the film is
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not 2:1 (with two layers of Sr atoms cladding each Ru layer, and a darker “gap” of lower

electron density between each Sr-Ru-Sr triple layer), but rather closer to 1:1 (with alter-

nating Sr and Ru layers, as in perovskite SrRuO3). Moreover, the XRD data are not well

described by scaling up the same slab model used to fit the data in Figure 4.14 to have a

total thickness of 73 nm: the coherently diffracting film thickness is much less than this

(based on the inverse width of the central 006 film peak), the measured peak location is

displaced to slightly larger values of out-of-plane momentum transfer (this would imply

a smaller c axis lattice constant, if the material were pure Sr2RuO4), and the stacking disor-

der evidenced in STEM makes this peak asymmetric and washes out any finite-thickness

interference fringes that would result from scattering off an object with abrupt bounding

interfaces. Despite these extended structural defects existing on length scales less than or

comparable to the characteristic length scale of superconductivity (ξab « 70 nm in bulk

Sr2RuO4), the sample is superconducting at Tc “ 1.49 ˘ 0.13 K. The residual resistivity is

also much lower than the sample in Figure 4.14: ρ0 « 2.6 µΩ-cm, which would correspond

to a mean free path of ` « 36 nm if the material were pure Sr2RuO4.

After synthesizing and characterizing many Sr2RuO4 thin films, it seems clear by now

from the growth side of the equation that the possible types of defects shown in these

two figures are largely mutually exclusive: Ru-poor samples like in Figure 4.14 result

when drifting out of the adsorption-controlled growth window on the {high tempera-

ture, low Ru flux} side of parameter space, and at the other extreme, Ru-rich samples like

in Figure 4.15 result when drifting out of the adsorption-controlled growth window on

the {low temperature, high Ru flux} side of parameter space. From the physics side of

the equation, the effect of the former type of defect on superconductivity should be much

more amenable to a description in terms of Abrikosov-Gor’kov pair-breaking theory than

the latter type of defect. Point defects are isotropic scattering centers, presumably uni-

formly distributed throughout the entirety of the film, and so it is valid to employ the

residual resistivity ρ0 as a proxy for the concentration of these impurities—irrespective
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Figure 4.15: Same measurements as in Figure 4.14, but for a heavily non-stoichiometric
(nominally Sr2RuO4) thin film containing many intergrowths where the
stacking of the Sr and Ru layers is locally like SrRuO3 instead of Sr2RuO4.
These stacking faults manifest obviously in (a) cross-sectional STEM images
and (b) XRD measurements near the 006 peak of Sr2RuO4, which can not be
fit by a slab model where the total film thickness (73 nm) is assumed to be
equal to the coherent crystalline thickness of the Sr2RuO4 regions. (c) Despite
the high density of extended defects, the film has a relatively low residual re-
sistivity (RRR “ 46), and superconductivity is observed at Tc “ 1.49˘ 0.13 K.

of knowing their exact chemical identity. On the other hand, in the case of extended de-

fects, we believe that the global (measured) resistivity is set by more complicated mech-

anisms. Roughly speaking, there is some network of resistors with microscopically dif-

ferent resistivities—in the present case, interpolating between the values appropriate for

Sr2RuO4 and SrRuO3—and these resistors are sometimes connected in “series” and some-

times connected in “parallel”, depending on the morphology of the defects; the global re-

sistivity is then determined by some coarse-grained effective resistance between nodes of

this network. Most importantly, it is not guaranteed that the global ρ is proportional to the

microscopic resistivity of the Sr2RuO4 regions. The scattering rate of the latter (if it could

be isolated) may be significantly smaller than the value implied by the global ρ, since the

higher-N members of (SrO)(SrRuO3)N generically have larger values of ρ at elevated tem-
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peratures, and at low temperatures, ρ0 is probably dominated by contact resistances at

the interfaces between chemically different regions of the film. At the same time, it seems

likely that the Sr2RuO4 regions are the relevant parts of this resistor network for deter-

mining the superconducting properties, since no members of the (SrO)(SrRuO3)N series

with N ‰ 1 are known to be superconducting. In Figure 4.12, plotting a quantity on the

vertical axis (i.e., Tc) that directly reflects the properties of the Sr2RuO4 regions in a given

film versus a quantity on the horizontal axis (ρ0) that does not directly reflect the prop-

erties of the Sr2RuO4 regions will, of course, lead to scatter in any ostensible correlation

between these two variables.

While the above discussion has focused on the role of Ruddlesden-Popper inter-

growths in skewing straightforward connections between the measured RRRs and su-

perconducting Tcs of Sr2RuO4 thin films, we have also observed that such intergrowths

affect the XRD patterns and normal-state electrical transport behavior of these films in

easily detectable, quantifiable, and sensible ways. Figure 4.16 displays the relevant phe-

nomenology for four different Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) samples, all of nearly the same

total film thickness, but containing different densities of intergrowths. In x-ray scatter-

ing measurements along the specular CTR shown in Figure 4.16(a), the nearly equal total

film thicknesses (t « 17 ´ 19 nm) manifest as nearly equal spacings between intensity

fringes at low values of qK; by contrast, an increasing volume fraction of intergrowths

manifests as a shift of the primary 002 Bragg peaks of Sr2RuO4 (004 Bragg peaks) to larger

(smaller) values of 2θ, respectively. Note that this shift of different 00L Bragg peaks in

opposite “directions” is a hallmark of stacking faults along the out-of-plane direction that

disrupt the periodicity of the pure Sr2RuO4 lattice—cf. the STEM images in Figure 4.15—

and is not indicative of homogeneous strain relaxation within the Sr2RuO4 regions, which

would cause all peaks to shift in a monotonic fashion. This effect can be quantified as

oscillations in the nominal out-of-plane “lattice constants” extracted from the positions

of different Bragg peaks in Nelson-Riley plots [193], and can be simulated by sufficiently
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more complex slab models consistent with the true crystal structures of the films [194].

Although the measurements and analysis described here are well-known among certain

folks working in the thin-film growth community7, these effects appear to be largely un-

documented in the literature to the best of the present author’s knowledge, except for a

few somewhat oblique references to likely the same phenomenon [180, 195].
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different 
samples

Figure 4.16: (a) XRD data collected with Cu-Kα radiation along the specular CTR for four
Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) samples of nearly the same total film thicknesses,
containing different densities of Ruddlesden-Popper intergrowths. (b) Low-
temperature ∆RpT q ” RpT q ´ R0 data for the four samples from (a), normal-
ized to ∆Rp300 Kq. All of the samples except the film showing the smallest
density of intergrowths become superconducting below Tc « 0.7 ´ 0.9 K.
The inset shows the exponents n obtained by fitting transport data from
4 K to 25 K for 19 different Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) samples to the power-
law expression RpT q “ R0 ` AT n. (c) Same data as in (b), plotted in log-log
and linear versus T 2 forms. Samples with higher volume fractions of in-
tergrowths and correspondingly smaller values of n cross over to the more
gradual ∆RpT q „ T 2 Fermi-liquid-like scaling of the inelastic component of
the scattering rate at progressively lower temperatures TFL.

From the transport perspective, higher densities of Ruddlesden-Popper intergrowths
7Matt Barone and Hari Nair, private communication.
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manifest as steeper decreases in the electrical resistance at low temperatures. In Fig-

ure 4.16(b, c), we plot ∆RpT q ” RpT q ´ R0 (R0 is the extrapolated residual resistance at

0 K in the absence of superconductivity), normalized to ∆Rp300 Kq, for the same four

Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) films measured by XRD in Figure 4.16(a). As mentioned in

subsection 4.1.3, bulk Sr2RuO4 exhibits canonical Fermi-liquid-like scaling of all com-

ponents of the resistivity tensor—i.e., RpT q “ R0 ` AT 2—below TFL « 25 K; higher-

N members of the Ruddlesden-Popper series (SrO)(SrRuO3)N all exhibit lower values of

TFL [63]. Therefore, we fit RpT q data from 4 K to 25 K acquired for 19 different (nominally)

Sr2RuO4 thin films, all synthesized on NdGaO3(110) substrates, to a power law of the form

RpT q “ R0 ` AT n, allowing R0, A, and n to vary. The results of this analysis for the expo-

nents n are summarized in the inset to Figure 4.16(b), with results for the raw data shown

elsewhere in this figure indicated by appropriately color-coded markers. As the density

of intergrowths increases, n smoothly evolves towards lower values, corresponding to the

steeper decreases in ∆RpT q noted above. As illustrated by the graphs in Figure 4.16(c), we

believe that these progressively lower values of n—including the fact that n ‰ 2 for any of

the samples—should be understood as the (average) Fermi liquid crossover scale of these

Sr2RuO4 thin-film samples (TFL « 4´ 8 K, depending on the density of intergrowths) be-

ing suppressed to lower temperatures than bulk Sr2RuO4, rather than as evidence of stabi-

lizing a state that is truly not a Fermi liquid above the superconducting Tc. Although TFL

and n have previously been shown to decrease versus uniaxial pressure in bulk Sr2RuO4

single crystals upon approaching a Van Hove singularity [170], the largest variations in

TFL and n we have observed during our studies of Sr2RuO4 thin films are caused primarily

by extrinsic factors—such as the dependence on intergrowths illustrated here for samples

all subject to the same amount of biaxial epitaxial strains—rather than by any intrinsic

strain-induced alterations to the normal-state electronic structure and/or to the spin fluc-

tuation spectrum8. The fragile, strongly disorder-dependent nature of TFL has been well

8Indeed, if EF being in close proximity to a Van Hove singularity were the cause of the low values of
n and TFL observed in our strained Sr2RuO4 thin films, then n and TFL would also be expected to change
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documented in many perovskite-based ruthenate compounds [63, 65, 151]; based upon

our work, it appears that similar phenomenology is realized even in Sr2RuO4 thin films

that are electrically “clean” enough to superconduct.

Finally, for completeness we note that when the densities of type (1) and type (2) de-

fects are both small enough to not be limiting ρ, and the temperature is low enough that

electron-electron scattering is also not dominating ρ, the effects of type (3) defects ap-

pear in electrical transport measurements, as shown schematically in Figure 4.17(a - b).

Prior to film growth, the substrates are polished, etched, and annealed to produce start-

ing surfaces with large, atomically flat terraces separated by single perovskite unit cell

step heights h « 4 Å. The average lateral width w of the terraces perpendicular to the

step edges is determined by the miscut angle δ of the polishing procedure, according to

tanpδq “ h{w; for typical miscut angles of δ « 0.05˝´0.10˝, we thus have w « 200´400 nm.

Because the unit cell of Sr2RuO4 along the out-of-plane direction is incommensurate with

the unit cell step heights of the perovskite substrates, Sr2RuO4 crystallites that nucleate on

different terraces cannot be connected in a continuous fashion. The exact atomic structure

of how the film grows across the step edges is not precisely known; however, on very gen-

eral grounds we can be sure that the continuity of the RuO2 planes is interrupted across

the step edges. The resulting defects will either scatter the charge carriers in transport

measurements, or force the carriers to briefly move along the c axis of the crystal struc-

ture in the course of hopping to a crystallite on an adjacent terrace. Since the electrical

resistivity of Sr2RuO4 is known to be much higher along the out-of-plane direction than

along the in-plane directions9, both mechanisms cause an extrinsic anisotropy between

measurements of the diagonal in-plane components of the resistivity tensor (ρa, ρb), as we

describe in detail below.

rapidly under externally applied magnetic fields that cause meV-scale Zeeman shifts of EF for electrons
with different spin orientations [62, 196]. We have not observed any such effects in magnetoresistance
measurerements conducted up to 14 Tesla.

9Recall from subsection 4.1.3 that ρc ą 1000ˆ ρab in Sr2RuO4 at low temperatures.
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At the atomic (nm) scale, the step edges are aligned with one of the two orthogonal

metal-metal nearest-neighbor in-plane directions. On the mesoscopic (µm) and macro-

scopic (mm) scales relevant for transport measurements, the step edges are meandering,

and their average direction can be aligned with essentially any in-plane azimuth depend-

ing on how the substrate was polished and prepared. This direction can be easily detected

and referenced to the crystallographic axes using XRD or atomic force microscopy (AFM)

measurements. For ease of discussion, suppose that the step edges—or equivalently, the

longer dimension of the atomically flat terraces—are nearly aligned with the a axis of

Sr2RuO4; i.e., along the orthogonal b axis, the terraces are shorter before a discontinous

unit cell step is encountered. Although the diagonal in-plane components of the resis-

tivity tensor (ρa, ρb) are guaranteed to be equal by tetragonal crystal symmetry in bulk

Sr2RuO4, the enhanced scattering off defects for electron transport perpendicular the step

edges, and/or ρc becoming admixed in putative measurements of ρb, will inevitably lead

to an apparent anisotropy ρb ą ρa in experimental data, as illustrated in Figure 4.17(c).10

While we mention the presence of these type (3) defects that are induced by—or at

least, oriented by—step edges on the substrate in the interest of full disclosure, we do not

believe that they play a major role in the data shown in Figure 4.12 for two reasons. First,

as a means of averaging over this defect-induced transport anisotropy, we performed

two complementary four-point resistance versus temperature measurements Rvert.pT q and

Rhoriz.pT q having the current injection/removal and voltage detection contacts rotated by

90˝ between measurements. We then numerically solved van der Pauw’s equation [198]

to obtain the sheet resistance versus temperature, RspT q:

expr´πRvert.pT q{RspT qs ` expr´πRhoriz.pT q{RspT qs “ 1 (4.3)

10The resulting temperature-dependent anisotropy between ρa and ρb has been interpreted by certain
authors in the literature as the hallmark signature of an exotic phase of quantum matter known as an
electron nematic [197]; the author of this thesis believes it has a much more mundane defect-induced origin
in the case of Sr2RuO4 thin films.
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The RRRs used in Figure 4.12 are calculated as Rsp300 Kq{Rsp4 Kq. Note that in the limit

of small to intermediate anisotropies between ρa and ρb, Rs is essentially the geometric

mean of these quantities, times the thickness t of the film—i.e., Rs “ t
?
ρa ρb. Second, all

samples shown in Figure 4.12 were synthesized on substrates with similarly low miscut

angles δ « 0.05˝´0.10˝, corresponding to terrace widths w « 200´400 nm. As stressed in

Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, in many Sr2RuO4 thin-film samples there are defects existing

on much smaller length scales than w, which we expect to be more dominant in governing

the observed Tc versus ρ0 behavior.
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Figure 4.17: (a) Atomic force microscopy image of the morphology of a 19 nm thick
Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) sample. (b) Schematic diagram illustrating how the
continuity of the RuO2 planes in a Sr2RuO4 film is necessarily disrupted
across a step edge on any perovskite substrate, since the c axis lattice con-
stants of film and substrate are incommensurate. (c) Macroscopic electri-
cal transport data for four different van der Pauw contact geometries, hav-
ing the current injection/removal (I`, I´) and voltage measurement probes
(V`, V´) oriented differently with respect to the substrate step edge direc-
tion measured in (a). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the RRRs for these data sets are
very different: 2.1 (red), 6.1 (purple), 6.8 (green), and 151 (blue).

Taken together, these considerations allow us to interpret several features in the Tc ver-

sus ρ0 behavior displayed in Figure 4.12. As the point defect concentration is reduced in
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Ru-poor Sr2RuO4 thin films, markers move up and left on this plot; i.e., Tc responds quite

sensitively to decreases in ρ0, as expected from the Abrikosov-Gor’kov scaling theory

exhibited by bulk single crystals in Figure 4.4. As the volume fraction of Ruddlesden-

Popper intergrowths is reduced in Ru-rich Sr2RuO4 thin films, markers move mostly hori-

zontally (to the left) and slightly upward; i.e., Tc does not respond as sensitively to decreases

in ρ0, because the decreases in ρ0 are more reflective of an increasing volume fraction

of Sr2RuO4 regions in such samples, rather than of a decreased scattering rate in these

Sr2RuO4 regions. The collection of Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) samples (dark green markers)

provide the clearest examples of this behavior, since we have synthesized and measured

the largest number of samples for this strain state. Clusters of films exist at Tc “ 1.4´1.8 K

and also at Tc “ 0.7 ´ 0.9 K that appear to form nearly horizontal “bands” for which Tc

does not depend strongly on ρ0; these are samples where the primary differences between

samples are the volume fractions of Ruddlesden-Popper intergrowths.

Based on these observed trends, we are left with several possible options moving for-

ward to more conclusively map out the disorder dependence of superconductivity in dif-

ferently strained Sr2RuO4 thin films. These are not mutually exclusive approaches, but

for clarity we list and discuss them as separate items:

• Synthesize many more superconducting samples on each substrate, and discard

results for any samples that show an appreciable density of Ruddlesden-Popper

intergrowths in XRD and STEM. The downside of this approach is that the success

rate of growing such “Goldilocks” samples that are not overly Ru-rich but also not

too Ru-poor—and thus non-superconducting—has historically been quite low. For

example, of the 41 samples shown in Figure 4.12, Nelson-Riley analysis of XRD

measurements (not shown) indicates that only 18 samples do not contain obvious

signatures of such intergrowths. Of these 18 samples, only 11 samples have low

enough residual resistivities to show superconductivity. With a success rate of «
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25%, and assuming we would like to measure around 10 samples per substrate to

trace out an Abrikosov-Gor’kov scaling curve of how Tc varies with ρ0, we would

need to synthesize and characterize around 40 samples per substrate. The investment

of time and money that would be involved in such efforts seems to quickly get out

of hand, as we may have already witnessed for Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110).

• Take one “Goldilocks” sample per substrate, having a natively high Tc and low

density of Ruddlesden-Popper intergrowths, and externally introduce additional

point-like defects to this film that degrade the superconductivity in a controllable

way. By progressively measuring the decreases in Tc that occur as the disorder level

is ramped up, effectively the same sample could be used to trace out an Abrikosov-

Gor’kov scaling curve of how Tc varies with ρ0. We have not pursued such exper-

iments at the time of writing this thesis, but preliminary discussions with Andy

Mackenzie’s group at the Max Planck Institute in Dresden suggest that high-energy

electron irradiation may be a feasible route to achieve this objective.

• Employ some other proxy besides ρ0 to quantify the disorder level inherent to the

pure Sr2RuO4 regions in superconducting samples that show an appreciable den-

sity of Ruddlesden-Popper intergrowths. One metric that may serve this purpose

is the decay rate of quantum oscillation amplitudes, as quantified by the Dingle

temperature11. Focusing on the decay of oscillation amplitudes at the character-

istic frequencies of quasiparticles orbiting the tα, β, γu Fermi surfaces of Sr2RuO4

should naturally isolate the contributions of the pure Sr2RuO4 regions in any given

sample, and be largely agnostic to the presence of intergrowths. Indeed, prelimi-

nary Shubnikov-de Haas measurements being conducted by Prof. Brad Ramshaw’s

11Dingle showed that electron-disorder scattering has phenomenologically the same effect as raising tem-
perature in quantum oscillation experiments: this additional scattering broadens the Landau levels that
appear in high magnetic fields, and reduces the amplitude of oscillations observed in resistivity, magneti-
zation, etc. The discrepancy between the so-called Dingle temperature—extracted from analysis of the oscil-
lation amplitudes—and the measured sample temperature thus measures the strength of electron-disorder
scattering.
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group on superconducting Sr2RuO4 thin films grown by our group suggest mean

free paths extracted from the Dingle temperatures in excess of ` ą 100 nm, which

are significantly higher than the values of ` implied by our zero-field measurements

of the global ρ0. The drawback of this approach is that quantum oscillation experi-

ments do not have a quick turnaround time and often require time at national user

facilities specializing in the creation of large magnetic fields; thus, performing these

measurements on « 10 samples per substrate is likely not feasible, unless multiple

measurements can be performed simultaneously.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

Based on the considerations explained in subsection 4.3.4 regarding how different types of

defects couple to the superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 thin films, we analyzed XRD data for

all of the samples shown in Figure 4.12 and discarded transport results for all films show-

ing an appreciable concentration of Ruddlesden-Popper intergrowths. Figure 4.18(a) dis-

plays the Tc versus ρ0 behavior for this smaller subset of samples. Because the highest-

RRR (and highest-Tc) Sr2RuO4 films grown on NdGaO3(001) and SrTiO3(001) shown here

do contain a discernible volume fraction of intergrowths, we include left-pointing arrows

indicating how we believe these strain states would move on the plot if these intergrowths

were eliminated12.

With the perspective offered by the plot in Figure 4.18(a), we then chose one thin-

film sample for each strain state for which the disorder-induced suppressions of Tc are

likely to be similar. These samples are indicated in Figure 4.18(a) by the gray-shaded

ellipse, and zero-field transport data for these samples are shown in Figure 4.18(b).

12These arrows are based on our experience with Sr2RuO4/NdGaO3(110) samples, but are not in any way
intended to be quantitative.
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Note that it is not possible with the current data set to include Sr2RuO4/LaGaO3(110) or

Sr2RuO4/NSAT(001) in this type of analysis, so we neglect results for these strain states

moving forward13. Finally, in Figure 4.18(c) we plot the superconducting Tc for this select

group of four films versus the DFT-computed DOS near EF , NpEFq, normalized to the

value appropriate for bulk Sr2RuO4.
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Figure 4.18: (a) Superconducting Tc versus 1{RRR for a subset of Sr2RuO4 films from
Figure 4.12 that do not contain significant densities of Ruddlesden-Popper
intergrowths (as quantified by XRD). (b) Low-temperature transport data
for four select films that lie in the gray-shaded ellipse in (a). Based on
the similar RRRs, we believe that the disorder-induced suppressions of Tc

are similar across all of these samples, so that relative comparisons between
the measured Tcs should primarily reflect strain-induced variations. (c) Su-
perconducting Tcs of the four samples from (b), plotted versus the DFT-
computed density of states NpEFq (normalized to the value appropriate for
bulk Sr2RuO4). Clearly Tc does not merely track NpEFq, as would be expected
based on a simple-minded application of Equation 4.2.

These data clearly demonstrate that Tc does not merely track NpEFq in the regime of
13The electrical quality of the single superconducting film on NSAT(001) is too different to make a mean-

ingful comparison with the other strain states. On LaGaO3(110), the microscopic film quality on the length
scales relevant for superconductivity (10 - 100 nm) is likely comparable to the other strain states; however,
the macroscopically measured RRR is significantly lower, likely due to enhanced scattering off defects near
structural twin boundaries that form in this substrate (on the 10 ´ 100 µm scale) upon cooling down from
growth temperature. Since this complication muddles any direct comparison with films on other substrates,
we omit results for Sr2RuO4/LaGaO3(110) from the subsequent discussion.
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low strains explored in this work, as would be expected based on a simple-minded ap-

plication of Equation 4.2. A heuristic interpretation of these data—hence the question

marks!—is indicated schematically by the gray arrows Figure 4.18(c): A1g tensile strains

that preserve the tetragonal symmetry of Sr2RuO4 cause subtle increases in Tc in go-

ing from LSAT(001) Ñ SrTiO3(001), despite comparatively large increases in NpEFq; by

contrast, strains that break the four-fold rotational symmetry of the crystal structure in-

duce more dramatic increases in Tc, even though NpEFq slightly decreases in going from

LSAT(001) Ñ NdGaO3(001) Ñ NdGaO3(110). Since these are early days for supercon-

ducting Sr2RuO4 thin films, and there remain numerous subtleties and open questions

regarding how seriously the experimentally measured Tcs should be interpreted (as this

chapter hopefully illustrated), it is probably wise to treat these observations as sugges-

tive at the moment rather than conclusive. Nonetheless, assuming that these correlations

between how Tc responds to different modes of biaxial strain survive further scrutiny in

future synthesis and characterization efforts, their explanation certainly warrants further

computational studies, and may shed some light on the nature of the enigmatic super-

conductivity in Sr2RuO4.
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CHAPTER 5

STRAIN-STABILIZED SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN RUO2

For the remainder of this dissertation, we focus on our discovery, characterization, and

current understanding of superconductivity in epitaxial thin films of rutile RuO2 syn-

thesized on TiO2(110) substrates, having transition temperatures up to Tc « 2 K. Since

bulk single crystals of RuO2 are not known to superconduct at experimentally acces-

sible temperatures (Tc ă 300 mK), this observation naturally begs the question: what

variables and mechanisms conspire to significantly enhance the energy scale of super-

conductivity in RuO2/TiO2(110)? In section 5.2, we utilize a combination of thin film

synthesis by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) and extensive electrical and structural char-

acterization of these RuO2 thin films by multiple techniques—including electrical trans-

port, x-ray diffraction, and scanning transmission electron microscopy—to demonstrate

that RuO2/TiO2(110) is the first reported example of a strain-stabilized superconductor, in

which substrate-imposed epitaxial strains boost the instability of a Fermi liquid towards

superconductivity by (at least) an order of magnitude relative to bulk RuO2. In chapter 6,

we present experimental measurements of the electronic structure of RuO2 thin films by

in situ angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), supported by density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations, to provide an interpretation of this phenomenon in terms

of strain-induced changes to the normal-state electronic structure1. Although we empha-

size the generality of this approach and believe it may open the door to strain engineering

of superconductivity in a wide variety of other multi-orbital systems, in section 5.1 we

first introduce some specific features of rutile materials and RuO2 that were known from

prior work, highlighting properties that we believe are most relevant to understanding

1Some of the results presented in these chapters have been submitted in a manuscript to Nature Physics.
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the effective low-energy physics in this system.

5.1 Introduction to the rutile family of materials

RuO2 is one of many binary transition metal oxides MO2 that crystallize in the rutile

structure (or distorted variants of this structure), which is drawn in Figure 5.1. Similar

to the perovskite-based structures discussed in previous chapters, the rutile structure is

known to host a wide range of interesting electronic and magnetic properties, includ-

ing metal-insulator transitions (VO2, NbO2), half-metallic ferromagnetism (CrO2), and

large spin-Hall conductivities (IrO2)2. Furthermore, numerous such compounds are ex-

tensively employed in photocatalytic applications (especially TiO2), so rutiles are among

the most practically useful transition metal oxides. While it is well beyond the scope of

this thesis to explain how all of these properties and functionalities derive from the fun-

damental building blocks—namely, the structure and coordination of the MO6 octahedral

network, and how many carriers occupy the d-electron states near the Fermi level de-

rived from this network [199, 200]—here we provide a brief overview of the structural,

electronic, and magnetic degrees of freedom to put what is known about bulk RuO2 (and

what may be possible to realize in appropriately strained RuO2) in proper context.

5.1.1 Structural degrees of freedom

The parent structure of the rutile family of materials, without any symmetry lowering

structural distortions, belongs to space group #136, P42{mnm. The primitive unit cell in

this case is tetragonal (a “ b ‰ c) and contains two MO2 formula units: two metal cations

sit on the vertices of a body-centered tetragonal lattice at fractional coordinates p0, 0, 0q

2Perhaps notably, this list does not include superconductivity—although as we will show later, supercon-
ductivity can be realized in artificially engineered rutile structures.
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Figure 5.1: Drawings of the parent rutile crystal structure. Gray spheres represent tran-
sition metal atoms M (such as Ru), and the blue spheres represent O atoms.
The structure is viewed from different crystallographic perspectives in the two
panels (as indicated by the ta, b, cu triads) to emphasize the mixed (a) edge-
sharing and (b) corner-sharing nature of the MO6 octahedral network.

and p1{2, 1{2, 1{2q, and are surrounded by four independent oxygen anions at ˘pu, u, 0q

and ˘p1{2 ´ u, 1{2 ` u, 1{2q, where u is a freely adjustable parameter. Translations of this

primitive unit cell by integer multiples of ta,b, cu dictate that each metal cation is locally

coordinated by an octahedral cage of six approximately equidistant oxygens. On longer

length scales, the octahedra form a connected network in all three directions with mixed

edge-sharing and corner-sharing character, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

The lattice constants pa, cq and internal parameter u are the three basic structural de-

grees of freedom that parametrize the rutile structure. The interplay of u with the c{a

ratio determines how close the octahedra are to a regular octahedron. In general the oc-

tahedra are not regular: there are two inequivalent M-O bond lengths, and for a given

oxygen anion, the M-O-M bonds are split to 2 ` 1 inequivalent angles, not all equal to

120˝. By analogy with perovskite-based structures, it is common to further differentiate

the oxygen anions into two apical oxygens ap.O and four equatorial oxygens eq.O. The

apical axis of the octahedron centered at p0, 0, 0q points along r110s, and rotates to being

directed along r110s for the octahedron centered at p1{2, 1{2, 1{2q. The equatorial oxygens

are located in planes perpendicular to these apical axes (i.e., the ap.O-M-eq.O bond angles
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are 90˝); however, note that within a given equatorial plane, the eq.O-M-eq.O bond angles

are generally not equal to 90˝.

Besides these local deviations from regular octahedra, another important distinction

that differentiates rutile structures from perovskite-based structures is the mixed edge-

sharing and corner-sharing nature of the octahedral network—recall that in perovskite-

based structures, the octahedra are purely corner-sharing in all three directions. This

distinction has two important consequences. First, the higher connectivity of the rutile

structure precludes the existence of any normal modes of vibration involving purely oc-

tahedral rotations: to rotate the octahedra in a coordinated fashion, the M-O bond lengths

must distort as well, and/or the M cations must be displaced. Second, the edge-sharing

octahedra create much shorter M-M distances, typically closer to « 3 Å instead of « 4 Å

characteristic of perovskites. This allows for direct M-M interactions that can lead to the

formation of covalent bonds between the cations, instead of indirect M-M interactions

solely mediated by electrons first hopping onto an adjacent oxygen site in the intermedi-

ate state. Indeed, most of the distorted variants of the parent rutile structure observed in

Nature involve some kind of dimerization of paired metal cations3, which is often referred

to in the literature as an embedded Peierls instability [201, 202, 203].

5.1.2 Charge and orbital degrees of freedom

Along with the structural degrees of freedom discussed above, the effective d electron

count is a crucial variable in determining the wide diversity of ground states realized

in rutile-like compounds. Without delving into too many materials-specific details, this

number is usually determined as follows: since each oxygen ion requires two electrons

to completely fill its 2p shell, the formal valence of the metal cation is taken to be M4`,

3In slightly different language: alternating M-M bond lengths along the rutile c axis.
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and then the number of electrons filling states near the Fermi level (EF) derived from the

transition-metal d orbitals is determined the chemical identity of M. For examples, M = Ti

results in a zero 3d electrons near EF—and thus a band insulator—whereas M = Ru leaves

four 4d electrons near EF—and thus highly metallic behavior with relatively large carrier

densities n « 1029{m3 (the typical volume of a rutile unit cell containing two MO2 formula

units is « 60 Å3).

At a more detailed level, the shapes of the relevant d orbitals spanning EF are also

essential in determining the electronic and magnetic properties of rutile-like compounds.

The largest energy scale in the problem is the octahedral crystal-field splitting 10Dq «

3´4 eV that splits the five d orbitals into a lower-energy triplet of states with primarily t2g

orbital character and a higher-energy doublet of states with primarily eg orbital character.

Since all metal cations that crystallize in a rutile structure have an electron count less than

or equal to six when present as M4`, the eg-like states are generally not populated and

can be safely ignored in any discussion of the effective low-energy physics. On the other

hand, an important factor in determining how the electrons are distributed amongst the

remaining t2g-like states is that the dxy, dxz, and dyz orbitals comprising this manifold are not

nearly degenerate, as is commonly observed in perovskite-based structures. Instead, the

orbitals are further split by ∆ « 0.1´ 0.4 eV into states with so-called d|| orbital character

and states with mixed pdxz, dyzq orbital character. The d||-derived states are generically

lower in energy and thus are filled before the pdxz, dyzq-derived states.

Besides ∆ and the total electron filling, the exact d|| and pdxz, dyzq orbital occupancies

also depend on several other energy scales we have neglected thus far: the bandwidths W

of these states, the mutual Coulomb repulsion U between electrons (which can substan-

tially renormalize W in correlated systems), the Hund’s rule coupling J (which generally

favors equal orbital occupancies), and the spin-orbit coupling λsoc. A proper accounting of

the interplay between W, U, J, and λsoc—which can all be of comparable strength in actual
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materials such as RuO2—is of course necessary for a full understanding of the effective

low-energy physics, and is highly material-dependent. We we will revisit this point in

further detail for RuO2 in the next chapter using ARPES measurements of the electronic

structure in concert with first-principles calculations. Nonetheless, ignoring for now these

additional considerations, a schematic diagram of the on-site level structure realized in

rutile structures is sketched in Figure 5.2, along with plots of how the lobes of the d|| and

pdxz, dyzq orbitals are oriented relative to the crystallographic axes. Many of the ground

states observed in rutile compounds—as well as their evolution versus different modes

of strain—can be rationalized in terms of a simple picture like this that invokes unequal

d|| and pdxz, dyzq orbital occupancies, as we will illustrate later for RuO2.

5.1.3 Structural, electronic, and magnetic properties specific to RuO2

Bulk single crystals of RuO2 were first synthesized in the 1960s by multiple different

groups [205, 206]. All measurements of the crystal structure to date suggest that the crys-

tal structure belongs to the ideal high-symmetry rutile space group #136, P42{mnm, with

no evidence for any symmetry-lowering structural distortions at any temperatures up to

1000 K [207]. At 295 K, the lattice constants are pa, cq “ p4.492 Å, 3.106 Åq and the internal

oxygen parameter u “ 0.3056, corresponding to apical oxygen-ruthenium bond length of

1.94 Å and an equatorial oxygen-ruthenium bond length of 1.98 Å [204].

Bulk RuO2 (formal valence Ru4`, with a corresponding electronic configuration of

4d4) exhibits metallic conduction at all temperatures, in agreement with the simplest

expectations for a material with four electrons in partially filled bands crossing EF .

Early experimental studies by Ryden et al. reported room-temperature resistivities of

ρp300 Kq “ 35 ˘ 1 µΩ-cm that were approximately isotropic with respect to the crystallo-

graphic axes [208, 209], even though different components of the resistivity tensor such as
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic diagram of the low-energy orbital degrees of freedom in RuO2.
In addition to the usual octahedral crystal field splitting 10Dq, there is a siz-
able splitting ∆ between the on-site energies of the d|| and pdxz, dyzq orbitals
that comprise the “t2g” manifold. For RuO2, this leaves an effectively half-
filled manifold of pdxz, dyzq-derived states spanning EF , which strongly favors
antiferromagnetic correlations between neighboring Ru sites, as first noted in
Ref. [204]. (b) Plots of the d||, dxz, and dyzWannier functions that span the low-
energy Hilbert space for RuO2, calculated using DFT. Results are shown for
Wannier functions centered on the Ru atoms at p1{2, 1{2, 1{2q; the correspond-
ing Wannier functions centered at p0, 0, 0q can be generated by rotating and
translating the local tx, y, zu axes according to the glide plane symmetry op-
eration of the rutile space group. The on-site crystal-field splitting ∆ follows
from how the lobes of these orbitals (colored orange and green) are oriented
relative to directions for which the octahedra have edge- and corner-sharing
character, respectively.

ρ100 and ρ001 are not required to be equal by the tetragonal symmetry of the crystal struc-

ture. Later computational studies of the transport properties of RuO2 obtained values for

different components of the plasma frequncy tensor that were in good agreement with the

observed isotropy of ρ [91]. Moreover, these studies used the Fermi surfaces and Fermi

velocities calculated within band theory to estimate that the experimentally measured

magnitude of ρp300 Kq corresponds to an inelastic mean free path of ` « 36 Å. Since this

value of ` is well in excess of the characteristic interatomic distances such as pa, cq, it was
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suggested that a Boltzmann-type description of transport—i.e., a theory assuming the ex-

istence of long-lived quasiparticle excitations that are only weakly scattered —should be

sufficient to describe the transport properties of RuO2 at all intermediate temperatures

between 0 and 300 K. In particular, there are no indications in RuO2 of strong electron-

electron correlations causing a crossover at elevated temperatures to a “bad metal” regime

with incoherent excitations that display linear in temperature scaling of ρpT q, and the

absolute values of ρ are always much lower than the Motte-Ioffe-Regel limit. This is in

marked contrast to what is observed in perovskite-based ruthenates with the same formal

valence of Ru4`, where local atomic-like Hund’s rule correlations destroy the coherence

of quasiparticle excitations at very low temperatures T ăă 300 K—cf. chapter 4 for the

case of Sr2RuO4.

Like most traditional metals, the primary contribution to ρp300 Kq in RuO2 is from

electron-phonon scattering [91]. As the temperature is reduced, these scattering chan-

nels become progressively frozen out by phase-space considerations. At sufficiently low

temperatures, electron-electron scattering becomes dominant, and in this regime all of

the traditional hallmarks of a Landau Fermi liquid are observed, including ρ „ ρ0 ` AT 2

scaling of the electrical resistivity [208], C{T „ γ ` BT 2 scaling of the specific heat ca-

pacity [210], and (under large externally applied magnetic fields) quantum oscillations

of observables such as the magnetization and resistivity that result from quantization of

the near-EF quasiparticle orbits into well-defined Landau levels [211, 212, 213]. Figure 5.3

summarizes some of these canonical signatures of Fermi liquid behavior. Focusing on the

electronic component γT of the heat capacity as T Ñ 0 K, more recent calculations [91]

have shown that the experimentally measured value of γ is enhanced by a factor of 1.45

over the value expected from the DFT-computed density of states at EF , suggesting that

the quasiparticle excitations in the Fermi liquid state have only modestly enhanced effec-

tive masses.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Electrical resistivity versus temperature of bulk RuO2 single crystals, re-
produced from Refs.[91, 208]. (b) Low-temperature specific heat of bulk RuO2

single crystals (right axis), reproduced from Ref.[210]. (c) Cyclotron effective
masses (in units of the free-electron mass me) extracted from quantum oscil-
lations measurements at T “ 4.2 K, reproduced from Ref.[212]. All of these
probes evidence a canonical Fermi liquid ground state in bulk RuO2.

In short, Figure 5.3 is intended to show that the known transport behavior of bulk

RuO2 places it firmly in “vegetable” territory—i.e., thoroughly characterized and under-

stood in terms of well-established theories. Clear signatures of electron-phonon scattering

are present at higher temperatures, but a Fermi liquid state is eventually reached at low

enough temperatures, and the wide temperature range over which conventional metal-

lic transport properties are measured suggest that none of this phenomenology should

depend too sensitively on disorder that may be present in different experimental in-

carnations of RuO2, such as epitaxial thin films4. Turning this argument around, how-

4As an aside, we note that disorder effects are almost certainly negligible in single crystals of RuO2:
residual resistivities of ρ0 ă 0.3 µΩ-cm are routinely measured, corresponding to mean free paths in excess
of 400 nm.
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ever, we should definitely expect superconductivity to condense from a Fermi liquid at

some finite transition temperature Tc, and if we furthermore presume that the modest

quasiparticle mass enhancements measured by specific heat are primarily the result of

electron-phonon coupling λ—i.e., m˚{mDFT “ 1.45 « 1 ` λ—then one might even expect

that the Tc for electron-phonon mediated superconductivity should not be astronomi-

cally low. Following this line of reasoning, Ref.[91] estimated that Tc for RuO2 could be

as large as a few Kelvin, based on the weak-coupling BCS expression Tc „ ~ωD expr´1{λs.

Unfortunately, subsequent electrical transport measurements on single crystals of RuO2

down to lower temperatures gave no evidence of superconductivity down to tempera-

tures T ă 300 mK [214].

Although we do not claim to understand what mechanism is operative in limiting the

superconducting Tc of bulk RuO2—or whether the errors in the Tc estimate of Ref.[91]

can be merely explained by quantitative uncertainties in the appropriate values of λ, ωD,

etc.—we believe that several of the properties emphasized above suggest that RuO2 is a

model system for exploring how epitaxial strain affects superconductivity. The starting

point (bulk RuO2) is a robust Fermi liquid with non-negligible electron-phonon coupling

and—as we will demonstrate in the next chapter—an electronic structure that responds

sensitively to strain. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to showing that appropri-

ately strained RuO2 is indeed a superconductor with experimentally accessible Tcs, and

to establishing the modes of strain to which superconductivity responds most sensitively.

Before proceeding to investigate strain-induced changes to the superconductivity, we

note one experimental reality that may complicate the interpretation of these effects is

the presence of commensurate spin-density wave (SDW) order at qSDW “ p1 0 0q that was

recently discovered in bulk RuO2 single crystals and RuO2 thin films synthesized on per-

ovskite SrTiO3(001) substrates to persist up to temperatures TNéel ą 400 K [204, 215]. Re-

cent resonant x-ray scattering measurements conducted by Dan Weinstock, a graduate
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student in Andrej Singer’s group at Cornell, have confirmed that SDW order at the same

qSDW exists in both of the thin-film variants of RuO2 that we describe in later sections,

RuO2/TiO2(110) and RuO2/TiO2(101), with similarly high ordering temperatures as in

single crystals5—in all cases, well above the temperatures that can be accessed experi-

mentally. The origin of robust commensurate antiferromagnetic correlations in a system

that shows many other signatures of itinerant electrons remains somewhat mysterious,

both experimentally and theoretically, and is an active area of research. The small values

of the ordered magnetic moment measured experimentally (M ă 0.05µB, where µB is the

Bohr magneton) and the high Néel temperature might suggest that it is appropriate to

view RuO2 as a system in which a small fraction of magnetically ordered electrons are

largely decoupled from a much larger fraction of the electron fluid that carries current

and primarily determines the low-temperature electrical properties. On the other hand,

while the coexistence of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity in strained RuO2 thin

films would not be unprecedented—having been previously observed in heavy-fermion

compounds [216] as well as electron-doped cuprates [217]—it may alternatively imply

that some exotic physics is operative in RuO2 that may invalidate our basic working hy-

pothesis of conventional superconductivity mediated by electron-phonon coupling. For

the remainder of this dissertation, we adopt the former perspective, although we be-

lieve the latter viewpoint deserves further consideration in future work, especially con-

sidering the recent resurgence of interest in materials that support Cooper-pair density

waves [218, 219].
5Unpublished work by Dan Weinstock and Andrej Singer.
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5.2 Synthesis and characterization of RuO2 thin films

5.2.1 Film growth by molecular-beam epitaxy

Epitaxial thin films of RuO2 were synthesized on various orientations of rutile TiO2 sub-

strates using the Veeco GEN10 reactive oxide MBE systems described in chapter 2. All

films discussed in this dissertation were grown by two postdocs and a graduate student

in the Schlom group: Hanjong Paik, Hari Nair, and Nate Schreiber. Prior to growth,

commercially available TiO2 substrates were cleaned with organic solvents, etched in

acid, and annealed in air to produce starting surfaces with step-terrace morphology,

following the methods in Ref.[220]. Elemental ruthenium of 99.99% purity was evap-

orated using an electron-beam evaporator in background oxidant partial pressures of

pO3 “ 1 ˆ 10´6 ´ 5 ˆ 10´6 Torr of distilled ozone (« 80% O3 + 20% O2)6 at substrate

temperatures of Ts “ 250 ´ 400˝ C, as measured by a thermocouple7. Reflection high-

energy electron diffraction was used to monitor the surface crystallinity of the films in

situ and showed characteristic oscillations in intensity during Ru deposition, indicating a

layer-by-layer growth mode.

As discussed in subsection 5.1.3, bulk RuO2 crystallizes in the ideal tetragonal rutile

structure with room-temperature lattice constants of pa “ 4.492 Å, c “ 3.106 Åq [204].

To investigate the strain dependence of superconductivity, RuO2 thin films in distinct

epitaxial strain states were synthesized using MBE by employing different orientations of

isostructural TiO2 substrates, pa “ 4.594 Å, c “ 2.959 Åq [221]. As shown in Figure 5.4(a),

6In certain films grown at pO3 “ 1 ˆ 10´6 Torr, electron microscopy measurements evidenced unoxi-
dized Ru metal inclusions existing within « 5 nm of the film-substrate interface. These inclusions do not
qualitatively affect the superconducting properties of thicker strained RuO2(110) samples, but to avoid the
presence of these intergrowths, later films were deposited at higher oxidant partial pressures.

7Ts appreciably affects the superconducting properties of RuO2(110) films, as summarized in Table 5.1.
We believe that these trends in how superconductivity depends on Ts likely reflect the fact that higher
growth temperatures promote epitaxial strain relaxation at smaller film critical thicknesses. We leave a
more systematic investigation of this point to future studies.
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the surfaces of (101)-oriented substrates are spanned by the r101s and r010s lattice vectors

of TiO2, which ideally impart in-plane tensile strains on RuO2 (at 295 K) of `0.04% and

`2.3%, respectively. On TiO2(110), the lattice mismatches with RuO2 are larger: ´4.7%

along r001s and `2.3% along r110s.

5.2.2 Electrical transport measurements

Figure 5.4(b) shows the electrical resistivity ρpT q of RuO2 films, along with bulk RuO2

single crystals from Ref. [214]. To compare with bulk RuO2, for the thin-film samples we

plot the geometric mean of ρ along the two in-plane directions; the intrinsic resistivity

anisotropy is known to be small in bulk, consistent with our findings, which are shown

in further detail in Figure 5.5. The ρpT q data for the lightly strained RuO2 / TiO2(101),

which will henceforth be referred to as RuO2(101), is nearly indistinguishable from bulk

RuO2, exhibiting metallic behavior with low residual resistivities ρp0.4 Kq ă 2 µΩ-cm.

In contrast, a clear superconducting transition is observed in the more highly strained

RuO2 / TiO2(110) sample, referred to as RuO2(110), at Tc “ 2.0˘0.1 K. Magnetoresistance

measurements with HK applied along r110s show a suppression of Tc with increasing

fields, with an extrapolated zero temperature value of HcKpT Ñ 0 Kq “ 13.3 ˘ 1.5 kOe,

corresponding to an average in-plane coherence length of ξ “ 15.8˘0.9 nm. In Fig. 1d, we

show a superconducting VpIq curve measured on a lithographically patterned resistivity

bridge, and extract a critical current density Jc “ p9.5˘1.2qˆ104 A/cm2 at 0.3 Tc. This large

value of Jc (over one order of magnitude larger than values reported on typical elemental

superconductors with comparable Tcs) indicates that the superconductivity does not arise

from a filamentary network, structural defects, or from some other minority phase, which

would all yield much smaller values of Jc.

In Figure 5.5, we show how the electrical transport properties of an RuO2(110) sample
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Figure 5.4: (a) Schematic diagrams of the crystal structures and in-plane lattice mis-
matches with TiO2 of RuO2 thin films synthesized in (101)- and (110)-
orientations. (b) Average resistivity versus temperature curves for 24.2 nm
thick RuO2(110) and 18.6 nm thick RuO2(101) films and bulk RuO2 single crys-
tals reproduced from Ref.[214]. For clarity the results for bulk RuO2 have
been rigidly shifted upward by 1 µΩ-cm (ρ0 « 0.3 µΩ-cm). (c) Upper crit-
ical magnetic fields HcK versus superconducting Tcs extracted from magne-
toresistance measurements for the RuO2(110) sample in b, along with (inset)
a characteristic RpHq sweep taken at T “ 0.45 K. Superconducting Tcs are
taken as the temperatures at which the resistance drops to 50% of its residual
normal-state value R0; error bars on these Tcs delineate drops to 90% and 10%
of R0, respectively—cf. the horizontal dashed lines in the top panel. (d) VpIq
curve measured at 0.6 K on a resistivity bridge lithographically patterned on
the RuO2(110) sample from b and c, with the direction of current flow par-
allel to r001srutile. Similarly large critical current densities are obtained with
I || r110s—cf. Figure 5.5.

depend on the direction of current flow in the film when it is confined to flow along

the orthogonal in-plane crystallographic axes, r001s and r110s. Prior to lithographically

patterning resistivity bridges on the film, we measured the resistance versus temperature

of the entire 10 mm ˆ 10 mm ˆ 24.2 nm thick film by wire bonding four contacts directly

to the surface of the sample in an in-line contact geometry. Such a contact geometry
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probes the geometric mean of the two diagonal components of the in-plane resistivity

tensor, ?ρ001ρ110, neglecting small finite-size corrections that depend on how the contacts

are oriented relative to the edges of the wafer [222]. The results of these measurements

are shown by the blue traces in Figure 5.5(a-b); these are the same data plotted on a

logarithmic temperature scale in Figure 5.4(b).

Since RuO2 has a tetragonal crystal structure in bulk—and orthorhombic or perhaps

monoclinic in (110)-oriented films—ρ001 and ρ110 are not guaranteed by symmetry to be

equal. The intrinsic transport anisotropy in bulk RuO2 is known to be small, with differ-

ences between ρ100 and ρ001 that are less than 10% at 300 K [208, 91]; however, in thin films

it is common for highly oriented structural defects—e.g., those nucleated at step edges

on the substrate—to induce sizable extrinsic anisotropies in the different in-plane com-

ponents of ρ. To investigate this possibility, we used standard lithographic techniques to

pattern the same RuO2(110) sample into four-point resistivity bridges with dimensions

55 µm (length) ˆ 10 µm (width) ˆ 24.2 nm (thickness), where the direction of current

flow is confined (via lithography) to be aligned with specific crystallographic directions.

In the course of performing the lithography, we noticed that the TiO2 substrates became

mildly conducting, possibly due to oxygen vacancies formed during ion milling, as has

been reported to occur for SrTiO3 [223]. Therefore, we annealed the wafer containing

the patterned resistivity bridges in air at elevated temperatures until the substrate again

read open-circuit two-point resistances (ą 100 MΩ); 2 hours at 500˝ C was found to be

sufficient.

The results of electrical measurements on these patterned resistivity bridges are shown

by the green and orange traces in Figure 5.5(a-c). The temperature dependence of ρpT q

is qualitatively consistent with the control measurements performed on the entire film

before patterning, and the absolute magnitude of the resistivity anisotropies at 300 K and

4 K are bothă 20%. Furthermore, the superconducting ρpT q and VpIq behavior do not de-
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pend strongly on the direction of current flow; this is contrary to what might be expected

if the superconductivity arose from oriented structural defects. In Figure 5.5(b), we as-

cribe the substantial decrease in low-temperature resistivities observed in the patterned

resistivity bridge data relative to the entire film data to the aforementioned annealing

involved in preparing the bridges. We confirmed on other RuO2(110) samples not con-

taining bridges that post-growth annealing in air generically causes the low-temperature

values of ρ to drop, by as much as a factor of four. Because of these complications and ad-

ditional uncertainties involved in lithographically patterning resistivity bridges on films

on TiO2 substrates, unless otherwise noted, all other electrical transport data presented

in this dissertation were acquired by wire bonding directly to the surfaces of as-grown

samples that were not subject to any post-growth annealing treatments.

b ca

entire film:
before 
patterning

patterned
bridges:
I || [001]
I || [11–0]

Figure 5.5: (a - b) Zero-field ρpT q data measured on an entire as-grown 24.2 nm thick
RuO2 / TiO2(110) sample (blue), and after lithographically patterning four-
point resistivity bridges (green and orange). (c) Superconducting VpIq curves
measured on patterned resistivity bridges with the directions of current flow
parallel to [001] and r110s.

In Figure 5.6, we present the results of magnetoresistance measurements for three

samples of RuO2(110) with different film thicknesses; the data in Figure 5.6(a,b) are re-

produced from Figure 5.4(c). Each RpT q trace is taken at discrete values of the externally

applied field HK (applied perpendicular to the surfaces of the films, along [110]) upon

slowly warming the samples up from base temperature through the superconducting

transitions. All resistances are normalized to their zero-field values at 4 K, well above the

superconducting transitions; since the normal-state RpT,Hq behavior of RuO2(110) in the
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Figure 5.6: Magnetoresistance measurements for three superconducting RuO2(110) sam-
ples with different film thicknesses. All raw data traces in (a, c, e) are nor-
malized to a common value R4 K ” RpT “ 4 K,H “ 0 kOeq for ease of vi-
sualization and analysis. The extracted scaling behavior of the upper criti-
cal fields versus superconducting Tc are plotted in (b, d, f), along with the
superconducting coherence length ξ corresponding to the extrapolated zero-
temperature HcK.

absence of superconductivity is negligible in this regime of low temperatures and fields,

the choice of a single normalization factor R4 K for all data does not appreciably affect any

of the results that follow. Because percolation effects imply that resistive measurements of

critical fields inherently contain some ambiguity about the definition and meaning of HcK

relative to truly bulk-sensitive measurements of superconductivity [224], here we adopt

the same convention employed in Figure 5.4: the temperature at which R drops to 50%

of R4 K is taken as Tc for the given HcK, and the error bars on the extracted Tc are the

temperatures at which R drops to 90% and 10% of R4 K, respectively [225].

While there are considerable quantitative discrepancies in the values of HcK and Tc for

the different thickness samples in Figure 5.6, the scaling behavior seems to be remarkably

linear for all three samples, with no signs of saturation down to reduced temperatures
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T{Tc « 0.2 ´ 0.3. This is unlike what is expected in, e.g., Werthamer-Helfand-Hohenberg

(WHH) theory [226]. For example, evaluating the right side of the WHH expression

HcKpT Ñ 0 Kq ď ´0.693
dHcK

dT

∣∣∣∣∣
T“Tc

Tc (5.1)

places upper bounds of 9.0, 13.5 and 7.1 kOe on HcKpT Ñ 0 Kq for these three samples;

however, the experimentally measured critical fields at 0.45 K (i.e., T{Tc “ 0.23, 0.27, 0.28)

are already larger than these bounds: 10.0, 13.7 and 7.4 kOe, respectively. Therefore, to

extrapolate HcK down to zero temperature, we performed linear Ginzburg-Landau-type

fits to all available data and propagated the systematic uncertainties in the definition

of HcK according to the gray dashed lines. The quoted zero-temperature values of the

average in-plane superconducting coherence lengths ξpT Ñ 0 Kq are obtained from the

relation

ξpT Ñ 0 Kq “

d

Φ0

2πµ0HcKpT Ñ 0 Kq
, (5.2)

whereΦ0 is the superconducting flux quantum and µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free

space.

Notably, these values of ξpT Ñ 0 Kq are less than values reported for traditional el-

emental superconductors with comparable Tcs by almost an order of magnitude, corre-

sponding to critical fields that are « 1´ 2 orders of magnitude greater. While an explana-

tion and understanding of these sizable critical field enhancements are beyond the scope

of the present work, they are internally self-consistent with the large critical current densi-

ties noted in Figure 5.4(d) and Figure 5.5(c). These results may motivate future real-space

measurements of the superconducting condensate by scanning-probe techniques. In par-

ticular, an interesting question to address is whether the structural defects in RuO2 act
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as pinning sites for the vortices that form under applied fields, similar to what has been

observed in numerous other thin-film superconductors [227], or whether the defects host

regions of enhanced superfluid density that effectively act as barriers to vortex motion,

akin to twin boundaries in bulk single crystals of iron-based superconductors [228, 229].

5.2.3 X-ray diffraction and scanning transmission electron microscopy

measurements

In order to disentangle the effects of epitaxial strain on the emergence of superconduc-

tivity from other possible interfacial or dimensional confinement effects—e.g., cation in-

terdiffusion [230], charge transfer from the substrate [231], and/or non-stoichiometry in

the film or substrate [232]—we compare results for RuO2 films both as functions of strain

as well as film thickness. In Figure 5.7(a), we plot representative x-ray diffraction data

from RuO2(101) and RuO2(110), showing that the films are strained as expected along

the out-of-plane direction based on the average in-plane lattice mismatches with TiO2.

The primary 101 and 202 film peaks of RuO2(101) are shifted to larger angles than bulk

RuO2 (dashed red lines) [204], corresponding to a 1.1% compression of d101, while Nelson-

Riley analysis of the primary 110, 220 and 330 (not shown) peak positions for RuO2(110)

evidence a 2.0% expansion of d110 relative to bulk. In Figure 5.7(b,c), we plot normal-

ized resistance versus temperature data as a function of film thickness t for RuO2(110),

which show that the superconducting Tc rises above our measurement threshold between

t “ 5.8 nm and 11.5 nm, excluding the possibility that the superconductivity is highly lo-

calized to the substrate-film interface [231, 233], or that it arises from oxygen vacancies

in the TiO2 substrates or RuO2 films. Note that since d0 titanates are prone to becom-

ing (super)conducting upon oxygen reduction [232], we also measured the RpT q behavior

of a bare TiO2(110) substrate that was treated identically to substrates having RuO2 films
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grown on them, and did not observe superconductivity. Finally, in Figure 5.7(d), we show

a scanning transmission electron microscopy image of RuO2(110), which confirms uni-

form growth of the film over lateral length scales exceeding those expected to be relevant

for superconductivity (e.g., ξ), with no evidence of minority phases.

RuO2 / 
TiO2(110)

ba

c

d

film 220 film 202

RuO2

TiO2

α-C

100 nm

5 nm

RuO2

TiO2

[110]

[11–0][001]

Figure 5.7: (a) X-ray diffraction measurements taken with Cu-Kα radiation along the
specular crystal truncation rods for 18.6 nm thick RuO2(101) and 14.2 nm thick
RuO2(110) samples. Bragg peaks arising from the TiO2 substrates are marked
with asterisks, and the peak positions that would be expected for unstrained
bulk RuO2 are indicated by red dashed lines. Insets display rocking curves
with FWHMs ă 0.01˝ taken at the 2θ values corresponding to the central 220
and 202 film peaks. Here q|| is aligned with TiO2r110s for the (110)-oriented
sample, and with TiO2r101s for the (101)-oriented sample. (b - c) Resistance
versus temperature curves for RuO2(110) samples with different film thick-
nesses t, normalized to their values at 300 K. Error bars on the plotted su-
perconducting Tcs have the same meaning as in Figure 5.4. The horizontal
dashed line represents the base temperature attainable in our refrigerator, 400
mK. (d) Scanning transmission electron microscopy image of the same 14.2 nm
thick RuO2(110) sample from (a - c), courtesy of Berit Goodge and Prof. Lena
Kourkoutis. More comprehensive structural and electrical characterization of
the samples shown here are included in subsequent figures in this chapter.
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In Figure 5.8, we include electrical characterization and more comprehensive lab-

based x-ray diffraction measurements for the same RuO2(101) and RuO2(110) films of

comparable thickness shown in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.8(a, e) show the zero-field ρpT q be-

havior for the two films: the 18.6 nm thick RuO2(101) film is non-superconducting down

toă 0.4 K with a residual resistivity ρ0 ă 1.7 µΩ-cm, whereas the 14.2 nm thick RuO2(110)

film is superconducting at Tc “ 0.92˘ 0.21
0.07 K with a residual resistivity ρ0 ă 32 µΩ-cm. Fig-

ure 5.8(b,f) show rocking curves for the films overlaid on rocking curves for the TiO2 sub-

strates they were synthesized on: in all cases the coherent components of the film peaks

exhibit narrow full width at half maximum (FWHM) values that are limited by the un-

derlying substrate FWHM, as expected for isostructural film growths. In our studies we

found that the rocking curve shapes and widths of the TiO2 substrates supplied by Crys-

Tec, GmbH can vary significantly depending on how the in-plane momentum transfer q||

is oriented relative to the crystal axes of a given wafer, which may be due to the Verneuil

process used to synthesize the crystals; to give some idea of the magnitude of this asym-

metric mosaic spread, we show scans with q|| oriented along azimuths separated by 90˝

for each sample.

In Figure 5.8(c, d) and Figure 5.8(g, h) we show off-specular pq||, qKq reciprocal space

maps (RSMs) for both samples in regions surrounding HKL Bragg peaks that have q||

purely aligned with the crystallographic directions indicated in the labels on the hori-

zontal axes. For reference, the peak positions that would be expected for bulk RuO2 and

bulk TiO2 at 295 K [204, 221] are shown as red and white squares, respectively; the orange

squares represent the central peak positions expected for commensurately strained RuO2

thin films, calculated using appropriately constrained density functional theory struc-

tural relaxations (chapter 6). To give a more quantitative sense of the logarithmic false

color scale used here, the solid white lines overlaid on each plot represent the scattered

intensity along the crystal truncation rods (CTRs)—i.e., the one-dimensional cuts through

the RSMs with q|| equal to that of the substrate. These results show that the 18.6 nm
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thick RuO2(101) film is coherently strained to the substrate along both in-plane direc-

tions, within the« 0.1% resolution of the measurements. The variable widths of the CTRs

versus q|| in different RSMs are an artifact of instrumental resolution effects—namely, the

“tall” incident beam profile convolved with the scattering geometries used to measure

each RSM—which we do not attempt to correct for in this work. On the other hand, the

14.2 nm thick RuO2(110) film is partially strain-relaxed, as evidenced by the more diffuse

distribution of scattered intensity versus q|| and less prominent finite-thickness fringes

versus qK along the CTRs. The diminished (or non-existent) contrast between thickness

fringes in the CTRs for RuO2(110) is likely a manifestation of crystalline disorder in the

film interplanar spacings, since all (110)-oriented films have atomically abrupt bounding

interfaces, cf. the x-ray reflectivity data in Figure 5.13(a).

To further substantiate the partial strain relaxation observed in RuO2 / TiO2(110) sam-

ples, we measured RSMs around several Bragg peaks along the specular CTR. Figure 5.9

summarizes the results of such measurements for the same 14.2 nm thick RuO2(110) sam-

ple for which off-specular RSMs are shown in Figure 5.8, which was also characterized by

x-ray diffraction, transport, and scanning transmission electron microscopy in Figure 5.7.

By taking line cuts averaged over the dashed boxes—which span ranges of qK where the

measured intensities are predominantly due to scattering from the film—we obtained the

three rocking curves plotted in Figure 5.9(d). Each rocking curve shows a sharp central

peak that is resolution-limited in width (or substrate-limited, cf. Figure 5.8), superim-

posed on a much broader, nearly Lorentzian (FWHM = 0.003 ´ 0.005 Å´1), component

of the scattering that is also centered at q|| “ 0. Furthermore, the integrated intensity

of the former coherent component of the scattering decays relative to that of the diffuse

component as the magnitude of |q| “ qK increases in progressing from (a) to (c).

The non-zero intensity of the diffuse component in the film rocking curves, and the

scaling behavior of how the total integrated intensity is distributed between the coherent
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and diffuse components as |q| is varied, are both completely consistent with published

data for numerous epitaxial thin films grown on lattice mismatched substrates where the

films are thick enough to exhibit some form of strain relaxation [234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 74].

In principle, by analyzing the diffuse scattering profiles around multiple Bragg peaks

with q that project differently onto the Burgers vectors of the relevant misfit dislocations

that relax the strain, one can obtain quantitative information on the types of dislocations

that exist, the dislocation densities, etc. [239, 79]. We leave a more systematic analysis

of this type to future synchrotron x-ray diffraction studies, where the measurement noise

floor is significantly lower and the strongly q-dependent instrumental resolution effects

observed here are mitigated by having a more point-like incident beam profile. We note,

however, that the similar FWHM values of the diffuse scattering versus q|| around the

110, 220, and 330 peaks imply that the structural defects responsible for this scattering

are more translational in nature than rotational (which in typical mosaic crystals, pro-

duce rocking curves of constant angular widths) [234, 235]. Whether the inverses of these

FWHM values for the fitted Lorentzians can be directly interpreted as the Fourier trans-

form of a real-space correlation length (200´ 300 Å) depends on whether the film is in the

limit of weak disorder, in the formalism of Refs.[235, 239].

To visualize how the partial strain relaxation evidenced by XRD manifests in real-

space images of the crystal structure, our collaborators in one of the electron microscopy

groups at Cornell (Berit Goodge and Prof. Lena Kourkoutis) imaged select RuO2(110)

samples that we had characterized previously. Specimens suitable for cross-sectional

scanning transmission electron microscopy measurements were prepared using the stan-

dard focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out process on a Thermo Scientific Helios G4 X FIB. High-

angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) im-

ages were acquired on an aberration-corrected FEI Titan Themis at 300 keV with a probe

convergence semi-angle of 21.4 mrad and inner and outer collection angles of 68 and 340

mrad, respectively.
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In Figure 5.10, we show additional HAADF-STEM data from the same 14.2 nm thick

RuO2(110) sample characterized in Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.10(a),

the RuO2 film appears continuous and epitaxial to the TiO2 substrate over several hun-

dred nm. At the lattice scale, different regions from the same film exhibit varying degrees

of crystalline coherence under the epitaxial strain applied by the TiO2 substrate. The in-

plane direction is the r110s axis of the RuO2 film, subject to `2.3% tensile strain from the

TiO2 substrate. Some regions, such as that shown in Figure 5.10(b), exhibit exception-

ally “clean” crystalline quality, so that all of the atomic columns of Ru stack nicely in the

projection of the STEM image, giving rise to clear and ordered atomic contrast. In other

regions of the same film, local strain effects in the film distort the RuO2 lattice away from

the idealized rutile structure such that the columns of Ru atoms are misaligned to the elec-

tron beam projection direction. This local misalignment of the lattice causes the apparent

blurring and somewhat mottled contrast of the STEM image seen in Figure 5.10(c).

In Figure 5.11, the same film is also studied with HAADF-STEM in the orthogonal

projection direction. This orientation allows us to assess the crystalline response of the

RuO2 film along the [001] direction, which is subject to a larger lattice mismatch with the

TiO2 substrate, ´4.7% compressive strain. Again, Figure 5.11(a) confirms the continuous

and epitaxial growth of the RuO2(110) thin film. Effects of the large compressive strain

along the in-plane direction of this projection are clearly apparent in Figure 5.11(a, b) as

characteristic V-shaped contrast in the RuO2 film. Contributions from electron channeling

in ADF STEM imaging gives rise to this bright/dark contrast in regions of local crystal-

lographic strain; such contrast is a common signature of epitaxial lattice strain in many

other oxide systems. Figure 5.11(c) shows the same structural response at atomic resolu-

tion, where—similar to Figure 5.10(c)—the apparent blurring of atomic columns indicates

regions where the film lattice has been locally distorted.

For completeness, the structural quality of the same non-superconducting 18.6 nm
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thick RuO2(101) film characterized in Figure 5.7 was also measured in similar HAADF-

STEM experiments. The non-superconducting film shown in Figure 5.12(a) appears com-

parably continuous and epitaxial to the superconducting films also studied, showing no

signs of any long-range defects or inclusions that might otherwise alter the properties of

the film. Unsurprisingly, the RuO2(101) film shows somewhat more coherent crystalline

order than the more drastically strained superconducting films, even over relatively large

fields of view as shown in Figure 5.12(b). The lattice appears largely defect-free down

to the atomic scale, as shown in Figure 5.12(c), lacking many of the signatures of larger

strain observed in the RuO2(110) samples. This agrees well with the observation that

the residual resistivities of RuO2(101) samples are consistently much lower than those of

RuO2(110) samples.

5.2.4 Dependence of superconductivity on film thickness for RuO2(110)

Figure 5.7 shows that the superconducting Tcs of RuO2 thin films synthesized on

TiO2(110) substrates depend sensitively on the thickness of the films, t. We do not purport

to completely understand this empirical observation at the time of writing this disserta-

tion, but Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 include several additional pieces of structural and

electrical characterization data for this same thickness series of RuO2(110) samples that

constrain possible explanations.

In Figure 5.13(a, b), we plot x-ray reflectivity data taken at low incident angles, and

x-ray diffraction data taken near the 110 Bragg peaks of the film and substrate, both ac-

quired along the specular CTRs with Cu-Kα radiation. Finite-thickness fringes are present

over a wide range of angles in both data sets, evidencing (from reflectivity) atomically

abrupt interfaces of the films with the substrates and with vacuum, and (from diffraction)

comparable levels of crystallinity along the out-of-plane direction across samples; further-
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more, the spacings between secondary maxima on either side of the primary film Bragg

peaks match the spacings between the low-angle reflectivity fringes, suggesting that the

crystal structures of all films are essentially homogeneous along the out-of-plane direc-

tion. The film thicknesses t quoted here and elsewhere are obtained by directly fitting the

reflectivity data in Figure 5.13(a) using a genetic algorithm, which yields sub-nanometer

roughnesses in all cases in the refined models.

Given that there are no obvious differences in film morphology or out-of-plane crys-

tallinity between RuO2(110) samples with different t, an alternative explanation that may

account for the thickness-dependent superconducting Tcs is the proliferation of misfit

dislocations in thicker films that progressively relax the epitaxial—i.e., in-plane—strains;

in this scenario, it may be true that partially strain-relaxed RuO2(110) films have higher

(average) superconducting Tcs compared with fully commensurately strained RuO2(110)

films. To investigate this possibility, in Figure 5.13(c - e) we plot line cuts of the inten-

sity versus q|| extracted from RSMs near the 220, 310, and 332 Bragg reflections of the

RuO2(110) thin films and TiO2 substrates. The raw data for all RSMs are plotted in Fig-

ure 5.14 using logarithmic false color scales; the line cuts in Figure 5.13 are averaged

over the ranges of qK between the dashed white lines in Figure 5.14. All of the samples

except the thinnest film exhibit diffuse scattering surrounding the CTRs, indicating that

partial strain relaxation onsets between film thicknesses of 5.8 nm and 11.5 nm for the

growth conditions used in this work to synthesize RuO2 / TiO2(110) samples. Since the

in-plane lattice mismatches between RuO2 and TiO2 are highly anisotropic for the (110)

orientation, it might also be expected that the substrate-imposed compressive strain along

r001s (´4.7%) starts to relax at smaller film thicknesses than the tensile strain along r110s

(`2.3%) [236, 238]. The off-specular RSMs in Figure 5.14(b, c) qualitatively agree with this

expectation, inasmuch as finite-thickness fringes can still be observed along the CTRs in

the RSMs near 310 for films up to at least t “ 17.2 nm, whereas only the t “ 5.8 nm film

shows a contribution to the coherent CTR scattering in the RSMs near 332 that clearly
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rises above the contributions of the substrate.

Although signatures of scattering from partially strain relaxed RuO2(110) are mani-

festly present in the data for all of the superconducting samples in Figure 5.13—namely,

broader distributions of intensity versus q|| that asymmetrically gain weight towards the

positions expected for bulk RuO2 as the film thickness increases—it remains somewhat

ambiguous whether this data can be interpreted in a straightforward manner to gain

insight into what levels of strain optimize the superconducting Tcs in RuO2. Strain re-

laxation in oxide thin films often occurs inhomogeneously, with a mixture of commen-

surately strained and partially relaxed material [240]. The STEM images in Figure 5.10

and Figure 5.11 of RuO2(110) may indicate that similar phenomenology is realized here.

Indeed, examining the transport data for these same samples, it is tempting to ascribe

the multi-stage behavior of the superconducting transitions to temperature-dependent

Josephson coupling of regions of the films under different amounts of strain with corre-

spondingly different “local” Tcs; similar behavior has been described theoretically [241]

and observed experimentally in patterned Nb islands on gold substrates [242]. Nonethe-

less, because of the close proximity of the substrate peaks along qK (d110 “ 3.248 Å) with

the positions expected for commensurately strained RuO2(110) (d110 “ 3.241 Å), it is diffi-

cult to disentangle their respective contributions to the total scattering observed in x-ray

diffraction.

Despite these complications in quantitatively analyzing the x-ray diffraction results,

we can use the values of t obtained from the x-ray reflectivity data to alternatively plot the

normalized resistance versus temperature curves from Figure 5.7(b) in terms of absolute

resistivities, as shown in Figure 5.13(f). From these data, a robust correlation between

the superconducting Tcs and the residual resistivities immediately becomes apparent, as

displayed in Figure 5.13(g); this may suggest that the primary effect of reducing t is to

enhance the relative importance of elastic scattering off disorder near the film-substrate
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interfaces, which can cause a decrease of Tc by smearing out and reducing the average

value of an otherwise anisotropic superconducting gap function ∆pkq.

5.3 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter we employed substrate-imposed epitaxial strains to transmute a normal

metal into a superconductor. Specifically, we synthesized rutile RuO2 thin films by MBE

on isostructural but deliberately lattice-mismatched TiO2 substrates to increase the super-

conducting transition temperatures from Tc ă 0.4 K for lightly strained RuO2(101) films

(or Tc ă 0.3 K for bulk single crystals of RuO2) to Tc ą 2.0 K for more heavily strained

RuO2(110) films. Utilizing a comprehensive set of electrical and structural characteriza-

tion measurements for many such samples, we demonstrated that the enhanced super-

conductivity is a strain effect that occurs within a sizable volume fraction of the films;

in particular, the superconductivity is not filamentary or interfacial in origin, and thus

is unlikely to result from structural defects, unintentional non-stoichiometry in the film

(or substrate), dimensional confinement, charge transfer, or interfacial mode coupling be-

tween the substrate and film.

Table 5.1 summarizes the electrical and structural properties we measured for over 30

RuO2 thin-film samples as part of this dissertation. For all samples listed here we per-

formed XRD measurements along the specular CTR to obtain the film thicknesses, and

RpT q measurements from 300 K down to 0.4 K to obtain the RRRs and superconducting

Tcs. For select samples we also performed magnetoresistance measurements of the su-

perconducting upper critical fields HcK, as well as RSMs to gauge the strain status of the

films, as indicated by the rightmost two columns. Some representative examples of these

data are presented throughout the figures displayed in this chapter.
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Sample TiO2 substrate Ts film thickness 90%, 50%, 10% SC
ID orientation (˝C) (nm) RRR SC Tcs (K) HcK? RSMs?

HP2261 (110) 350 24.2 5.43 2.08, 2.00, 1.94 yes yes
HP2263 (110) 350 12.4 2.51 0.87, 0.69, 0.60 no no
HP2832 (110) 350 14.4 6.04 1.67, 1.63, 1.60 yes yes
HP2833 (110) 350 13.0 2.47 0.95, 0.87, 0.82 yes no
180830A (110) 350 33 3.06 1.31, 0.75, ă 0.4 yes no
180830B (110) 350 5.5 1.40 all ă 0.4 n/a no
180830C (110) 350 11 2.05 0.68, 0.55, 0.50 yes no
180830D (110) 350 22 3.18 1.98, 1.75, 0.56 yes no
180920A (110) 320 21.0 4.52 1.82, 1.69, 1.65 yes no
180924A (110) 400 22.9 3.89 1.92, 1.33, ă 0.4 yes no
181108A (110) 300 22.8 3.88 1.65, 1.53, 1.48 yes no
181108A (110) 600 for 22.8 6.58 1.65, 1.56, 1.50 yes no
anneal2 135 min.
181108A (110) 700 for 22.8 7.45 1.70, 1.60, 1.54 yes no
anneal3 240 min.
181108B (110) 250 23.4 2.93 1.68, 1.13, 1.08 yes no
181108B (110) 600 for 23.4 10.9 2.05, 1.91, 1.82 yes no
anneal1 300 min.
181203A (110) 320 21.0 5.20 1.79, 1.73, 1.68 yes yes
181204D (001) 320 62 5.76 all ă 0.4 n/a no
181204E (100) 320 21.8 4.53 1.06, 0.84, 0.72 yes no
181204E (100) 600 for 21.8 4.51 0.62, ă 0.4, ă 0.4 yes no
anneal1 300 min.
181205A (101) 320 18.6 26.9 all ă 0.4 n/a yes
190103A (110) 320 21.7 4.40 2.01, 1.66, 1.62 yes yes
190103B (110) 320 11.5 3.43 1.25, 1.11, 1.04 yes yes
190103C (110) 320 5.8 1.61 all ă 0.4 n/a yes
190209A (110) 320 48 3.41 all ă 0.4 n/a no
190213C (110) 320 25.6 4.98 1.86, 1.79, 1.73 yes yes
190213D (110) 320 17.2 3.68 1.46, 1.21, 1.16 yes yes
190222A (110) 320 14.2 2.64 1.13, 0.92, 0.85 yes yes
190426A (101) 320 19.3 27.7 all ă 0.4 n/a yes

HP-ARPES-1 (110) 300 30.2 7.67 2.49, 2.40, 2.33 no no
HP-ARPES-2 (110) 300 14.6 3.74 1.66, 1.56, 1.48 no no
HP-ARPES-3 (110) 300 8.3 2.76 0.45, ă 0.4, ă 0.4 no yes

Table 5.1: Electrical and structural properties of over 30 RuO2 thin films synthesized on
TiO2 substrates that were measured as part of this dissertation. For samples
that were subject to post-growth annealing (the temperatures and durations in
minutes of the annealing treatments are listed in the table under the Ts column),
the annealing was carried out in a tube furnace with the film surface exposed
to ambient atmosphere.
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In more microscopic detail, the data presented in this chapter indicate that compres-

sion along the rutile c-axis likely plays a key role in stabilizing superconductivity under

strain in RuO2. XRD measurements on superconducting RuO2(110) samples show that

the rutile a and b axes are under modest amounts of tensile strain (up to +2.3% at 295

K), with small amounts of orthorhombic splitting between r110s (in-plane) and r110s (out-

of-plane), whereas the rutile c-axis lies purely in plane and is subject to a large lattice

mismatch with the c-axis of the TiO2 substrates (up to -4.7% at 295 K). By contrast, XRD

measurements on non-superconducting RuO2(101) samples show that the rutile b-axis

lies purely in plane and is under almost the same amount of tension as in RuO2(110)

samples, but the rutile a and c axes both point partially out-of-plane and are free to re-

lax their lengths to adopt nearly bulk-like values, only subject to the combined constraint

that
?

a2 ` c2 match that of the TiO2 substrates along r101s. Our attempts to quantify

the precise levels of c-axis compression that optimize the superconducting Tc in partially

strain-relaxed RuO2(110) samples were hampered by overlapping contributions from the

substrate and film to the total measured XRD signal. Nonetheless, we note that even

the thickest (i.e., most strain-relaxed) superconducting RuO2(110) samples in Figure 5.13

and Figure 5.14 only show appreciable amounts of scattering (when q|| is aligned with

TiO2[001]) for |q||| Ç 0.66 Å´1, corresponding to average c-axis lattice spacings ofÆ 3.03 Å.

Since all c values in this range are much less than c “ 3.11 Å measured for bulk RuO2, our

claim that large (Ç 2.6%) c-axis compressions are necessary to significantly enhance the

energy scale of superconductivity in RuO2 appears to be firmly established.

Because RuO2 is known to be a rather conventional metal from the standpoint of

charge transport, it seems likely that the strain-stabilized superconductivity observed

here can be rationalized in terms of established theories for conventional (electron-

phonon mediated) superconductors. In such materials, Tc is usually parameterized ac-

cording to the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (weak-coupling) limit of the McMillan-Allen-

Dynes formula [35, 36],
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Tc „ ωln exp
ˆ

´
1
λ

˙

“ ωln exp

˜

´
M

〈
ω2

〉
NpEFq

〈
I2〉

¸

(5.3)

where ωln is a suitable average phonon frequency and λ is the dimensionless electron-

phonon coupling strength that appears in Migdal-Eliashberg theory. In the isotropic

regime, the average λ can be further decomposed into the ionic mass(es) M,
〈
ω2

〉
, the

electron-phonon matrix element averaged over the Fermi surface
〈
I2
〉

and the density of

states (DOS) near the Fermi level (EF), NpEFq [243]. Changes to Tc are commonly dis-

cussed in terms of how quantities in the argument of the exponential vary, which can be

roughly separated into two channels:

• Phonon softening: a shift of the phonon spectrum to lower frequencies decreases the

numerator of the argument of the exponential in Equation 5.3, thereby increasing Tc.

• Hopfield parameter: increases in the product η ”
〈
I2
〉

NpEFq, often called the Hop-

field parameter [243, 244], increases the denominator of the argument of the exponen-

tial in Equation 5.3, thereby increasing Tc.

One of the main advantages of strain engineering exploiting epitaxy is that it allows

for the use of sophisticated spectroscopic probes such as ARPES or STM that require ac-

cess to the sample surface [176], which in turn enable direct experimental measurements

of normal-state electronic properties that appear on the right side of Equation 5.3. In

chapter 6, we pursue this approach for strained RuO2 thin films to better understand the

mechanism underlying the Tc enhancement. We show that c-axis compression naturally

leads to an increase in NpEFq, which likely contributes to stabilizing superconductivity

under strain.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Zero-field ρpT q (geometric mean) data for a non-superconducting 18.6 nm
thick RuO2(101) sample. (b) Rocking curves for this sample, taken at 2θ val-
ues corresponding to the primary film and substrate 202 reflections. The
FWHMs are 0.0081˝ (0.021˝) with q|| || r101s (q|| || r010s). (c - d) RSMs for this
sample near the 103 and 222 reflections. Solid white lines are the scattering
profiles along the CTRs. White, red, and orange squares represent the cen-
tral peak positions expected for bulk TiO2, bulk RuO2 and commensurately
strained RuO2 thin films, respectively. The in-plane lattice mismatches of
TiO2 with bulk RuO2 can be read off directly from the lateral offsets of the
white and red squares: +0.04% (tensile) along r101s in (c) and +2.3% along
r010s in (d). (e - h) Analogous electrical and structural data for a supercon-
ducting 14.2 nm thick RuO2(110) sample. The rocking curve FWHMs at 220
are 0.0042˝ (0.0036˝) with q|| || r001s (q|| || r110s), although are clearly multiple
peaks present in the former data sets. RSMs for RuO2(110) at this film thick-
ness show clear signatures of partial strain relaxation, because of the larger
absolute levels of in-plane lattice mismatch with TiO2: -4.7% along r001s in (g)
and +2.3% in (h).
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Figure 5.9: (a - c) RSMs measured near the 110, 220, and 330 Bragg reflections for a 14.2
nm thick RuO2 / TiO2(110) sample. Solid white lines are the scattering pro-
files along the specular CTR. (d) Line cuts of the intensities averaged over
the dashed boxes in (a - c) show rocking curves with a two-component nar-
row plus broad structure characteristic of partially strain relaxed epitaxial thin
films. The in-plane momentum transfer q|| is aligned with TiO2r110s in all pan-
els; similar results are obtained with q|| along TiO2r001s—cf. Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.10: STEM images showing variation in local crystalline quality across a super-
conducting 14.2 nm thick RuO2 / TiO2(110) sample. (a) Confirmation of
continuous film growth over µm length scales. (b) A crystallographically
coherent region of the superconducting film shown in Figure 5.7. (c) A rel-
atively less-ordered region of the same film shown in the same projection.
Inset shows the expected structure for this projection (not to scale).
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Figure 5.11: STEM images acquired along the r110s projection for a superconducting 14.2
nm thick RuO2 / TiO2(110) sample demonstrate the effects of the 4.7% com-
pressive strain applied by the r001s axis of the TiO2 substrate. (a) Continuous
film growth is observed across the full length of the STEM lamella, shown
here without interruption over several hundreds of nm. (b) Epitaxial film
growth observed in the orthogonal projection is again confirmed. (c) Atomic-
resolution image shows the crystalline quality of the strained RuO2 film. In-
set shows the expected structure for this projection (not to scale).
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Figure 5.12: STEM structural characterization of a non-superconducting 18.6 nm thick
RuO2 / TiO2(101) sample. (a) As in the superconducting RuO2(110) samples,
continuous film growth is observed across the length of the STEM lamella.
(b) Epitaxial growth between the RuO2 film and TiO2 substrate is again con-
firmed. Here, however, the observed contrast is comparatively smooth across
the film without the clear signs of high strain observed in the RuO2(110) sam-
ple. (c) Atomic-resolution STEM image demonstrating the high crystalline
quality of the RuO2 / TiO2(101) film. Inset shows the expected structure for
this projection (not to scale).
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Figure 5.13: (a) X-ray reflectivity and (b) x-ray diffraction data along the specular CTR
show comparable levels of flatness and crystalline order along the out-of-
plane direction for all RuO2(110) samples of different film thicknesses, t. (c
- e) Average line cuts versus q|| through the 220, 310, and 332 RSMs (fully
q-resolved data are shown in Figure 5.14) indicate that all samples with
t ą 5.8 nm exhibit partial strain relaxation. (f - g) Zero-field ρpT q data show
that thinner films generally have higher residual resistivities and lower su-
perconducting Tcs. The horizontal dashed line in (g) represents the base tem-
perature attainable in our refrigerator, 400 mK.
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Figure 5.14: (a) RSMs along the specular CTR near the 220 Bragg reflections for RuO2

/ TiO2(110) samples with increasing film thicknesses t, moving from left to
right. q|| is aligned with r001s in all panels, although the phenomenology is
similar with q|| along r110s—cf. Figure 5.9. (b) Thickness-dependent RSMs
near the off-specular 310 Bragg reflections where q|| is purely along r110s.
(c) Same as (b), but near the 332 Bragg reflections where q|| is purely along
r001s. White, red, and orange squares represent the central peak positions
expected for bulk TiO2, bulk RuO2, and commensurately strained RuO2(110),
as in Figure 5.8. The line cuts plotted in Figure 5.13(c - e) are averaged over
the ranges of qK of the RSMs between the horizontal white dashed lines.
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CHAPTER 6

STRAIN-INDUCED CHANGES TO THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF RUO2

Having established the epitaxial strain-induced origin of the superconductivity in

RuO2/TiO2(110) thin films in chapter 5, we now explore its underlying explanation in

this chapter using a combination of density functional theory (DFT) calculations and ex-

perimental measurements of the electronic structure by angle-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy (ARPES). Since the superconducting Tc of strained RuO2(110) is about an

order of magnitude lower than the base temperature achievable in our ARPES system

(and the single-particle excitation gap ∆ in the superconducting phase is about an order

of magnitude smaller than the highest energy resolution achievable with our electron

spectrometer), all of the ARPES data shown here are taken in the normal metal state at

temperatures T ąą Tc. Thus our goal is not to directly measure features of the super-

conductivity in ARPES, but rather to understand strain-induced changes to features of

the normal-state electronic structure that could plausibly lead to enhanced superconduct-

ing properties, according to the theoretical framework for understanding conventional

superconductivity described in previous chapters. Perhaps most importantly, we seek to

benchmark how accurately DFT captures strain-dependent changes to the normal-state

electronic structure, in order to determine if computational schemes built on DFT—such

as ab initio Migdal-Eliashberg calculations—can be reliably used as a tool to engineer as-

pects of the superconductivity in strained RuO2 and other artificially designed material

systems.

The outline of the chapter is as follows: In section 6.1, we describe the expectations of

DFT for the electronic structure of bulk RuO2 and two of its epitaxially strained variants

studied in chapter 5, RuO2(110) and RuO2(101). In section 6.2, we present the experi-

mentally measured electronic structure of nearly coherently strained RuO2(110) samples

and compare the results with DFT. Finally, in section 6.3, we show how the experimentally
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measured electronic structure evolves with strain by comparing data from section 6.2 with

results for partially strain relaxed RuO2(110) samples and results for coherently strained

RuO2(101) samples, and we assess the extent to which DFT calculations correctly account

for these strain-dependent trends.

6.1 Electronic structure calculations

6.1.1 Technical details

Non-magnetic density functional theory (DFT) calculations for RuO2 were performed us-

ing the Quantum ESPRESSO software package [6] using fully relativistic ultrasoft pseu-

dopotentials for Ru and O [182]. We represented the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions in a basis

set of plane waves extending up to a kinetic energy cutoff of 60 Ry, and used a cutoff of

400 Ry for representing the charge density. Brillouin zone integrations were carried out

on an 8 ˆ 8 ˆ 12 k-mesh with 70 meV of Gaussian smearing. Perdew, Burke and Ernzer-

hof’s parametrization of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was employed

as the exchange-correlation functional [187], supplemented by an on-site correction of

`Ueff. “ U ´ J “ 2 eV within spheres surrounding the Ru sites, following Ref.[204]. Spin-

orbit coupling (SOC) was included in the self-consistent field cycles and in all subsequent

calculations of band energies and other quantities for the converged charge density thus

obtained.

After obtaining self-consistent Kohn-Sham eigenstates via DFT, we used the

pw2wannier and Wannier90 codes [186] to construct 20 Wannier functions spanning the

manifold of eigenstates surrounding EF (20 = 10 Kramers-degenerate d-orbitals per Ru

atomˆ 2 Ru atoms per unit cell). Following Ref.[202], to account for the non-symmorphic

space group symmetries of rutile-like crystal structures, we referenced the trial orbitals
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employed in the Wannierisation routine to locally rotated coordinate systems centered

on the two Ru sites within each unit cell. Orbital designations employed later in this

chapter such as d|| and pdxz, dyzq refer to projections onto this basis of Wannier functions.

The more computationally efficient Wannier basis was used to calculate quantities that re-

quired denser k meshes to be properly converged, such as the the projected Fermi surface

in Figure 6.6 (51 ˆ 51 ˆ 51 k-mesh) and the near-EF density of states traces in Figure 6.1,

Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.3 (32ˆ 32ˆ 48 k-meshes).

Finally, because the RuO2 samples studied in this dissertation are thin films subject

to biaxial epitaxial strains imposed by differently oriented rutile TiO2 substrates, we per-

formed DFT + Wannier calculations for several different crystal structures of RuO2 as

summarized in subsection 6.1.2. We used the ISOTROPY software package [245] to study

distortions of the parent tetragonal rutile crystal structure that are induced in biaxially

strained thin films. Crystal structures and Wannier functions were visualized using the

VESTA software package [246].

6.1.2 Structural relaxations

One of the central themes of this work is the exploration of strain-induced changes to

the electronic structure in epitaxial thin films of RuO2 subject to biaxial epitaxial strains

imposed by differently oriented rutile TiO2 substrates. To model this situation computa-

tionally within the framework of DFT, we started by using the Vienna Ab Initio Software

Package [9, 10] to perform full structural relaxations (of lattice parameters and internal

coordinates) to minimize the DFT + U-computed total energy of RuO2 in the ideal tetrag-

onal rutile crystal structure (space group #136, P42{mnm). Structural relaxations employed

the same exchange-correlation functional and calculational parameters as for the DFT +

U (U “ 2 eV) calculations described in subsection 6.1.1, and forces were converged to
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ă 1 meV{Å.

Throughout the remainder of this chapter, we refer to DFT results for this minimum

energy structure as “bulk RuO2”. The actual lattice parameters for this structure, pabulk “

4.517 Å, cbulk “ 3.130 Åq, overestimate the experimentally measured lattice parameters

at 295 K for RuO2 single crystals of pa “ 4.492 Å, c “ 3.106 Åq by ă 1%, due to well-

established deficiencies of the generalized gradient approximation. With the former as

the bulk reference structure, we then simulated biaxial epitaxial strains to (110)-oriented

TiO2 substrates by performing constrained structural relaxations for RuO2 in which the

in-plane lattice parameters c “ p1´0.047qˆcbulk and d110 “ p1`0.023qˆd110, bulk were held

fixed, while the out-of-plane lattice constant d110 and all other internal coordinates of the

structure were allowed to relax so as to minimize the total energy. The fixed compression

and expansion of c and d110, respectively, correspond to the experimentally measured

lattice mismatches between TiO2 and RuO2 single crystals at 295 K [204, 221].

Within this scheme, DFT + U predicts that commensurately strained RuO2(110) thin

films will have an out-of-plane lattice constant d110 “ p1`0.017qˆd110, bulk, which compares

reasonably well with the 2.0% expansion of d110 measured experimentally on a 5.8 nm

thick RuO2(110) film. Because the splitting of d110 and d110 in strained RuO2(110) breaks

the non-symmorphic glide plane symmetry of the parent rutile structure, we used a base-

centered orthorhombic structure (space group #65, Cmmm) with lattice constants of c ˆ

2d110 ˆ 2d110 for DFT simulations of RuO2(110). The primitive unit cell of this Cmmm

structure contains the same number of atoms as the parent rutile unit cell, so there is

no apparent doubling and/or folding of the bands in spaghetti plots that compare the

bandstructures of RuO2(110) and bulk RuO2, such as in Figure 6.2 or Figure 6.3.

To simulate the electronic structure of commensurately strained (101)-oriented RuO2

thin films, we adopted a slightly different approach, since it is not straightforward to

perform constrained structural relaxations with DFT in such a low-symmetry situation.
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Specifically, we took the rutile b axis to be under 2.3% tension, b “ p1 ` 0.023q ˆ bbulk,

as dictated by the lattice mismatch of RuO2 with TiO2 along this direction. On the other

hand, the lengths of the rutile a and c axes are free to adjust their lengths, but are subject

to the simultaneous constraints:

a

a2 ` c2 “

b

paTiO2q
2
` pcTiO2q

2
“ 5.464 Å (6.1)

|q202| “

d

ˆ

2
a

˙2

`

ˆ

2
c

˙2

“ 0.792 Å´1 (6.2)

|q103| “

d

ˆ

1
a

˙2

`

ˆ

3
c

˙2

“ 0.998 Å´1 (6.3)

|q402| “

d

ˆ

4
a

˙2

`

ˆ

2
c

˙2

“ 1.114 Å´1 (6.4)

Equation 6.1 ensures that the film is lattice matched to the substrate along r101s, and the

remaining three equations ensure that the d-spacings for the HKL “ 202, 103, and 402

Bragg reflections reproduce the values measured experimentally for epitaxially strained

RuO2(101) films1—a proper lattice constant refinement would, of course, include data for

many more reflections. Nonetheless, finding the best-fit solution to this system of four

equations gives lattice constants of pa “ 4.501 Å, c “ 3.077 Åq in absolute units; dividing

through by the experimentally measured lattice constants of bulk RuO2 yields a “ p1 `

0.002qˆabulk and c “ p1´0.009qˆcbulk as appropriately scaled inputs for DFT simulations.

With a ‰ b ‰ c and all angles between the primitive unit cell translations equal to 90˝, the

crystal structure for RuO2(101) DFT simulations was taken as the primitive orthorhombic

1Note that in deriving these equations, we assumed for simplicity that the angle between the rutile a and
c axes remains 90˝ in epitaxially strained films; small deviations away from this limit should be expected
in reality, since this orthogonality is not guaranteed by any symmetry or constraint of the system.
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space group #58, Pnnm. Table 6.1 summarizes all parameters of the crystal structures used

in DFT simulations for bulk RuO2, RuO2(110), and RuO2(101).

Ru - apical O Ru - equatorial O
Name Space group arutile brutile crutile d110 d110 bond length(s) bond length(s)

bulk RuO2 - expt. #136 4.492 4.492 3.106 3.176 3.176 1.941 1.984
bulk RuO2 - DFT #136 4.517 4.517 3.130 3.194 3.194 1.945 2.002
RuO2(110) - DFT #65 4.606 4.606 2.982 3.266 3.249 1.946, 1.957 1.980, 1.984
RuO2(101) - DFT #58 4.525 4.618 3.101 3.233 3.233 1.969 2.000

Table 6.1: Crystal structures used in DFT simulations of RuO2 (all units of length are
given in Å)

6.1.3 Basic electronic structure of RuO2

In Figure 6.1, we present the electronic structure of RuO2(110) calculated by DFT+U (U

= 2 eV), following the methods of Berlijn et al. [204]. Despite being constructed of RuO6

octahedra with the same d4 configuration as (Ca,Sr,Ba)RuO3, the electronic structure of

RuO2 is noticeably different from perovskite-based ruthenates. These distinctions arise

from a sizable crystal-field splitting of the t2g orbitals, such that the most natural descrip-

tion of the low-energy electronic structure is in terms of states derived from two distinct

types of orbitals: d|| and pdxz, dyzq, as illustrated by plots of Wannier functions in Fig-

ure 6.1(c). Viewed in the band basis, the differentiation in k-space between these orbitals

becomes apparent: the near-EF d|| states form mostly flat (i.e., non-dispersive) bands that

are concentrated around the k001 “ π{c (ZRA) plane, whereas the pdxz, dyzq states form

more isotropically dispersing bands that are distributed uniformly throughout the Bril-

louin zone. Notably, the much reduced bandwidths of the d||-derived states produce a

large peak in the density of states (DOS) that responds sensitively to strain, as we illus-

trate in more detail below.
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Figure 6.1: Non-magnetic electronic structure of bulk RuO2, calculated with DFT in the
GGA, including spin-orbit coupling and a static `U “ 2 eV correction on the
Ru sites. The Epkq bandstructure in (a) is calculated along the high-symmetry
contour through the Brillouin zone colored red in (c), and the yellow-purple
color scale indicates the magnitudes of projections onto Ru-centered Wannier
functions with d|| and pdxz, dyzq orbital characters, respectively. These Wan-
nier functions are constructed from the near-EF Kohn-Sham eigenstates and
plotted in drawings of the crystal structure in (c). The k-integrated partial
density of states (PDOS) for these d|| and pdxz, dyzq orbitals are shown in the
middle panels in (b). The lower on-site energy and reduced bandwidth of the
d||-derived states makes them nearly fully filled, leaving the pdxz, dyzq-derived
states approximately half-filled, as noted previously in Figure 5.2.

6.1.4 Effects of strain on the electronic structure

In Figure 6.2(a), we show the strain dependence of the DFT-computed bandstructure (left

panel) and corresponding DOS for RuO2(110), RuO2(101), and bulk RuO2 (right panel).

While the electronic structure for lightly strained RuO2(101) is almost identical to bulk,

the calculations for RuO2(110) exhibit significant differences. The large, d||-derived peak

in the DOS centered around a binding energy of 800 meV for bulk RuO2 is split into mul-

tiple peaks for RuO2(110), several of which are shifted closer to the Fermi level, thereby

increasing density of states near the Fermi level, NpEFq. In our studies, we confirmed

that this strain-dependent trend was robust against details of the DFT calculation, such
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Figure 6.2: (a) DFT + U bandstructures and corresponding density of states traces for bulk
RuO2 and epitaxially strained RuO2(110) and RuO2(101). The RuO2(101) re-
sults are omitted from the spaghetti plot for clarity since they are very similar
to bulk. (b) Plot of the d|| orbital reproduced from Figure 6.1, indicating how
the epitaxial strains imposed by the TiO2 substrates on RuO2(110) films (blue
arrows) cause the on-site energy of the d|| states to increase: this shift of the d||-
derived peak in the DOS towards EF generates a concomitant enhancement of
the DOS near EF .

as whether U was finite—cf. Figure 6.3. Rather, by selectively turning certain distortions

of the crystal structure “on” and “off” in the calculations, we found that the essential

ingredient in producing an enhanced NpEFq is c-axis compressive strain. This mode of dis-

tortion generally moves the d|| orbitals up in energy, making them closer to degenerate

with the pdxz, dyzq states in a purely on-site picture of crystal-field splittings, as should

be expected based on inspection of Figure 6.1(c) and how the lobes of these orbitals are

oriented relative to the crystallographic axes.

6.1.5 Effects of `U on the electronic structure

In Figure 6.3, we show the effects of including an ad hoc static mean-field `U term on the

Ru sites in DFT calculations. Adding such a phenomenological term to the Kohn-Sham

Hamiltonian shifts the bands relative to each other (up/down in energy) so as to force the
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c-axis strain

Figure 6.3: Strain dependence of the electronic structure of RuO2, according to DFT (+ U).
Irrespective of whether U is finite (left panel) or zero (right panel), increasing
the amount of c-axis compression upon going from bulk RuO2 (red, orange)
to RuO2(110) (blue, purple) causes the d||-derived peak in the DOS to shift
towards EF , as indicated by the gray arrows.

orbital occupancies towards integer fillings, rather than also shrinking the bandwidths, as

would occur in a more realistic theory that includes dynamical electron-electron interac-

tions. The blue and red traces are reproduced from the non-magnetic DFT + U (U “ 2 eV)

results presented in Figure 6.2. The purple and orange traces are the results of repeat-

ing GGA + SOC calculations for the same RuO2(110) and bulk RuO2 crystal structures,

but now setting U “ 0 eV. The same shift of the d|| flat bands towards EF (indicated

by gray arrows) observed in the U “ 2 eV calculations and concomitant enhancement

of the DOS near EF are observed here when the c-axis compressive strain is increased

upon going from bulk RuO2 to RuO2(110). Although these strain-dependent trends in the

electronic structure are robust against details of the calculations, Figure 6.3 also suggests

that the calculated energy positions of the peaks in the DOS and the exact value of NpEFq

should not be taken too seriously, as there are considerable theoretical uncertainties in

these quantities based on what value of U is chosen. Lastly, we note that the minimum

energy solution according to DFT is actually antiferromagnetically ordered when finite

values of U Ç 1 eV are employed [204]. While this qualitatively agrees with the recent ex-
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perimental observations of commensurate spin-density wave (SDW) order in RuO2 single

crystals and thin films [204, 215], it is not possible in static mean-field based approaches

such as DFT to stabilize self-consistent solutions with the small values of the ordered mo-

ment (m ă 0.05 µB{Ru) that are measured experimentally [204]. Therefore—since m “ 0 is

in some sense much closer to m ă 0.05 µB{Ru than the values mDFT « 2 µB{Ru obtained in

self-consistent magnetic solutions to the Kohn-Sham equations—in all of our DFT simula-

tions we enforce non-magnetic configurations, irrespective of U. More realistic treatments

of the effects of qSDW “ p1 0 0q antiferromagnetic order on the electronic structure are left

to future studies [247].

6.2 ARPES and LEED results for strained RuO2(110) samples

In many other d4 ruthenates, such as Sr2RuO4 or Ca2RuO4, incorrect electronic structures

or even ground states are often predicted by purely DFT-based approaches owing to lo-

cal many-body interactions not captured by these calculations [130, 248]. Therefore, it is

imperative to directly compare the calculated electronic structure with experiment, in or-

der to establish the reliability of any theoretically predicted dependence of the electronic

structure on strain.

ARPES and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) measurements on epitaxial thin

films of RuO2 synthesized by MBE were performed using the integrated Cornell MBE +

in situ ARPES system described in chapter 2 and chapter 3. Unless specified otherwise,

ARPES spectra and LEED data were collected at sample temperatures of T “ 10 ´ 20 K

and chamber pressures of p “ 5´ 10ˆ 10´11 Torr. ARPES spectra were taken with energy

resolutions of ∆E “ 10 meV for data acquired with He-Iα photons (hν “ 21.2 eV), and

∆E “ 40 meV for data acquired with He-IIα photons (hν “ 40.8 eV).
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6.2.1 LEED images and angle-integrated valence band spectrum
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Figure 6.4: (a) LEED data acquired for a 7 nm thick RuO2(110) film at an incident beam
energy of E “ 124 eV. The primitive unit cell in reciprocal space (dashed
blue outline) has the size and orientation expected for an bulk-truncated (i.e.,
unreconstructed) (110)-oriented slab of RuO2 in real space, as drawn in (b).

Figure 6.5: Angle-integrated valence band spectrum for RuO2(110) measured with He-
IIα light (black, right axis), compared with the DFT partial density of states
(left axis) for oxygen 2p states (shaded blue) and ruthenium 4d states (gray),
respectively.

In Figure 6.4(a), we show representative LEED data acquired for a 7 nm thick
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RuO2(110) film at an incident beam energy of E “ 124 eV. The sharpness of the LEED

spots suggests a high degree of surface crystallinity and an atomically flat surface mor-

phology, in good agreement with the x-ray reflectivity results presented in chapter 5.

Moreover, the spot pattern has the periodicities expected for an unreconstructed (110)-

oriented rutile surface along both the r001s (horizontal) and r110s (vertical) in-plane crys-

tallographic directions. To illustrate this, Figure 6.4(b) displays the crystal structure of

RuO2 viewed along r110s: in this orientation, the bulk unit cell (outlined in black) projects

to a rectangular surface unit cell with dimensions c and 2d110.

In Figure 6.5, we show an angle-integrated valence band spectrum recorded on the

same 7 nm thick RuO2(110) film with He-IIα light (black, right axis), compared with the

GGA + SOC partial density of states (left axis) for oxygen 2p states (shaded blue) and

ruthenium 4d states (gray), respectively. All major features of the measured spectrum are

well reproduced by the DFT calculations. The near-EF states have primarily Ru character

and the O-derived states mostly exist at higher binding energies, in good agreement with

the usual trends for transition metal oxides. Note, however, that there are significant

amounts of covalent mixing in both energy ranges: this is also indicated by the plots of

the near-EF Wannier functions in Figure 6.1, which show appreciable amounts of electron

density on the oxygen sites.

6.2.2 Fermi surface and near-EF quasiparticle dispersions

To further demonstrate the close agreement between theory and experiment, in Figure 6.6

we now zoom in on the region near EF in a fully energy- and momentum-resolved fash-

ion. Figure 6.6(a) shows the results of non-magnetic GGA + SOC + U (U “ 2 eV) calcula-

tions for RuO2(110) (similar to Figure 6.1, but now simulating strain to TiO2(110)), high-

lighting the k-space differentiation stressed previously between states with primarily d||
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Figure 6.6: (a) Non-magnetic bandstructure of RuO2(110) according to DFT. The color
scale indicates the magnitudes of projections onto Ru-centered Wannier func-
tions with d|| and pdxz, dyzq orbital characters. The schematic in the middle
shows the Brillouin zone of the parent tetragonal rutile structure in blue, the
high-symmetry contour for the spaghetti plot in red, and the region probed on
(110)-oriented surfaces at the experimental photon energy in green. (b) Slice
through the Fermi surface measured on a 7 nm thick RuO2(110) film (left),
compared with the DFT Fermi surface (right) projected onto the green region
of the Brillouin zone. (c - d) Epkq spectra along the one-dimensional cuts indi-
cated in b, showing flat bands with d|| orbital character and more dispersive
bands with pdxz, dyzq character, consistent with DFT expectations (solid white
lines). (e) Energy distribution curve at the Fermi wavevector kF “ p´0.4,´0.4q
indicated in (b), showing the existence of sharply defined quasiparticle exci-
tations near EF .

and pdxz, dyzq orbital characters. The region of k-space that is probed on (110)-oriented

surfaces at the experimental photon energy (hν “ 21.2 eV) is indicated by the curved

green planes in the Brillouin schematic in Figure 6.6—for further details, see section 6.2.2.

Projecting the DFT electronic structure onto this region produces the simulated Fermi sur-

face shown on the right half of Figure 6.6(b), which agrees well with the experimentally

measured Fermi surface of a 7 nm thick RuO2(110) sample shown on the left half.
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Figure 6.6(c, d) shows energy versus momentum spectra taken along the dashed lines

indicated in Figure 6.6(b). In cut (c)—taken at kx “ k001 “ π{c—the spectrum is dominated

by the flat d||-derived bands around a binding energy of 300 meV, whereas in cut (d)—

taken at kx “ k001 “ 0—the pdxz, dyzq-derived bands are much more steeply dispersing and

can be tracked down to several hundred meV below EF . Both of these features are well

reproduced by the bandstructure expected from DFT, which are overlaid on the experi-

mentally measured spectra as white lines. The reasonable agreement of the experimental

and DFT-calculated band velocities is consistent with earlier specific heat measurements

of the Sommerfeld coefficient in RuO2 single crystals, which indicate a relatively mod-

est momentum-averaged quasiparticle mass renormalization of γexp. “ 1.45γDFT [210, 91].

Again, we note that this is in marked contrast with more strongly correlated d4 perovskite-

based ruthenates, where static mean-field theories that neglect local atomic-like Hund’s

rule spin correlations predict effective masses that are many times smaller than experi-

mentally measured [130, 137, 140, 249, 250].

Determination of kz “ k110

Figure 6.6 compares ARPES data collected for a 7 nm thick RuO2(110) sample with the

results of DFT + U simulations. To make this comparison, it is necessary to determine

what range of out-of-plane momenta kz “ k110 in the initial state are probed by ARPES

at a given final-state kinetic energy and momentum. This was established by plotting

the DFT-computed Epkq dispersions on top of the experimentally measured spectra along

several one-dimensional cuts through momentum space measured over a small range of

kinetic energies corresponding to near-EF states at the given photon energy (21.2 eV), and

allowing kz to vary in the calculations so as to best match the experimental data.

Figure 6.7 shows representative examples of this procedure for experimental spectra

taken along the one-dimensional cuts shown in Figure 6.6(d) (top row, kx “ k001 fixed
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Figure 6.7: Determination of kz probed by ARPES for RuO2(110). Experimental ARPES
spectra for a 7 nm thick RuO2(110) sample are reproduced from Figure 6.6(d)
in (a) and from Figure 6.6(c) in (b); in both cases, the band dispersions from
DFT + U (U “ 2 eV) calculations are overlaid on the experimental data as
white lines. For the data in (a) kx “ k001 is fixed at zero and in (b) kx “ π{c.
Moving from left to right, kz is incremented in the DFT simulations in steps of
0.2 π{d110 starting from -1.0 π{d110.

at zero) and in Figure 6.6(c) (bottom row, kx “ π{c). Moving from left to right, kz is

incremented in the DFT simulations in steps of 0.2 π{d110 starting from -1.0 π{d110. For

the panels in Figure 6.7(a), the magnitude of the Fermi wavevectors (kFs) and electron-

like character of the band crossing EF are best fitted by calculations with kz in the range

´0.2 Ñ 0.0 π{d110. Likewise, for the panels in Figure 6.7(b), kz values in the range

´0.6 Ñ ´0.3 π{d110 best reproduce the measured spectra, although the results here are

more ambiguous because of the insensitivity of the flat-band energies to the precise value

of k110. Therefore, we took the range of reduced initial-state out-of-plane momenta probed

at normal emission (kx “ ky “ 0) to be kz,i “ ´0.1˘0.1 π{d110. Assuming a free-electron-like

model of final states, the final-state kz, f is given by the expression
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kz, f “

c

2mepEkin. cos2 θ ` V0q

~2 “
2π

2d110
N ` kz,i , (6.5)

where me is the free electron mass, Ekin. is the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons, θ is the

emission angle relative to the surface normal, V0 is the inner potential, and 2d110 is the

spacing between equivalent lattice points along the out-of-plane direction (N can adopt

any integer value). Substituting Ekin. “ 16.6 ˘ 0.3 eV, θ “ 0˝, kz,i “ ´0.1 ˘ 0.1 π{d110, and

d110 “ 3.23 Å into Equation 6.5, we find that an inner potential of 13.7˘ 2.3 eV is compat-

ible with our determination of kz,i. Taking this same value of V0 and setting θ “ 30 ´ 35˝

in Equation 6.5—as is appropriate for the experimental data in the panels displayed in

Figure 6.7(b)—yields kz,i “ ´0.35˘ 0.17 π{d110; visual inspection of the DFT bands for this

range of kz,i show that the calculations also reasonably reproduce the experimental spec-

trum in this region of the Brillouin zone. The curved green planes drawn in the Brillouin

zone schematic in Figure 6.6 are constructed by evaluating Equation 6.5 with V0 “ 13.7 eV

and N “ 3 for all pkx, kyq, and accounting for an intrinsic uncertainty of « 0.2 π{d110 in kz

owing to the finite elastic escape depth of photoelectrons, which we take to be « 5 Å.

Signatures of electron-boson coupling

Although we emphasized above that the Kohn-Sham quasiparticle dispersions from DFT

+ U calculations account well for the experimentally measured electronic structure of

RuO2(110), close inspection of the spectra reveals that more pronounced deviations from

the DFT results occur below a characteristic energy scale |E ´ EF| ă ωB. In Figure 6.8(a),

we show the spectrum from Figure 6.6(d) zoomed in on the region near the Fermi level,

again overlaid with the DFT bands at the kz determined in Figure 6.7. The presence of a

well-isolated single band crossing EF at ky « 0.5 Å´1, along with minimal dependence of
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Figure 6.8: (a) Epkq spectrum measured by ARPES along the k001 “ 0 cut from Fig-
ure 6.6(d) for a 7 nm thick RuO2(110) sample. The DFT + U (U “ 2 eV) bands
are overlaid on the data as dashed white lines, and a representative momen-
tum distribution curve (MDC) at EF is shown in blue. By fitting individual
MDCs to Lorentzians plus a linear background, we obtained the experimental
Epk ´ kFq dispersion indicated by blue markers in panel (b), which exhibits a
clear kink in the group velocities v of the quasiparticle excitations at the char-
acteristic boson energy |E ´ EF| “ ωB « 70 meV. (c) The real part of the self-
energy extracted from (b) as the difference between the the experimentally
measured dispersion and the shifted DFT + U band dispersion also shows an
anomaly at ωB.

the DFT-computed band velocities on the precise value of kz (not shown)2, together make

this region of k space suitable for a detailed analysis of the quasiparticle dispersions. In

Figure 6.8(b), we plot the experimentally measured dispersion using blue markers; these

points are obtained as the maxima of Lorentzian fits (plus a linear background) to the

momentum distribution curves at each energy in the Epkq spectrum from Figure 6.8(a).

Using the experimental data at different binding energies as an internal reference, it is

clear that the group velocity (i.e., slope) of the quasiparticle excitations changes most

abruptly at ωB « 70 meV: a linear fit to Epkq of the high-energy (HE) excitations with

´210 meV ď E ´ EF ď ´100 meV gives vHE “ 2.45 ˘ 0.03 eV ¨ Å, whereas a linear fit

to Epkq of the low-energy (LE) excitations with ´40 meV ď E ´ EF ď `10 meV gives

2Recall that the out-of-plane momentum is not conserved in photoemission, so the experimentally mea-
sured data should be considered as a weighted average over initial states with a distribution of different
kz—cf. section 3.3.
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vLE “ 1.53 ˘ 0.03 eV ¨ Å; thus, vHE{vLE “ 1.61 ˘ 0.04. Comparing the experimental dis-

persion with the DFT + U band dispersion yields the real part of the self-energy plotted

in Figure 6.8(c), which also shows an anomaly at ωB. Note that because DFT + U under-

estimates the size of the electron-like pocket measured here, we rigidly shifted the DFT

+ U results to larger k (or equivalently, to lower E) to align the calculations with the kF

measured experimentally.

Kinks in the Epkq quasiparticle dispersion relationships extracted from ARPES data—

and the corresponding anomalies in RerΣpωqs—are commonly observed at energies char-

acteristic of bosonic excitations of a given material—including phonons, magnons, and

plasmons [92, 140, 251, 252, 253, 254]. It is not strictly possible to distinguish between

these scenarios from ARPES data in isolation; we must appeal to other experimental

measurements of the bosonic modes—and possibly computations that include (or ne-

glect) the coupling of electrons to different types of excitations—to identify what the rel-

evant bosons are and to assess how much of the corresponding renormalizations of v

noted above can be ascribed to different types of electron-boson coupling. In the case

of RuO2, high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy measurements supported by

DFT calculations have previously identified a surface oxygen optical phonon mode at

69 meV [255]. The close agreement in energy of this phonon with the value of ωB ob-

served above suggests that electron-phonon coupling is responsible for most of the veloc-

ity renormalization near EF shown in Figure 6.8. This assignment can be further quan-

tified by comparing vHE and vLE with the band velocity obtained from DFT + U calcu-

lations, vDFT “ 3.08 ˘ 0.04 eV ¨ Å. The Kohn-Sham quasiparticles of DFT account for

electron-electron interactions at a static mean-field level, but neglect dynamical electron-

electron correlations and also neglect electron-phonon coupling. In this interpretation,

vDFT{vHE “ 1.26 ˘ 0.05 likely reflects the dressing of the electron-like excitations by other

electrons, and vHE{vLE “ 1.61 ˘ 0.04 reflects the further dressing of these excitations by

phonons, resulting in a total Fermi velocity renormalization of vDFT{vLE “ 2.02 ˘ 0.05.
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In a modestly correlated material such as RuO2, dynamical electron-electron correlations

might reasonably be expected to persist over a wider range in binding energy than the

effects of electron-phonon coupling—so that doing “perturbation theory” in this order

is valid—but it would be interesting to address this assumption in future studies by, e.g.,

DFT + DMFT calculations [247]. On the experimental side of the equation, it would be en-

lightening to check whether the phonon-induced self energies and mass renormalizations

display any appreciable momentum dependence in ARPES, and also whether the cou-

pling strengths of the electrons to lower-energy phonon modes (which may be more im-

portant for enhancing the instability towards superconductivity) display any non-trivial

dependence on strain in RuO2.

6.3 Evolution of electronic structure with strain

The results presented in section 6.2 illustrate that the experimentally measured electronic

structure of thin, nearly commensurately strained RuO2/TiO2(110) samples are well de-

scribed by DFT+U across multiple energy scales, even down to fine details of the low-

energy physics such as the k-resolved Fermi surface and Epkq quasiparticle dispersions.

This agreement, taken together with similar findings for lightly Ir-doped bulk RuO2 sin-

gle crystals [256]3, suggests that DFT calculations should be a reasonable starting point

to explore and understand how epitaxial strains can be employed to engineer features of

the bandstructure to enhance superconductivity in RuO2. In this section, we benchmark

how the calculated strain-dependent changes to the electronic structure shown in sub-

section 6.1.4 compare to “reality”—i.e., ARPES measurements on RuO2 thin films under

different amounts of epitaxial strain.

3Note that because Ir lies one column to the right of Ru in the periodic table, the ARPES studies of
(Ru0.93Ir0.07)O2 reported in Ref.[256] also tacitly include the effects of 7% electron doping on the electronic
structure, which amounts to a chemical potential shift of ∆EF « `36 meV in a rigid-band picture, using the
DFT-computed DOS from Figure 6.1.
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There are two conceptually rather distinct strategies for producing RuO2 thin-film

samples subject to different amounts of epitaxial strain that are suitable for ARPES stud-

ies:

1. Grow progressively thicker films on the same substrate—e.g., TiO2(110)—with film

thicknesses t spanning across the critical thickness tcrit. at which epitaxial strain re-

laxation onsets.

2. Grow commensurately strained films (i.e., t ă tcrit.) on different substrates. Here

different substrates more abstractly means templates for epitaxial film growth with differ-

ent in-plane lattice constants; thus, substrates of the same chemical formula but pol-

ished to expose different orientations of the crystal structure—e.g., TiO2(101) versus

TiO2(110)—can also be used to accomplish this result.

Both of these methods have certain advantages and drawbacks, so it is not a priori clear

which is preferable for studying how strain couples to the electronic structure. Therefore,

we took both approaches in our studies of RuO2 thin films. The results from both meth-

ods are in qualitative agreement with each other; however, some systematic uncertainties

present in both methods limit our confidence with which quantitative comparisons to

DFT calculations can be made, as explained in further detail below.

6.3.1 Results on RuO2(110) films of different thicknesses

The large in-plane lattice mismatches present for RuO2 film growth on TiO2(110) sub-

strates (´4.7% along r001srutile and `2.3% along r110srutile at 295 K) imply small criti-

cal thicknesses tcrit. for epitaxial strain relaxation. As detailed in subsection 5.2.3, high-

resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements place tcrit. in the range of 5.8 ´ 11.5 nm
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for the growth conditions used in this work to synthesize RuO2/TiO2(110) samples4.

Therefore, to measure strain-dependent changes to the electronic structure, we collected

ARPES data on RuO2(110) films of different thicknesses ranging from t “ 7 nm « tcrit. to

t “ 48 nm ąą tcrit..

In chapter 5, we utilized XRD to characterize the crystal structures of RuO2(110) films

of different thicknesses, and attempted to relate these thickness-dependent changes ob-

served in XRD to the thickness-dependent superconducting properties observed in elec-

trical transport measurements. The rationale there was that XRD and electrical transport

measurements are both bulk-sensitive techniques that probe—and in some sense, average

over—the crystal and electronic structure throughout the entire thickness of the films. By

a similar argument, ideally we should utilize a very surface-sensitive probe of the crys-

tal structure, such as LEED, in order to properly interpret strain-dependent changes to

the surface electronic structure measured by ARPES. Accordingly, in this section we first

present the results of a LEED surface lattice constant refinement for two RuO2(110) films

spanning the range of film thicknesses t studied by ARPES, before proceeding to discuss

how the ARPES spectra evolve with increasing t.

LEED lattice constant refinement

We acquired many LEED images at normal incidence using incident electron energies

ranging from 100 - 300 eV in 2 eV steps for two RuO2(110) films of different thicknesses,

t “ 7 nm and t “ 48 nm. Representative examples of the raw data (images taken at 200

eV) are contained in the insets to Figure 6.9. For each image, we located the positions

of all visible spots and indexed the spots according to their in-plane momentum transfer

values q|| “ 2πpH{c,K{2d110q, where H and K are integers and, by our convention, H de-

4Throughout the text, we are intentionally equivocating about quoting an exact value for tcrit. because
it is known to be an inherently non-universal number that depends on kinetic factors, which are strongly
influenced by the exact film growth conditions—see, e.g., chapter 2.
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7 nm RuO2 / TiO2(110)
48 nm RuO2 / TiO2(110)
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Figure 6.9: Surface lattice constant refinement by LEED spot position analysis for two
RuO2(110) films of different thicknesses, 7 nm (blue) and 48 nm (red). The
histograms in panels (a) and (b) summarize the measured values for c and
2d110, respectively. For reference, the gray arrows indicate the values expected
for a commensurately strained film (bulk TiO2) and a fully strain-relaxed film
(bulk RuO2).

fines the magnitude of q|| along [001] (nearly horizontal in the images in Figure 6.9), and K

defines the magnitude of q|| along r110s (nearly vertical). We then calculated the distance

of all spots from the specular q|| “ p0, 0q reflection and converted these image distances D

(in pixel space) to scattering angles sinpθq (where θ is the angle of each diffracted electron

beam relative to the surface normal) based on D Ñ sinpθq calibrations that were indepen-

dently determined from reference measurements on SrTiO3(001) surfaces having a known

lattice constant. Note that these calibrations absorb the overall scaling factors of the spot

patterns that depend on the working distances between the LEED screen and the samples

(and the camera image magnification factors), as well as some higher-order distortions of

the spot patterns that result from the samples not being positioned precisely at the center

of curvature of the LEED screen (and the screen itself being slightly aspherical).

From these values of sinpθq, the electron energies E at which each LEED pattern was

recorded, and the pH,Kq indices, we compiled lists of lattice constants corresponding to
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each fitted spot position. For simplicity in analysis, we restricted our attention to spots

having q|| purely aligned with [001] or [110]. Elastic scattering and conservation of mo-

mentum modulo translations of the surface reciprocal lattice (see, e.g., section 3.4) require

that

|q||| “ k sinpθq “
a

2meE sinpθq{~ , (6.6)

which for spots of the type q|| “ 2πpH{c, 0q and 2πp0,K{2d110q, reduces to:

c “
2π~H

?
2meE sinpθq

and 2d110 “
2π~K

?
2meE sinpθq

. (6.7)

Here c and 2d110 are the surface lattice constants along r001s and r110s that are expected

for an unreconstructed (110)-oriented rutile surface. Histograms of the values obtained

in this way for c are displayed in Figure 6.9(a), and the results for 2d110 are displayed

in Figure 6.9(b). For reference we also indicate by gray arrows the surface lattice con-

stants expected for bulk-terminated TiO2 pc “ 2.96 Å, 2d110 “ 6.50 Åq and bulk-terminated

RuO2 pc “ 3.11 Å, 2d110 “ 6.35 Åq. The measured surface lattice constants for the 7

nm thick RuO2(110) sample in blue, pc “ 2.96 ˘ 0.03 Å, 2d110 “ 6.51 ˘ 0.05 Åq, match

those of TiO2 within the « 1.0% resolution of the measurements (the quoted error bars

are the standard deviations of the histograms), indicating that this film is (nearly) com-

mensurately strained to the substrate along both r001s and r110s. By contrast, the 48

nm thick RuO2(110) sample in red shows broader LEED spots, indicating lower sur-

face crystallinity than the 7 nm thick sample, which results in wider distributions of

the extracted lattice constants. Furthermore, the centers of mass of the red distributions,

pc “ 3.07 ˘ 0.06 Å, 2d110 “ 6.39 ˘ 0.11 Åq, are displaced away from the blue distributions

towards the values expected for bulk RuO2.
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Thickness-dependent ARPES data

Based on the results described in Figure 6.9, we expect that most of the epitaxial strains are

relaxed at the surface of the 48 nm thick RuO2(110) sample, such that its surface electronic

structure probed by ARPES is more representative of bulk RuO2. At the other extreme, the

surface crystal structure of the 7 nm thick RuO2(110) sample remains highly strained, and

thus is more representative of the idealized case of commensurately strained RuO2(110)

considered in the constrained DFT structural relaxations in subsection 6.1.2. In order to

determine whether the strong strain dependence of NpEFq anticipated in subsection 6.1.4

is realized in experiment, we compared ARPES data collected for the 7 nm thick and 48

nm thick RuO2(110) samples, as shown in Figure 6.10. Figure 6.10 displays Epkq spectra

side-by-side for these samples along the same kx “ π{c contour from Figure 6.6(c) where

the photoemission intensity is dominated by d|| states. The higher levels of strain present

at the film surface for the 7 nm thick sample cause a substantial shift of the flat bands

towards EF by 120 ˘ 20 meV relative to the partially strain-relaxed 48 nm thick sample.

Integrating the ARPES data over the full measured region of k-space for both samples

gives the average energy distribution curves plotted in the middle of Figure 6.10, which

show that spectral weight near EF is enhanced as the d|| states move towards EF , in qual-

itative agreement with the strain-dependent trend predicted by DFT.

Extracting the DOS near EF from ARPES data

The main advantage of utilizing film-thickness-dependent strain relaxation to assess

strain-dependent changes to the electronic structure is that the comparison of photoemis-

sion data collected on different samples is experimentally straightforward. To expound

upon this point in more detail: suppose that the primary quantity of interest vis-à-vis

strain-induced enhancements of the instability towards superconductivity is the quasi-
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of Epkq spectra along cut (c) from Figure 6.6 for two differ-
ent RuO2(110) samples: a highly strained 7 nm thick film (left), and a par-
tially strain-relaxed 48 nm thick film (right). As a proxy of the full DOS, for
these samples we show the energy distribution curves of photoemission in-
tensity averaged over the entire region of k-space probed experimentally at
hν “ 21.2 eV (green regions in the Brillouin zone schematic). These results
demonstrate that the epitaxial strains imposed by TiO2(110) shift d|| states
towards EF and thereby increase NpEFq.

particle density of states near the Fermi level,

NpEFq “

ż EF`δ

EF´δ

ż

BZ
Apk, ωqdkdω , (6.8)

where Apk, ωq is the single-particle spectral function, integrated over all momenta k in the

Brillouin zone (BZ) and over some limited range of energies ω near EF (δ is some small

parameter).

Two separate factors make it impossible to quantitatively extract the total NpEFq di-

rectly from data taken with our lab-based ARPES equipment. First, our inability to

continuously vary the photon energy—or equivalently, the kinetic energy of the pho-

toelectrons at EF—implies that only regions of the Brillouin zone with specific kz can be

probed, cf. Equation 6.5. Therefore the full integration over k in Equation 6.8 cannot be

performed in a lab-based ARPES setup, which is especially problematic in a material
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such as RuO2 that has a highly three-dimensional electronic structure depending strongly

on kz—cf. Figure 6.7. Second, even if the entire Brillouin zone could be mapped exhaus-

tively, the intensity measured in ARPES is not the initial-state spectral function Apk, ωq,

but rather this quantity multiplied by probabilities (matrix elements) for photoemission

(see e.g., section 3.3), which are difficult to calculate theoretically.

While these qualifications in mind, it is also true that interpreting relative changes in

the photoemission intensity near EF as a proxy for how NpEFq varies between different

thickness RuO2(110) samples will be quite robust, since most of these uncertainties essen-

tially cancel out in such comparisons. The inner potentials will be similar, so our compar-

ison of data integrated over the same range of angles probes the same region of k-space

in both cases—even if it is only some limited fraction of the full Brillouin zone. Likewise,

by performing the measurements on different thickness RuO2(110) samples with the same

photon energy, light polarization, and scattering geometries, the matrix elements for pho-

toemission are guaranteed to be similar.

The main drawback of this approach is that the crystal structures of partially strain-

relaxed oxide thin films are typically spatially heterogeneous on sub-µm length scales,

containing regions that are nearly coherently strained and regions that show more pro-

nounced effects of strain relaxation—see, e.g., subsection 5.2.3. For a probe such as ARPES

that averages over 10´1000 µm length scales, the measured signal is thus some ill-defined

average of contributions from these regions with microscopically different crystal and

electronic structures, which muddles any simple comparison of the experimental data

with the predictions of a theory such as DFT that requires periodic crystal structures as

input.
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6.3.2 Results on RuO2(110) and RuO2(101) films

The second approach discussed above to assess strain-dependent changes to the elec-

tronic structure—namely, performing ARPES measurements on commensurately strained

RuO2 thin films synthesized on TiO2(110) and TiO2(101) substrates—avoids the compli-

cations of spatial heterogeneity in the crystal/electronic structures; however, this comes

at the cost of making the comparison between different experimental data sets much less

straightforward. To see how this plays out in practice, in Figure 6.11 we present LEED

and ARPES data taken on three different RuO2 thin-film samples: the 7 nm thick and 48

nm thick RuO2(110) samples from the previous section, as well as a coherently strained

19.3 nm thick RuO2(101) sample5. Figure 6.11(a) shows that all of the samples have

LEED spot patterns with the periodicities expected for unreconstructed (110)- and (101)-

oriented rutile surfaces. Note that off-specular reciprocal space maps for the RuO2(101)

film measured here are essentially identical to the data presented in Figure 5.8 for a dif-

ferent RuO2(101) sample of almost the same thickness, and in particular, do not show any

signatures of strain relaxation6. Therefore, we did not attempt to refine the surface lat-

tice constants of this (101)-oriented sample, as in Figure 6.9; instead we analyzed a few

LEED images to confirm that the measured spot positions are roughly consistent with

the values of d101 “ 5.464 Å and d010 “ 4.594 Å appropriate for a bulk-truncated (1 ˆ 1)

TiO2(101) surface, and we appeal to the x-ray diffraction results (which offer at least an

order of magnitude better q resolution than LEED data) to argue that the surface of this

RuO2(101) film is indeed commensurately strained to the template set by the underlying

TiO2 substrate.
5Recall that the smaller in-plane lattice mismatches present for RuO2 film growth on TiO2(101) sub-

strates (`0.04% along r101srutile and`2.3% along r010srutile at 295 K) imply larger critical thicknesses tcrit. for
epitaxial strain relaxation than for (110)-oriented samples.

6Without any hints of epitaxial strain relaxation, there is also no reason to expect layer-dependent in-
plane lattice constants that may be different at the surface of the film (i.e., the region probed by ARPES and
LEED) than throughout the bulk of the film (the region probed by transport and XRD).
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Given that strained RuO2(110) samples superconduct at measurable Tcs, while

RuO2(101) samples and bulk RuO2 do not, the main question we wanted to address using

ARPES was: how does the DOS near the Fermi level NpEFq evolve between these sam-

ples? Recall that from chapter 5, the superconducting transition temperature for weak-

coupling electron-phonon mediated superconductors can be expressed as [35, 36, 243]:

Tc „ ωln exp
ˆ

´
1
λ

˙

“ ωln exp

˜

´
M

〈
ω2

〉
NpEFq

〈
I2〉

¸

(6.9)

For the reasons discussed above, the relative values of NpEFq for RuO2(110) and

RuO2(101) cannot be reliably extracted from ARPES data by directly comparing the mea-

sured photoemission intensities at EF . Nonetheless, there is a route to answering whether

NpEFq increases in strained RuO2(110) compared with strained RuO2(101) or bulk RuO2:

we simply must determine where the flat bands with d|| orbital character are located in

energy relative to EF . DFT calculations suggest that if these bands move closer to (further

away from) EF , the total NpEFqwill increase (decrease), respectively. To approximately de-

termine the positions of these bands experimentally, we integrated the photoemission in-

tensity over the color-coded slabs in the Brillouin zone schematic in Figure 6.11(a), plotted

the resulting energy distribution curves (EDCs) in Figure 6.11(b), and found the maxima

in the EDCs as indicated by the dashed lines. The regions shaded yellow in the Brillouin

zone denote where the near-EF wavefunctions have greater than 90% d|| orbital character,

according to our DFT + Wannier90 calculations; since all slabs lie in this region, we expect

that the dominant contributions to the measured EDCs are from d|| initial states. Note that

the region of kz “ k110 probed by ARPES with He-Iα photons on the (110)-oriented samples

is well-constrained by analysis of the Epkq dispersions as outlined in Figure 6.7; however,

for the (101)-oriented sample the region of kz “ k101 probed by ARPES with He-IIα pho-

tons is merely calculated from the free-electron final state model in Equation 6.5, using
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the same inner potential as for RuO2(110)7, and thus is subject to greater experimental

uncertainties. Nonetheless, the results of this analysis are in qualitative agreement with

the strain-dependent trends anticipated by DFT displayed in Figure 6.11(c): in highly

strained RuO2(110) films, the flat bands move closer to EF compared with either more

strain-relaxed RuO2(110) films or commensurately strained RuO2(101) films. This modi-

fication of the effective d orbital degeneracies boosts the total DOS near EF , which likely

contributes to the enhanced superconducting Tcs observed in highly strained RuO2(110),

according to increases in the Hopfield parameter NpEFq
〈
I2
〉

in Equation 6.9.

a b c

7 nm RuO2 / TiO2(110)

19 nm RuO2 / TiO2(101)
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Figure 6.11: (a) LEED patterns recorded at 124 eV for 19 nm thick RuO2(101), 7 nm thick
RuO2(110), and 48 nm thick RuO2(110) samples, along with a schematic of
the Brillouin zone showing the regions of k-space over which we integrated
the ARPES data for these samples to obtain the average energy distribution
curves in (b). Yellow regions of the Brillouin zone indicate where the near-EF

Kohn-Sham wavefunctions have ą 90% d|| orbital character. (b) The colored
dashed lines represent the peak positions of the energy distribution curves.
By locating the d||-derived flat bands in this way, trends in how N(EF) evolves
with strain can be more reliably extracted from ARPES data than by directly
reading off the measured photoemission intensity at EF , as explained in the
text. (c) Expected strain-dependent changes in the total DOS according to
DFT + U simulations, reproduced from Figure 6.2.

For completeness, we also performed more extensive ARPES measurements of the

electronic structure for the non-superconducting 19.3 nm thick RuO2(101) sample from
7To generalize Equation 6.5 to a (101)-oriented surface, we must of course also replace quantities such as

2d110 with d101, etc.
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Figure 6.11 with He-Iα (21.2 eV) photons, as illustrated in Figure 6.12. Energy distribution

curves extracted at certain wavevectors—e.g., as shown in the inset to Figure 6.12(a)—

exhibit hints of well-defined quasiparticle peaks near EF ; however, at most locations in

the Fermi surface map, the distribution of intensity is rather broad versus energy and

momentum. Naively this is unexpected: all ARPES measurements were conducted at

T « 20 K, where the bulk resistivity of the film is ρp20 Kq « 2 µΩ-cm, and the surface of

this RuO2(101) film shows excellent crystallinity and is nearly atomically flat, as measured

by LEED and x-ray reflectivity. One explanation possibly capable of reconciling the highly

metallic and crystalline nature of the sample with the broad spectral features is indicated

by panels (b) and (c) in Figure 6.12. In the top row, we show the experimentally measured

Epkq spectra along two cuts through k-space indicated in Figure 6.12(a) by white dashed

lines. In the bottom row, we plot the same data (now using a black-white false-color

scale), and overlay the DFT-computed bandstructure (as differently colored solid lines)

for ranges of kz “ k101 spanning a range of δkz “ ˘0.08 π{d101 « ˘0.1 Å´1 about the nomi-

nal central value of kz probed along each cut. To approximately determine the central val-

ues of kz being measured, we allowed the inner potential V0 to vary in an appropriate gen-

eralization of Equation 6.5, similar to the procedure described in Figure 6.7. V0 “ 10.7 eV

was found to give the best visual agreement with the experimental data; however, the

inherently broad spectral features measured experimentally make this procedure some-

what ill-defined and ambiguous, so this number should be treated with some skepticism.

More germane for the present discussion than the exact value of V0 is the observation that

the bandstructure depends strongly on kz in the region of k-space probed at hν “ 21.2 eV,

which can naturally produce measured spectra that are artificially broadened in E and

k relative to the intrinsic lifetimes and decay lengths of quasiparticle excitations inside

the solid, according to well-documented final-state “kz smearing” effects involved in the

photoemission process. To test this hypothesis, we propose that future ARPES measure-

ments of RuO2(101) should use synchrotron light, to check if other photon energies (i.e.,
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probing at different locations in k-space) yield more easily interpretable results. Although

RuO2(101) films are non-superconducting, they do show intriguing magnetotransport be-

havior at low temperatures, such as large magnetoresistance that scales linearly with the

applied field8. Presumably these properties should have some explanation in terms of

the underlying bandstructure, but the present work indicates that lab-based ARPES with

a helium lamp may not be ideally suited for revealing the electronic structure of these

films.

6.4 Discussion and Conclusions

Through a combination of bottom-up materials synthesis by MBE, epitaxial strain engi-

neering, and structural and electrical characterization by multiple techniques, we have

demonstrated the first example of a strain-stabilized superconductor in RuO2(110) thin

films with Tcs up to « 2 K. In this chapter we employed DFT calcluations and ARPES

experiments to investigate the normal-state electronic structure from which supercon-

ductivity emerges in RuO2(110), paying special attention to strain-induced changes that

may account for the enhanced Tc . Our results show that the primary electronic effect of

epitaxial strains in RuO2(110) is to alter the relative occupancies of the d|| and pdxz, dyzq or-

bitals as compared with bulk RuO2and more lightly strained RuO2(101) thin films—and

most importantly, to push a large number of states with d|| character closer to EF , which

increases NpEFq.

Table 6.2 summarizes the RuO2 thin-film samples that we measured by ARPES and

LEED as part of this dissertation. Although some technical issues at different points in

time with both the apparatus used to conduct MBE + ARPES + LEED experiments and

with the system used to conduct low-temperature electrical transport experiments have

8Unpublished work by Ludi Miao, Yonghun Lee, and the present author.
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Figure 6.12: (a) 2D slice through the Fermi surface measured for a 19.3 nm thick
RuO2(101) film with 21.2 eV photons. The surface Brillouoin zones are in-
dicated by black dashed lines, corresponding to the size and orientation of
the surface unit cell in real space drawn on the crystal structure of RuO2

viewed in (101) projection. Inset shows an energy distribution curve at the
indicated location in k space. (b - c) Epkq spectra along the cuts indicated by
white dashed lines in (a). The bottom row of panels overlays DFT results on
the experimental data as color-coded solid lines; each color represents a dif-
ferent value of kz “ k101 that span a total range of ˘0.1 Å´1 about the central
values.

mostly precluded a direct comparison of photoemission and transport data acquired for

exactly the same samples (cf. Table 6.2 and Table 5.1), we believe that the trends illustrated

in the last two chapters of how the superconductivity and normal-state electronic struc-

ture respond to epitaxial strain are robust to inevitable sample-to-sample scatter in the

properties measured by different probes. In the future, a more detailed analysis of how

aspects of the electronic structure revealed by ARPES—such as NpEFq, the occupancies
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of different bands, and the electron-phonon coupling strength—evolve versus film thick-

ness in RuO2(110) may be a fruitful approach to more definitively establish how these

quantities ultimately determine the instability of strained RuO2 towards superconductiv-

ity.

Sample TiO2 substrate Ts film thickness ARPES LEED Low-temp.
ID orientation (˝C) (nm) measurements images RpT,Hq?

HP1309 (110) 300 7 He-Iα Fermi surface map 20 - 300 eV, no
He-Iα cuts: k001 “ 0, π{p2cq, π{c 1 eV steps (sample lost)

He-IIα Fermi surface map
He-IIα cuts: k001 “ 0, π{c

He-Iα cut: k001 “ 0 at diff. T

190209A (110) 320 48 He-Iα Fermi surface map 20 - 400 eV, Tc ă 0.4 K
He-Iα cuts: k001 “ 0, π{p2cq, π{c 2 eV steps (hints of SC)

He-IIα cuts: k001 “ 0, π{c

190426A (101) 320 19.3 He-Iα Fermi surface map 20 - 400 eV, Tc ă 0.4 K
He-Iα cuts: k101 “ 0, ´π{d101, ´2π{d101 2 eV steps (non-SC)

He-IIα Fermi surface map

HP-ARPES-1 (110) 300 30.2 sample sample Tc “ 2.49 K
charged charged HcK TBD

HP-ARPES-2 (110) 300 14.6 sample sample Tc “ 1.66 K
charged charged HcK TBD

HP-ARPES-3 (110) 300 8.3 He-Iα Fermi surface map 20 - 360 eV, Tc “ 0.45 K
He-Iα cuts: k001 “ 0, π{p2cq, π{c 2 eV steps HcK TBD

He-IIα cuts: k001 “ 0, π{c

HP-ARPES-4 (110) 300 19.6 He-Iα Fermi surface map 20 - 360 eV, Tc and
He-Iα cuts: k001 “ 0, π{p2cq, π{c 2 eV steps HcK TBD

HP-ARPES-5 (110) 300 13.3 He-Iα Fermi surface map 20 - 360 eV, Tc and
He-Iα cuts: k001 “ 0, π{p2cq, π{c 2 eV steps HcK TBD

He-IIα cut: k001 “ π{c

Table 6.2: Summary of different RuO2 thin-film samples synthesized on TiO2 substrates
that were measured by ARPES and LEED as part of this dissertation. As ex-
plained in the text and indicated in the rightmost column, magnetoresistance
measurements extending down to 3He temperatures remain to be done for
certain samples, whenever the PPMS becomes functional again. For samples
where the zero-field superconducting Tc is listed, here we quote the tempera-
ture at which the resistance drops to 90% of its residual normal-state value.

More broadly, we believe that our results indicate that a promising strategy to create

new transition-metal superconductors is to apply judiciously chosen anisotropic strains
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that modulate degeneracies among the d orbitals near EF . Many classic studies of ele-

mental superconductors that have nearly free-electron states spanning EF derived from

ps, pq orbitals exhibit decreases in Tc under hydrostatic pressure, due to lattice stiffen-

ing (i.e., increases in the numerator of the exponential in Equation 6.9) overwhelming

other effects as the unit cell volume is uniformly reduced [257]. In a limited number of

elements where Tc actually increases under pressure, pressure-induced electron transfer

between s Ñ d orbitals has often been suggested as causing the enhanced Tcs; however,

pressure changes of ą 10 GPa are typically required to, e.g., double Tc [258]. More re-

cently, measurements on single crystals of the unconventional superconductor Sr2RuO4

have shown that uniaxial pressures of only « 1 GPa can boost Tc by more than a factor

of two [68], suggesting that the approach outlined here of redistributing carriers within

the d shell may prove to be much more efficacious than hydrostatic pressure for tuning

superconductivity in numerous multi-orbital systems of current interest.

In the quest to rationally engineer enhanced superconductivity, theoretical guidance

is also essential to interpret these empirical trends in terms of changes to the normal-state

electronic structure, and for a given class of materials, to determine the modes of lattice

distortions to which superconductivity is expected to respond most sensitively. Owing to

its simple crystal structure and modest interactions that are well captured by DFT-based

approaches, we propose RuO2 as a useful benchmark for refining Migdal-Eliashberg-type

calculations that aim to compute superconducting properties from ab initio electronic and

phononic spectral functions [259], and to investigate further possibilities such as phonon

softening near a structural instability. Indeed, strong coupling between the lattice and

electronic degrees of freedom in rutile-like crystal structures has been well established

both theoretically [201] and experimentally in VO2, where strain-induced variations in

the orbital occupancies can modify the metal-insulator transition by δTMIT « 60 K [260].

Therefore, it may be promising to explore other rutile compounds for strain-stabilized

superconductivity, as opposed to conventional chemical doping [261, 262, 263]. Finally,
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since RuO2/TiO2(110) is the first known stoichiometric superconductor within the rutile

family, further optimization of the superconductivity may enable the creation of struc-

tures that integrate superconductivity with other functional properties that have been

extensively studied in other rutile compounds, such as high catalytic efficiency [264], half-

metallic ferromagnetism [265], and large spin Hall conductivities [266].
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, we explored how superconductivity in thin films of two ruthenium

oxide compounds, Sr2RuO4 and RuO2, responds to epitaxial strain. In both cases, we

demonstrated that enhanced superconducting transition temperatures (Tc) can be real-

ized by synthesizing films on appropriately lattice-mismatched substrates. Moreover,

by employing numerous complementary structural and electrical characterization tech-

niques in concert with first principles calculations, we revealed some of the relevant

structure-property relationships for these materials that link the atomic positions to fea-

tures of the normal-state electronic structure that ultimately determine the condensation

energy scale of superconductivity. It is hoped that the work described here spurs further

investigations into strain engineering exploiting epitaxy as a method for manipulating

superconductivity in ruthenates and, more generically, in any materials where there are

multiple transition metal d orbitals spanning EF . At a theoretical and practical level, it

seems manifest by now that redistributing carriers among the effective low-energy orbital

degrees of freedom can have similarly profound effects on superconductivity as changing

the total carrier density; we just need to know how to arrange the atoms during materi-

als synthesis to get the near-EF electrons in regions of k-space favorable for boosting the

instability towards Cooper pairing.

In Sr2RuO4, we showed that films grown on perovskite substrates that apply

anisotropic in-plane strains (e.g., NdGaO3(110)) have significantly enhanced Tcs rel-

ative to bulk Sr2RuO4 and relative to films grown on substrates that preserve the

tetragonal symmetry of the bulk crystal structure (e.g., LSAT(001)). Films such as
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Sr2RuO4/SrTiO3(001) that are subject to larger amounts of A1g in-plane tensile strains—

which tunes the system towards a Lifshitz transition while preserving the C4 rotational

symmetry of bulk Sr2RuO4—were shown to have more modestly enhanced Tcs. Much

attention was paid to how minute concentrations of defects suppress the unconventional

superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 and thus complicate a straightforward evaluation of strain-

induced variations in Tc across different thin-film samples grown on different substrates.

If future synthesis and characterization efforts indicate that the presently observed trends

in how Tc responds to different modes and magnitudes of biaxial strain have appro-

priately controlled for these disorder effects, these results call for further computational

studies of the underlying mechanism(s) that determine Tc in Sr2RuO4 [43, 44], and per-

haps call for a more nuanced interpretation of results for bulk Sr2RuO4 single crystals un-

der uniaxial pressure [67, 68, 170], which had previously suggested that Tc merely tracks

the density of states near EF as a Van Hove singularity in the normal-state electronic

structure approaches EF .

In RuO2, we showed how substrate-imposed strains can be utilized to transmute a

normal metal into a superconductor. In particular, we demonstrated that synthesizing

RuO2 thin films on isostructural TiO2(110) substrates stabilizes superconductivity under

strain, having Tcs up to 2 K; by contrast, more lightly strained RuO2 thin films grown

on TiO2(101) substrates are non-superconducting down to the lowest measured tempera-

tures pTc ă 0.4 Kq, consistent with the behavior of bulk RuO2. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this work represents the first example of strain-stabilized superconductivity, and so

a considerable amount of effort was spent on the structural and electrical characteriza-

tion of RuO2(110) thin films to gain insight into the origins of this phenomenon. Uti-

lizing angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements together with

density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we showed that the low-energy electronic

structure of rutile systems depends sensitively on anisotropic strains that modulate the ef-

fective crystal-field splittings between states with d|| and pdxz, dyzq orbital character: com-
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pressing the crystal structure along the c axis by several percent depopulates flat bands

with d|| character away from being nearly fully filled, and thereby substantially increases

the density of states near EF , which likely contributes to the enhanced superconducting

Tcs observed in RuO2/TiO2(110).

The approach employed in this thesis for the creation and study of new superconduc-

tors has certain advantages and drawbacks compared to the two alternative strategies

that historically have been more commonly utilized (and fantastically successful) in this

regard—namely, chemical doping [21] and hydrostatic pressure [267]. Chemical doping

has the drawback of explicitly introducing substitutional disorder. In conventional su-

perconductors, this is only a minor theoretical complication that slightly renormalizes

Tc and other quantities [149]; however, it can render disorder-sensitive unconventional

superconductors such as Sr2RuO4 and certain heavy-fermion materials completely non-

superconducting [64, 268]. On the positive side, chemical doping can be varied contin-

uously (at least until solubility limits of the dopant are reached), and the dopants can

usually be incorporated throughout the crystal in a spatially uniform fashion over length

scales much exceeding the natural length scale of superconductivity, the coherence length

ξ. Hydrostatic pressure studies avoid the complications of quenched disorder, and more-

over, pressure can be varied continuously—this is crucial if, for example, quantum criti-

cality plays any role in enhancing the superconductivity [269]. The main drawback is that

sizable pressures are usually required to boost Tc by appreciable amounts [258]; there-

fore, pressure-enhanced superconductivity exists only transiently inside the confines of

specialized pressure cells that are incompatible with most experimental probes of the

electronic structure, and certainly inaccessible to any practical applications.

The bottom-up nature of epitaxial strain engineering overcomes many of these chal-

lenges: it is static, disorder-free1, compatible with sophisticated spectroscopic probes of

1Or perhaps more conservatively, but also more correctly: strain engineering exploiting epitaxy does not
explicitly introduce additional disorder.
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the electronic structure [176], and enables the integration of materials showing enhanced

superconductivity with other materials in novel artificial interfaces and device struc-

tures [270]. That being said, strain engineering exploiting epitaxy also comes with a few

essential drawbacks. First, the levels of strain achievable by this technique are, by defini-

tion, discrete; additionally, depending on the thin-film material, there may not be many

structurally and chemically compatible substrates available that also happen to span the

“interesting” range of lattice constants for tuning the film properties. Second, to change

the strain state of the film, a new sample must be grown; this adds to the uncertainty in

whether changes to the superconductivity should be ascribed to strain effects, or whether

they just reflect unavoidable sample-to-sample scatter. Lastly, the spatial range of the

strain fields imposed by the substrate are naturally limited in spatial extent by the critical

thickness for strain relaxation tcrit.. If tcrit. is much larger than the spatial extent over which

the superconducting wavefunction varies (tcrit. ąą ξ), this is not a concern, but in thin-

film systems where tcrit. and ξ are the same order of magnitude (« 1 ´ 100 nm)—such as

heavily strained RuO2 and, to a lesser extent, the more lightly strained Sr2RuO4 thin films

studied in this work—it is oftentimes difficult to disentangle strain-induced variations in

the superconducting behavior from effects caused by reduced dimensionality.

7.2 Future Work - Sr2RuO4

In the synthesis and characterization of superconducting Sr2RuO4 epitaxial thin films, it

is clear that the most important item moving forward is to gain a quantitative handle on

how the defects natively present in these samples degrade Tc. Our work has identified the

different types of disorder that are present, how to detect such defects with x-ray diffrac-

tion, scanning transmission electron microscopy, and electrical transport measurements,

and has qualitatively illustrated how these defects couple to the superconductivity. Once a
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more quantitative understanding along these lines is reached, it will be possible to more

reliably isolate changes in Tc induced by strain (and possibly other effects) from disorder-

induced suppressions of Tc. It seems unlikely that Sr2RuO4 thin films in the clean limit

will ever be synthesized by molecular-beam epitaxy (or other thin-film deposition tech-

niques), based on a rather fundamental (i.e., unavoidable) length scale for structural de-

fects present in the heteroepitaxial growth of N “ 1 Ruddlesden-Popper films on N “ 8

Ruddlesden-Popper substrates—namely, the anti-phase boundaries between film crystal-

lites that nucleate on different terraces of the substrate, which are separated by perovskite

unit cell step heights. Therefore, solving this issue of defects diminishing the supercon-

ductivity will likely not be accomplished by simply making this effect go to zero. Since

we layed out and discussed several approaches for tackling this problem in chapter 4, we

will not rehash the details here.

Once a more careful experimental and computational accounting of the effects of strain

on superconductivity is achieved for Sr2RuO4, it may be fruitful to grow strained thin

films of metallic Ca2RuO4 and/or Ba2RuO4 (which are both metastable phases in bulk) as

a means of further tuning the superconductivity in these quasi-two-dimensional ruthen-

ates. Because Ca, Sr, and Ba occupy the same column of the periodic table, they are

isovalent; however, their differing ionic sizes sterically produce “chemical strains” on the

ruthenium-oxygen bonds, which can induce changes in the Ru-O bond lengths and/or

coordinated rotations of the RuO6 octahedral network. Random alloys containing more

than one type of cation on the A-site—as was employed to tune the ferromagnetic ten-

dencies of perovskite ruthenates [118, 119, 120]—will likely contain too much quenched

disorder to exhibit superconductivity, but perhaps some combination of chemical- and

substrate-imposed strains can be employed to realize enhanced superconducting proper-

ties.
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7.3 Future Work - RuO2

The unconventional superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 has been intensely studied for nearly

25 years. Accordingly, the existing body of work of what is known about this phase of

matter is enormous, even if a comprehensive description of the superconductivity capable

of accounting for all of these observations has remained elusive. By contrast, since the

superconductivity in strained RuO2 was not discovered until the work presented in this

dissertation, there are very basic questions about this system that remain to be answered

conclusively, including:

• Is the superconductivity conventional or unconventional? What is the connection,

if any, of spin-density wave order and superconductivity? Do these phases coexist,

or compete?

• What is the actual crystal structure of superconducting RuO2/TiO2(110) thin films?

What role, if any, does the partial strain relaxation observed experimentally play in

determining the superconducting properties?—i.e., should we interpret the super-

conductivity as arising from coherently strained regions in such films, or from the

more strain-relaxed regions? More generally, what symmetry modes and magni-

tudes of externally applied distortions of the crystal structure optimize Tc?

Numerous future experiments and calculations that may help shed light on these

questions have been proposed in chapter 5 and chapter 6, which we will not repeat

here for brevity. Once these items have been addressed, it will be possible to pro-

vide a more sensible “roadmap” regarding what measurements should be performed

to gain a more complete understanding of the electronic structure and strain-stabilized

superconductivity in RuO2, and whether similarly non-trivial modifications of the low-

energy physics can be induced by straining other rutile structures, such as WO2 or
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MoO2 [201, 261, 262, 263, 271]. On the materials side of the equation, perhaps the most

important outstanding goal is to devise methods capable of applying large (likely several

percent) compressive strains along the rutile c axis2 that remain coherent over thicknesses

of material that exceed the superconducting coherence length ξ by an order of magnitude

(or greater). Until this is accomplished, the observed superconducting properties will

likely reflect a muddled mixture of two competing effects: in thicker RuO2/TiO2(110)

films, spatially heterogeneous c axis strains will result in spatially heterogeneous super-

conductivity, whereas in thinner RuO2/TiO2(110) films having thicknesses approaching

(or less than) ξ, simple-minded evaluations of Tc will be complicated by disorder and su-

perconducting fluctuation effects that become more pronounced in reduced dimensions—

even though the strain status of such samples is more well-defined.

Unlike in the growth of perovskite oxide thin films, where a multitude of compatible

substrates have been developed that span a wide range of in-plane lattice constants, TiO2

is the only commercially available substrate for the growth of rutile oxide thin films. As

illustrated in this dissertation, different orientations of TiO2 can be employed to impart

different amounts of strain on RuO2, but none of these orientations are particularly well

lattice-matched to RuO2 except TiO2(101); therefore, we either obtain lightly strained films

with essentially bulk-like properties (RuO2/TiO2(101)), or heavily strained films having

much more interesting properties, but also low critical thicknesses for strain relaxation

(RuO2/TiO2(110), and also RuO2/TiO2(100)). In short, it does not seem that the usual

substrate-imposed “strain game” can be played for more fine tuning of superconductivity

in RuO2 thin films. At present, we can envisage three ways of possibly circumventing this

issue:

• Grow buffer layers of some other rutile material—e.g., IrO2 or Ru-doped

Ti1´xRuxO2—on top of TiO2(110) substrates before growing pure RuO2 films on top
2As explained in previous chapters, we believe that the superconductivity in RuO2 responds most sen-

sitively to this type of distortion.
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of the buffer layers. The buffer-layer thickness and material should be chosen to re-

duce the amount of substrate-imposed strain (via formation of misfit dislocations),

but not totally eliminate the strain. If the buffer layer is metallic, some thought

should also be given to how this might affect superconductivity in RuO2 according

to proximity effects. This approach has been previously employed in strain-tuning

studies of the metal-insulator transition in VO2 thin films synthesized on TiO2(001)

substrates [260]; in this case, RuO2 was actually used as the buffer layer.

• Grow superlattices on TiO2(110) consisting of interleaved thick RuO2 and thin TiO2

layers. This is highly non-trivial from the growth perspective, but has been previ-

ously demonstrated for IrO2 [272] and RuO2
3. The insertion of periodically spaced

TiO2 layers should help to preserve some of the substrate-imposed strain; it is much

less obvious, though, how the inevitable interdiffusion between Ti and Ru might

affect the superconductivity, and also what the effective dimensionality of super-

conductivity would be in such an artificially designed material. Measurements of

the in-plane upper critical fields would help to address the latter question.

• Perform uniaxial pressure experiments on RuO2, squeezing along the c axis. It is

unclear at present whether enough compression could be applied to bulk single

crystals of RuO2 to induce superconductivity in this approach; recent state-of-the-

art experiments on ruthenate and cuprate single crystals have demonstrated elastic

strains to date of up to « ´1% [171]. If this level of strain is not sufficient, a “hy-

brid” approach of externally applying uniaxial pressure to partially strain relaxed

RuO2/TiO2(110) thin film + substrate samples may prove to be fruitful.

3Unpublished work by Hanjong Paik.
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